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SUMMARY OUTLINE OF SUFFOLK COUNTY

!
CONTENTION 19 TESTIMONY *

|

Suffolk County contends that LILC0 and the NRC staff have not adequately
|
|

evaluated the human f actors elements of Shoreham's procedures.
-I

Therefore, LILC0 has f ailed to meet applicaole regulatory requirements. |

The testimony demonstrates the inadequacies of the human f actors
considerations in two areas: (1) the coordination of Shoreham operator
training with procedures, and (2) in the emergency operating procedures,
two specific reviews highlight various inadeauacies. The testimony makes
recomendations as to needed improvements in the procedures and further
recomends a comprehensive review of training and procedures fo'r

consistency.

LILCO should be required to review and revise Shoreham's procedures to
current standards and to provide training that is both comprehensive,
coordinated with Shoreham's equipment and consistent with the procedures

to be used.

l'
i

,

*j ASLB Memorandum and Order, March 15, 1982, p. 30.

. .



Attachments *

A. " Acceptability of Six Representative Event-Oriented Emergency
Procedures with Respect to NUREG/CR-2005", prepared by F.R. Ball,
L.T. Crosse, and T.J. Mazour

B. " Indexing / Cross-Referencing of Selected Shoreham Symptom and

Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures", prepered by F.R. Ball, L.T.

Crosse, and T.J. Mazour
|

C. SP39.005.05, Rev. O, Effective Date: August 8, 1978, Control Room

Pre-Fire Plan

D. "Firefighter's Training Manual: Basic Course", Suffolk County
Vocational Education and Extension Board, page E-38

E. NRC I & E Report 50-322/82-03

F. Lesson Plan, LILCO Sys. 133: " Shutdown Outside Control Room", Rev.
3, April 24, 1982.

G. SP23.133.01, Rev. 1, Effective Date: January 17, 1980, Remote
Shutdown Control System

i
|
| H. SP29.022.01, Rev. O, Effective Date: December 5, 1978, Shutdown From

| Outside Control Room Emergency Procedure

|

*/ ASLB Memorandum and Order, March 15,1982, p. 30.
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Direct Testimony of Marc. W. Goldsmith, Frederick R. Ball

Lewis T. Crosse and Thomas J. Mazour
Regarding Suffolk County Contention 19 -

Human Factors - Procedures

Q. Please state your name, address, occupation, and qualifications.
,

,

i

A. My name is Marc W. Goldsmith, and my business address is 400-1

Totten Pond Road, Waltham, Massachusetts. I am the President of
Energy Research Group, Inc. My name is Frederick R. Ball, and my
business address is Technology Park, P.O. Box 220, North

Stonington, Connecticut. My name is Lewis T. Crosse, and my
business address is Technology Park, P.O. Box 220, North
Stonington, Connecticut. My name is Thomas J. Mazour, and my
business address is Technology Park, P.O. Box 220, North
Stonington, Connecticut. Our qualifications have been separately
provided to the Board.I[

Q. Would you please state the contention on which you are testifying?

A. Contention 19 states:

!

Suffolk County contends that 10 CFR 50.40 and 50.57 have been
violated because:

(a) LILCO has not demonstrated that Shoreham's training program
and procedures are both consistent and plant-specific. For
example, fire protection equipment used in the control room
is different than that discussed in the training manual and
the procedure calls for use of equipment different than that
available.

| (b) In addition, Shoreham's procedures are inadequate (i) to
| respond to station blackout, shift turnover, and operation in

protective clothing or equipment, and (ii) to assure'

knowledge of shutdown system operability.

*/ This testimony was prepared under the overall supervision of Marc
W. Goldsmith. Messr's Ball, Crosse and Mazour prepared the
answers to the three questions on emergency procedure review on

, pages 15-19 of this testimony, and Attachments A and B.
1
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(c) Further, the human factors implications of responding to
emergency procedures have not been adequately checked. For
example, locations of emergency equipment controls have not
been checked for sequential activities to assure proximity of
controls or instruments used sequentially and to assure
operators or supervisors are not overloaded.

|
(d) Also, Shoreham's procedures are keyed to annunciators and

' this methed may not ce optimem in diagnosing accidents to
determine the appropriate response when multiple alarms occur. L

V

!
'

Q. What is the purpose of this testi'nony?

A. The purpose of this testimony is to discuss the concern that the
human f actors aspects of numerous Shoreham procedures

(administrative, emergency operating, and alarm response) have not
been adequately addressed, and to ensure that procedures promote

plant safety.

It is evident that a human factors evaluation of only a small
select set of emergency operating procedures has been conducted by
NRC. With respect to adequacy of procedures (as it relates to
subpart (c) of Contention 19), two reviews were undertaken.
First, six Shoreham procedures were analyzed by the authors

against NUREG/CR-2005 checklists to assess human factors
|
| implications of these procedures. The testimony presents in

Attachments AM and B_/ the specific examples of human factors2

problems that were identified and which could cause operator
perfonnance deviations. Attachment A explains the specific
methodology, checklists and results of the evaluation of specific
procedures. Second, Attachment B also evaluates the
indexing / cross referencing of thirteen Shoreham procedures for
risks of inadvertant operator deviations that could result from
cross referencing and indexing problems.

y Attachment A - Acceptability of Six Representative Event-Oriented
Emergency Procedures with Respect to NUREG/CR-2005.

2/ Attachment B - Indexing / cross referencing of Selected Shoreham
Symptom and Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures.

~

~ ~~
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Furthermore, there is no indication that a human factors review of
other plant procedures which could impact plant safety (i.e.,
administrative, alarm response, and other emergency operating) has

!

been conducted. Although such a review is not specifically,

delineated in the acceptance criteria of NUREG-0800, Section 13.5,
this testimony shows that f ailure to evaluate the human f actors
implications of Shoreham's procedures could result in a situation |

in which operator response to a specific plant event would be |

impeded. Therefore, a human f actors evaluation of Shoreha:n
procedures should be conducted to identify those instances in
which operator response to promote plant safuty would be hindered

Absent such a review,through the use of existing procedures.
LILC0 has not denenstrated compliance with 10 CFR 50.40 and 50.57.

I
What is meant by " human f actors" as it pertains to planti

Q.i

procedures?

" Human f actors engineering can be defined as the science ofA.
applying behavioral principles to systems aimed at integrating the
human element with the system hardware, software, environments,

and information. The ultimate objectives of human factors
engineering are to account for the human component in man-machine

systems, to prevent or reduce the probability of human error, andi

to improve overall system performance. 3/

One f acet of the man-machine interf ace in nuclear power plant

operation is the manner in which plaat operators respond to a
given event through the use of procedures. Operator response, and
thereby, plant safety, is not only a function of the technical

| In this
!

adequacy of such procedures, but also of their utility.
regard, utility includes human f actors such as usability

E.W. Hagen and G.T. Mays, " Human Factors Engineering in the U.S.3/
Nuclear Arena", Nuclear Safety, Vol. 22, No. 3, May-June 1981.

.

L
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(completeness, accuracy, convenience, readability) and
acceptabilityofproceduresbytheplantoperators.1/ Thus, the
human factors aspect of responding to plant procedures encompasses

the degree to which any of these f actors could influence how an
operator responds to a plant event by following the procedures.

At Shoreham, human factors acceptability of procedures constitutes
{

a particularly significant issue due to the heavy reliance on |
procedures to compensate for equipment inadequacies. For example,
as shown in Suffolk County Contention 3 testimony,5f LILCO

relies on procedures to assure proper operator response to
compensate for inadequacies in the water level instrumentation
system. Given such reliance, it is particularly important that
the human factors aspects of such procedures be carefully

considered.

Q. Please provide background data regarding your concern for the
human factors aspect of re::ponding to plant procedures?

A. The Rasmussen report _/ began to quantify the contribution of6
|

human error to risks of nuclear accidents. The report shows that

better than 50 percent of the risk is from operator error. Since
that time, efforts have been underway to reduce the contribution
of tne operator to the risk of a radiological accident.

"The accident at Unit 2 of Three Mile Island (TMI-2) on March 28,
1979, dramatically illustrated the need for integrating the

4/ " Draft Criteria for Preparation of Emergency Operating
Procedures", NRC Report NUREG-0799 (For Comment), NRR Division of
Human Factors Safety, June 1981.

| 5_/ See, for example, Testimony on Suffolk County Contention 3.

| 6/ " Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.
Comercial Nuclear Power Plants," NRC Report WASH-1400'

(NUREG-75/014),NTIS, October 1975.

|

1
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elements of human f actors engineering into management, design and

operationofnuclearpowerplants."$I In the aftermath of this
accident, ntsnerous studies were conducted to investigate the cause

Reference No. 3of, and operator response to the TMI-2 incident.
7

says this about one such study _/: "[it]wasconcernedwith
establishing the role of human factors engineering in the accident

.

Decause of the significant role that human error played in the
accident. This report concluded primarily that the human errors
experienced during the TMI incident were not due to operator
deficiencies but rather to inadequacies in equipment design,
information presentation, emergency procedures, and

training."1/ As a result, NRC implemented the TMI Action Plan
requirements (NUREG-0660; NUREG-0737), to which address procedural
inadequacies (see items I.C.1, I.C.8, and I.C.9). These

requirements were aimed at improving the development and
implementation of emergency operating procedures, and specifically

|

address the human factors implications of responding to

emergencies using plant procedures.

However, " human actions can compromise safety in any phase of

design or construction of power plants. They can also compromise
safety in plant performance during normal operation as well as
under accident conditions. Since the role of the operator in the
overall scope of the control system is often underestimated, the
performance of a plant can be degraded, if the man-machine
interface is not properly designed. Understanding the need for
more effectiveness in man-machine connunications, then, has become

!

increasingly apparent as the size and complexity of plants has
increased. Operation of a nuclear power plant can at times
involve some element of uncertainty, which could lead to

T.8. Malone, et al., " Human Factors Evaluation of Control Room7/
Design and Operator Performance at Three Mile Island-2", NRC
Report NUREG/CR-1270, Vol. 1, Essex Corp., NTIS, January 1980.

f
.
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unexpected events requiring major decisionmaking and probable
reiteration of standing procedures."8/ Thus, the dependence on-

such procedures, if net properly evaluated for possible human
~

factors inadequacies, could hinder correct and timely operator
response to plant events.

Q. How does this concern relate to the procedures to be used at

Shcreham? -

A. Specifically, the following human f actors concerns regarding plant
procedures that have not been adequately addressed by LILCO are
addressed in this testimony. U .

~ <
(a) Portions of the Shnreham operator training program and

various plant procedures are not consistent and/or
plant-specific, and therefore are inaccurate and could lead'
to confusion.

.

(b) The human f actors implications of responding to all Shoreham

,
emergency procedures have not been adequately checked. The
implications of using procedures that are inadequate due to
such factors as inaccuracy, inconvenience, and general
unacceptability in terms of their utility is an avoidable,,

i ri'sk of inadvertant operator performance deviation.
|

|

8/ E.W. Hagan, "The iluman: Key Factor in. Nuclear Safety," Nuclear
Safety, Vol. 21, No. 4 July-August 1980. [Ed.: " reiteration of
standing procedures" is interpreted to mean the reuse of any
combination of procedures within the set of existing' procedures.]

.

8a/ If time had permitted, testimony would have been prepared to
address in detail subparts (b) and (d) of the contention. The
lack of testimony does not ' indicate that these areas-of concern
have been eliminated.

.
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In your technical opinion, hon do the human f actors implicationsQ.
of the concerns stated above.cause the regulations to be violated?

Title 10 of Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 50.40 and 50.57A.
state, in part, tnat:

(50.40) In detennining that a license will be issued to an j
'

applicant, the Comission will be guided by the
Lfollowing considerations: fThe processes to be performed, the operating

.

(a) procedures, the f acility and equipment, the use of
the f acility, and other technical proposals, in
regard to any of the foregoing collectively

,

'

provide reasonable assurance that the applicant
will comply with the regulations in this chapter,
including the regulations in Part 20, and that the
health and safety of the public will not be
endangered.

and (50.57(a)) . . .an operating license may be issued by the
Commission, . . . _upon finding (that:.i) that the i

..

There is reasonable assurance(3) activities author.ized by the_Coerating license can
be conducted without endangerfac the health and
safety of the public, and (ii) that such-
activlties will be conducted in compliance with
the regulations in this chaptar.

L

Without an evaluation of the human f actors implications of
responding to Shoreham procedu'res, the potential exists for
improper operator response to plant events. Such improper
response (i.e., incorrect or untimely) could increase
accident. risk as exermlified by the accident at TMI-2.

'Q. Please describe in greater detail the basis for the concern
that the Shoreham operator training program and procedures

are not consistent and/or plant-specific.

The County has not had adequate opportunity to review all ofA.
the Shoreham operator training program or procedures to
determine their consistency with one another, or with the
plant as designed. However, a specific example of this
concern is demonstrated by the Shoreham control room fire

protection program.

_ _
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Shoreham Procedure 39.005.05 Control Room Pre-Fire Plan /9

states at 5.2.4 that CO is the most desirable |2
extinguishing material in order-of-preference; dry chemical
is second; and water is the least desirable for a control

room fire. Although CO is the preferred extinguishing
2

material for control room fires, CO is not listed in the
2

! Firefighter's Basic Course Training Manual (p. E-28, the i'

"FireExtinguisherSelectionGuide")El as the correct
extinguisher for Class A fires (ordinary comcustibles such as
wood, paper, etc., which are listed as primary control room
combustibles in Table 1 of the Shoreham Fire Hazard Analysis
Report).

,

Rather, dry or wet chemical extinguishers are listed in the
training manual as the correct extinguishing method.
However, Appendix 7.1 "Available Fire Fighting and Emergency
Equipment" of the same procedure does not list any dry
chemicalextinguishersinthecontrolroom.El

Furthermore, except for the 4 CO extinguishers listed in
2

Appendix 7.1 of the procedure, the only other extinguisher
listed for the control room is water, which is stated to be

the water hose reels located at elevation 44 feet (the
ControlRoomisatelevation63 feet).El

i

9_/ Attachment C - SP39.005.05 (08/07/78).

I 10/ Attachment 0 - Firefighter's Basic Course Training Manual @ pg.
-

E-28.

H/TheCountyacknowledgesthatLILC0hassincestateditsintention
to provide dry chemical extinguishers in the Control Room; however
LILCO has not provided documentation of this to the County, nor of
any other training or procedural changes in this regard.

12/ The County acknowledges that LILC0 has since provided water hose
-

reels at the Control Room elevation; however LILC0 has not
provided any updated procedural documents in this regard.

,

Procedures in this case are important because an operator must
| leave the control room elevation to get a water hose.

|

. - . . - . - . . .- . - - .- .,

_ _ _ _ - - _ _
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In addition, not all fire protection procedures seem to be current
or completsly adequate. For example, in NRC I&E Inspection ,

)
50-322/82-03,2.(a)and(b),El numerous fire
protection / prevention procedures were identified as still being in
the process of development and several were determined by the
inspection to be inadequate. More specifically, ILE 50-322/82 A3

,

states, "The inspector determined the following procedures to be
f inadequate as follows: ..SP39.500.03[Rev.B] entitled" Fire.

Protection Program Training". The procedure does not address

firefighting strategies for safety-related areas and the use
thereof in brigade training. . ."

Q. What are the human f actors implications of this concern?

A. The human f actors implications of this concern are that Shoreham

operator training programs and procedures are not consistent, thus
the potential exists for confusion and improper operator response
to plant safety events. The recent NRC 1&E report confirms that
procedural and training problems in this area still remain and are

,

uncorrected, implying that a general problem exists with
Shoreham's training and procedures for fire protection.

Q. What actions are necessary to remedy this concern?

At a minimum, LILC0 should perform a comprehensive review andA.
analysis of all Shoreham training program elements and procedures
which pertain to fire protection and resolve any inconsistencies
that exist which could lead to improper operator response to plant

safety events.

M/AttachmentE-I&Ereport 50-322/82-03.

- _ _
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Q. Are there other examples of training and procedural conflicts?

A. Yes. A cursory review of the lesson plan for " Shutdown Outside
Control Room" E shows a potential conflict in operation of the
RHR system with Procedure SP23.133.01 Rev.1 (1/17/80).15,16/
The Lesson Plan states at Section 8.3.3.4(e) (pg. 13) that:

"e) RHR Shutdown Cooling Suction Valves

*M0V-032 A, B, C & D

1) Will not open unless their respective MOV-031 and 040
valves are shut.

2) Prevents draining reactor to suppression pool

3) Once M0V-032 is open, however, MOV-031 and MOV-040 can
be opened."

While SP23.133.01 states at Section 8.1.3.5 (pg. 7) the following:

" Cooling without flushing the RHR piping. OPEN tile RHR Pump
B RPV Suction Valve (*MOV-328), CLOSE the RHR Pump B
Suppression Pool Suction Valve (*MOV-318) and proceed to Step
8.1.3.6."

This appears to be a conflict. The lesson on training states that
the MOV-318 valve should be closed to prevent reactor coolant

draining. The procedure opens the 328 valve before closing the
31B valve which the Lesson Plan says cannot be done.

14/ Attachment F - Lesson Plan: " Shutdown From Outside Control
-

Room", Rev. 3, April 24, 1982.

15,16/ SP23.133.01 " Remote Shutdoyg/ which is the " Shutdown FromControl System" is reached byreference from SP29.022.0lJ_'.
Outside Control Room Emergency Procedure."

_l]7] Attachment H - SP29.022.01, " Shutdown from Outside the Control
,

Room Emergency Procedure", Rev. O, December 5, 1978.

__. . . ._ _ _ !

_ _ _ - _ _
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In addition to this specific example of direct contradiction, the

terminology used to refer to the same system differs between the
two procedures referenced and the Lesson Plan. Procedure
SP23.133.01 uses the term " ADS" (Automatic Depressurization

System) to refer to the control of the Safety Relief Valves
(SRV's); Procedure SP29.022.01 uses the term " Reactor

Safety / Relief Valves"; and the Lesson Plan uses " Reactor

Safety / Relief Valves" and " Nuclear Boiler System (Safety Relief
Valves C, D & F)". They all seem to refer to the same three
safety / relief valves 1821*RV-092C, D and F and the associated
controls. This change in terminology may not be limited to this
specific example; however, it clearly is the kind of inconsistency
which a careful human factors review would eliminate.

Q. What would satisfy the concern relative to the Shoreham operator
training and procedures problems?

A. This concern would be resolved by a comprehensive review and -

comparison between Shoreham training materials and procedures to
assure that human factors requirements are met. This includes
consistency and compatibility between the two.

Q. What efforts were undertaken to address the concern related to
human f actors review of Shoreham Emergency Procedures,

particularly as expressed in subpart (c) of Contention 19?

A. ERG, Inc. contracted with Messrs. Ball, Crosse and Mazour to do
the following:

1. Evaluate six (6) Shoreham E0Ps to identify characteristics of
the procedures that can lead to operator performance !

deviation, by utilizing NUREG/CR-2005 " Checklist for
Evaluating Emergency Procedures Used in Nuclear Power Plants."

2. Evaluate the congruence of the LILCO Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station symptom-oriented and event-oriented E0Ps. This will
include an evaluation of the provisions made in both types of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__
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procedures for a logical transfer from operator utilization
of symptom-oriented to event-oriented procedures during an

,emergency.
i

This effort was to analyze a selected set of procedures to human
factors standards to determine the compliance of Shoreham's

procedures with accepted human factors standards. This analysis
would either independently confirm concerns with the procedures or

.

verify that human f actors design of the procedures was adequate. ~i-

The result would then be used to demonstrate the facts of subpart
(c) of the contention or remove it as an issue.

Q. Why did ERG, Inc. contract with Messrs. Ball, Crosse and Mazour?

A. ERG, Inc. contracted with Messrs. Ball, Crosse and Mazour to
supplement expertise and to assure a balanced approach to the
human f actors elements of the Shoreham procedures. Dr. Ball is an
industrial psychologist, Mr. Cross is a licensed SR0 on a GE

Boiling Water Reactor, and Mr. Mazour has been involved in human
factors evaluations. This team approach, with Mr. Goldsmith
providing the Shoreham-specific input, was used for the analysis.

Q. Please describe in greater detail the basis for the concern that
the Shoreham emergency procedures have not been adequately checked
for operator response requirements.

A. The concern is that the existing emergency procedures, as
presented, are not adequate to minimize inadvertant operator
perfomance deviations in an emergency situation.

This concern is based on emergency procedure evaluation results
obtained from two different perspectives:

1. Acceptability of six selected Shoreham event-oriented
emergency procedures with respect to NUREG/CR-2005; and

_.
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2. Acceptability of indexing / cross-referencing of
symptom-oriented and event-oriented procedure combinations.

The selected Shoreham emergency procedures which were evaluated

are shown in Table 1. A description of the evaluation process,
summary of results, conclusions and recommendations are provided
for each case as Attachments A and B, respectively. The specific
examples and analyses found in attachments A and 8 provide the

bases for the conclusions drawn in the next two answers.

Q. What are the human factors implications of these findings?

A. Based on the findings summarized in Attachments A and B, there is
reason to question whether the existing emergency procedures are
adequate with respect to presentation style, level of detail,
comprehensibility, inter-procedure indexing and cross-referencing,
and utility for operator use. To the exten'. that they are not, an
avoidable risk of inadvertant operator performance deviation is
introduced. This impacts safe as well as efficient plant
operation.

Q. What actions are necessary to remedy this concern?
|

A. It is recommended that:

l

1. Existing Shoreham event-oriented emergency procedures be

reviewed and brought into conformance with current industry
|
'

standards, e.g., NUREG/CR-2005 and NUREG/CR-0899, in order to

reduce avoidable risks of inadvertent operator performance
deviations associated with use of emergency operating

procedures; and

_ _ _

- _ , , , - , - - - _ , , - - __ - , __ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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2. The existing Shoreham sympton-oriented and Event-Oriented
indexing strategy be reevaluated and modified to provide )

'

clarification regarding procedure priority, selection and
entry. The revised strategy must be reflected by emergency
procedure cross-referencing. This would reduce avoidable
risks of inadvertent operator performance deviations
associated with indexing / cross-referencing of emergency

operating procedures.

t

|

|

-. .. -

m - __
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TABLE 1

Shoreham Emergency Procedures Included in Evaluation

Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures

SP Number Title Revision Effective Date

29.003.01 Control Rod Drop 0 5/05/77

29.006.01 Feedwater/ Level Control System Failure 0 5/19/78

2 11/17/8029.010.01 Emergency Shutdown

29.016.01 Loss of Instrument Air 0 5/19/78

29.019.01 Loss of Service Water 0 5/18/79

29.022.01 Shutdown f rom Outside Control Room 0 12/05/78

Sympton-Oriented Emergency Procedures

SP Number Title Revision Effective Date

29.023.01 Level Control F ---

29.023.02 Cooldown F ---

29.023.03 Containment Control F ---

29.023.04 Level Restoration F ---

29.023.05 Rapid RPV Depressurization F ---

29.023.09 Reactor Pressure Vessel Flooding F ---

29.024.01 Transient with Failure to Scram F ---

.

- _ _ _ - _ -
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ATTACHMENT A

" Acceptability of Six Representative Event-Oriented
Emergency Procedures with Respect to NUREG/CR-2005",

4, prepared by F.R. Ball, L.T. Crosse, and T.J. Mazour
!

!
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ATTACHMENT A

Acceptability of Six Representative
Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures

With Respect to NUREG/CR-2005

1.0 INTRODUCTION

I

This attachment describes the evaluation of six Shoreham Event-Oriented
Emergency Procedures provided by Energy Research Group, Inc. (identified in
Table 1). The purpose of the evaluation was to identify, in the procedures
selected, characteristics and patterns of characteristics that can lead to
operator performance deviations. The results were used in formulating gen-
eral conclusions regarding the acceptability of the entire set of event-
oriented emergency procedures. In this sense the evaluation is more accu-
rately described as a screening process focusing on the identification of
common deficiencies, rather than a detailed, individualized procedure evalua-
tion. The process, findings and resulting conclusions / recommendations are
described in the following sections. References are provided in Section 5.
Two appendices (A-1 and A-2) provide supporting data and explanatory

information.

I

A-1

._ __
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2.0 ETH00

The evaluation was conducted in three steps. First, three analysts
independently reviewed each of the six selected event-oriented emergency pro-
cedures. The review was conducted using the checklist provided in NUREG/
CR-2005 and associated guidelines and recomendations. The method involved
only a desk-top review of the selected procedures. Because of time con-
straints and the general intent of the effort, associated documentation
(e.g., procedure requirements, technical requirements) was not included in

~

the review nor was an operator walk-through of each procedure performed. In

partiwlar the evaluation did not cover the following areas:

1. Technical accuracy of the procedure with respect to the results of
any supporting engineering analyses, technical specifications, or
other source engineering data related to plant operation.

2. Accuracy of references to other procedures not included in this
effort.

3. Accuracy of references to controls, indicators, and plant equipment
which would require a plant walk-through to verify.

The second step consisted of consolidating individual responses and
resolving discrepancies. The final step involved sumarizing the results
(Section 3) and preparing appropriate conclusions / recommendations (Sec-

tion 4).

A-2
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3.0 RESULTS

Table A-1 provides a sumarization of evaluation results in terms of
consolidated checklist item responses for each of the six event-oriented
emergency procedures evaluated (see Table 1). Rather than sequential, the
checklist items are organized by category depending on the relative impact of
characteristics in that category on the reliability of operator performance.
These categories are provided with the checklist in NUREG/CR-2005 with fur-
ther amplification in NtREG/CR-1970 and NUREG/CR-1278. A completed checklist
for each of the six evaluated procedures is provided in Appendix A-1 to this
attachment. Appendix A-2 repcoduces Chapter III, Discussion of Checklist,
f rom NUREG/CR-2005. This chapter discusses the checklist and individual
items; it is provided for reference. The following subsections provide a sum-
mary discussion of findings with respect to each checklist category.

3.1 Checklist Category A

Procedural deficiencies identified by chacklist items in category A are
of the greatest relative importance in terms of contributing to performance
devi ations. They lead to errors which, ". . . are likely to occur during low

stress (normal) conditions and will be made frequently under moderate and high
,

I stress conditions" (NUREG/C2-1970).

| Of the 10 checklist items in this category (Table A-1), four were not
used in the evaluation as the necessary supporting documentation was not
available. An additional three items were judged not applicable. In general,
the six procedures were found to possess the characteristics identified by the
remaining three checklist items, though with some exceptions.

Most of the instructions in each procedure were written in short, concise
steps, although not invariably (item #15). For example, step 4.2 of the Emer-
gency Shutdown Emergency Procedure (SP 29.010.01) combines five actions and

one contingency in a two sentence paragraph. The embedded information might
be easily misread in this format, particularly in a high stress situation.

A-3
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.__._ _ __SUMMARV CHECKLISTt RESPONSES AS APPLIED 1N EVALUATING SIXL.._ TABLE A-1.
SH0REHAM EVENT-0RIENTED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

I

5 5 5 55 h 5 8-

5"$ 3 * ** * %
$,r2
* 5WI* 5 c 3 *e g.s ,. d_

g 4
CHECKLIST 38. w8 . . g- _

CHEC'C.IST ITEMt IgN EE* 0; " c-~ E N " E s *.25-"

CATEGCRYt No. e9 t*% M wE % W=% ! NOTE 3

15 * * * * ' '

NOT EVALUATED21 - - - - - -
,

NOT EVALUATED27' - - - - - -

| 29 NOT EVALUATED- - - - - -

07 WALUATED29 - - - - - -

A
30 * * * ** e

31 * * * * * *

NOT APPLICABLE33 - - - - - -

NOT APPLICABLE34 - - - - - -

NOT APPLICA8LE38 - - - - - -

5 e o o e o a
NOT APPLICASLE7 - - - - - -

8 e o e e e e
* *9 * o o o

10 o o o o o a

11 o o o o o o
* NA o o NA o12

13 e e e e e e
g

NOT EVALUATED16 - - - - - -

17 * * * * e e

18 NA o o o NA NA

19 NA e e e NA *

o o NA NA20 NA *

24 o o e NA o e

25 ** * * * c
35 o o e o e o
36 o o o o o o
37 e * * * * *

1 e e e e e e
*

NOT APPLICABLE4 - - - - - -

NOT EVALUATED6 - - - - - -

l' ' ' ' ' ' '
C 22 o o o NA e e

23 NA e e NA e o
* * * * *25 o

NOT APPLICABLE32 - - - - - -

2 e e e e e e
O

3 o o o o o o

o Procedure posses characteristic in question (satisfac: cry).
* Procedure generally posses enaracteristic in questien with scme exceotiens.
e Procedure does not possess enaracteristic in cuestien (unsatisfact:ry).

NA Characteristic not asolicamle to procacure.
t Brune, R. L. and 'deinstein, M., Checklist fer Evaluatin; E.mer;ency Precacures Used

in Nuclear Pewe plants, NUREG/CA-2005-5MC81-1014, nPT Inc., Tnousano cats, CA,
May, 1981.
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Further evidence of this type of deficiency is reflected in Complexity Inde-
cies (the ratio of actions to steps) in excess of 1.5 (see item #35, cate-
gory B).

Checklist items #28 through #31 address the provision for contingencies
within the procedures. Items #28 and #29 address the completeness of the

procedures in this respect. These were not evaluated in detail as the neces-
sary supporting technical documentation was not available during the evalua-
tion. A screening of the procedures, however, suggests that each provides for
an average of ten to twelve contingencies. This compares favorably to the
average four to five contingencies per procedure found by the authors of the
checklist in their review of 56 emergency procedures from four different
plants (NUREG/CR-1970). It should be noted, however, that those authors also
found that procedures based on engineering analyses covered an average 21

to 22 contingencies, almost twice as many as in the present case.

t

| Checklist items #30 and #31 focus on those contingencies which are
addressed in the procedures. In general the procedures were found satisfac-
tory: contingency information was presented before the instruction (action
statement) and the majority of the contingency instructions were readily
understandable. There were exceptions, however, scattered throughout the
procedures. For example, step 3.1.1 of the Loss of Service Water Emergency

Procedure (SP 29.019.01) in effect defines non-essential heat load as the
" main ventilation chilled water system" by specifying closure of the respec-

| tive valves as an imediate action. A subsequent action (step 4.1) requires
that removal of non-essential heat loads from the " service water system" be

| ensured. In the latter case, however, those service water loads (if any), in

| addition to the previously identified main chilled water ventilation system,

j which are to be regarded as non-essential are not identified; nor is any guid-
ance provided (e.g., valve identification, reference to another procedure)'

| regarding how these loads are to be secured. In this sense the information
! provided is incomplete and potentially confusing.

A second example is step 3.3 of the Control Rod Drop Emergency Procedure,

( (SP 29.003.01) the instruction (action statement) which requires operation of
two systems individually or in combination "as necessary" to maintain two

A-5
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reactor operating parameters (power and off gas activity) at less than "to-
be-specified" levels. This is an example of a compound statement which would
benefic by subdivision into alternative steps, including information govern-
ing the selection of alternatives (i.e., which is preferred) and specifying
how the action in each case is to be accomplished. As it stands the step is

incomplete and potentially confusing.

3.2 Checklist Category B :

Procedural deficiencies identified by checklist items in category B are
relatively less important than those in category A in terms of contributing to
performance deviations. They lead to errors which, ". . . are likely to occur
during low [ normal] and moderate stress conditions and will occur frequently
under high stress" (NUREG/CR-1970).

Almost half the checklist items (18) fall in this category and, as shown
in Table A-1, so do the majority of procedural deficiencies identified in the
course of this evaluation. One item was not used in the evaluation as the
necessary supporting technical documentation was not available. A second
item was judged not applicable. Findings with respect to the remaining
16 items are presented below.

!
It is desirable that all information critical to the performance of imme-

diate operator act!ons be provided by one procedure only. References to other
procedures are to be avoided. Four of the six procedures evaluated were found
deficient in this respect (see item #5). Of the two found satisfactory, one
was the Emergency Shutdown Emergency Procedure (SP 29.010.01). This proce-

dure, and particularly the immediate actions therein, were one subject of
reference in those procedures found deficient. Since the Emergency Shutdown
Imediate Actions comprise only five steps, these at a minimum are candidates
for incorporation into applicable deficient procedures.

Items #8, #9 and #10 pertain to interpersonnel communication, coordina-
tion and control in procedure performance. For this evaluation it was assumed
that an established administrative procedure identifies the senior control

A-6
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room person as the " primary" procedure user, the individual responsible for
coordinating the activity. Under this assumption all procedures were iound
satisfactory in the sense of being written to one person (item #8). However,
the procedures were found to be marginal or deficient in terms of specifying
how and to whom required comunications between personnel are to be effected
(item #9). For example, step 4.7.3 of the Emergency Shutdown Emergency Pro-
cedure (SP 29.010.01) fails to indicate that the required shift of auxiliary
steam loads must be accomplished by the Plant Equipment Operator outside the

,

control room nor to preferred means by which this requirement is to be cumu-
nicated (e.g., station paging system). Finally, while provision is made for
recording that a directed / required action had been completed none of the pro-
cedures evaluated provided for recording that someone was directed to take the
action (item #10), a recommended provision particularly pertinent in coordi-
nating activities under high stress conditions.

Items #11, #12 and #13 pertain to provisions in the procedures for
verifying (as by checklist) that symptoms, automatic actions, or critical
immediate operator actions associated with/ required by the emergency were
actually observed / performed. The procedures were found deficient in the
first and second case, and satisfactory in the third.

Generally, multiple objects of action (e.g., valves) were identified,
though not necessarily listed per se (item #17). In many cases, however,

references were incompletely specified (e.g., generic nomenclature, missing
equipment /part numbers). In others, only collective references were used.
(See item 37 pg. A-8).

Items #18, #19 and #20 pertain to the format in which cautionary infor-
mation is provided within the procedures. For the most part this was clearly
identifiable by label and indentation (item #19). In one case, however,

| explicit cautionary information was provided as a subsequent action step
(step 4.8, Control Rod Drop Emergency Procedure, SP 29.003.01). In other
cases cautionary information was embedded in the discussion section follow-
ing the procedure steps (Section 6.0). Cautionary information was consis-

|
tently provided after the action statement to which it applied (item #18)

A-7
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a practice not recomended. Finally it was observed that contrary to recom-
mended format, most cautions incorporated action statements (item #20).
For example the caution following step 4.5 of the loss of Instrument Air
combines an action statement and a comand. The information should have
been separated with the caution expressed in the passive voice (e.g., Local
temperatures should not be allowed to exceed 110*F). This latter defic-
1ency applied to explanatory notes provided in the procedures as well

(item #24).

The provision of quantitative acceptance criteria and limits varied
(item #25). One procedure was judged satisfactory in this respect; four
others were satisfactory but with some exceptions. One was unsatisfactory.
Throughout there were instances of criteria / limit values which are to be
filled in at a later, unspecified date.

Item #35 required the computation of a Complexity Index (the ratio of
actions to procedure steps) for each procedure. An index of 1.0 is the ideal
with a maximum acceptable of 1.5. The indexes for the six procedures evalu-
ated ranged from 1.4 to 1.8 with an average of approximately 1.6. This sug-

gests that, collectively, these procedures might be unnecessarily complex as
defined by the authors of the checklist.

Item #36 required the computation of a Specificity Index (the percentage
of procedure steps in which actions, limits, and equipment / parts are com-
pletely specified) for each procedure. Using the checC ist value of 90% as
the minimum acceptable index value, none of the procedures were found to
possess an acceptable level of specificity.

|
' Item #37 pertains to the specificity with which alignment instructions

are provided by the procedure. If it is assumed that the nomenclature used in
the procedures uniquely identifies the items in question, and therefore a
unique number is not required, then the procedures were found to be generally
acceptable. However, exceptions were apparent. For example, step 4.1.13 of
the Shutdown From Outside Control Room Emergency Procedure (SP 29.022.01)

requires that controls of " associated components" in the main Control Room be
matched with those at the Remote Shutdown Panel. There is no specification or

;
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identification of individual items to be matched, limited positional informa-
tion, and no provision for verification that all " associated components" have
been considered.

3.3 Checklist Category C

Procedural deficiencies identified by checklist items in category C are
of less relative importance than those in category B in terms of contributing
to performance deviations. iney lead to errors which, ". . . are not likely
under low [ normal] stress but could occur under moderate or high stress"

(NUREG/CR-1970).

Of the eight checklist items in this category, one was not used in the
evaluation as the necessary supporting documentation was not available. Two
other items were judged not applicable. Findings with respect to the remain-
ing six items are sumarized below.

A'll six procedures were judged to have accurately descriptive titles
(item #1) and were typed in upper / lower case for readability (item #14).

It is generally recomended that explanatory notes be clearly identified
as such (item #23) and that they precede the action to which they refer

(item #22). In the body of the procedures reviewed, it was the case that they
were clearly identified, but they consistently followed the action to which
they referred. It should be noted that of ten explanatory information which

might be usefully incorporated in the body of the procedure was found embedded
in section 6.0, the last section of the procedure.

The expression of quantitative acceptance criteria and limits as ranges
(vs. point values) is recomended (item #26). For the most part quantitative
data in these procedures approximated that guideline. It was noted, however,

that in some cases thresholds specified for taking a particular action varied
from procedure to procedure. For example, item 6.7 in the Loss of Instrument
Air Emergency Procedure requires the RHR system be placed in the Shutdown

Cooling mode af ter Reactor pressure has been reduced to 125 psig. This is
A-9
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inconsistent with the 135 psig specified for the same action in other proce-
dures (e.g., step 4.2.9.4 of the Shutdown From Outside Control Room Emergency

Procedure SP 29.022.01).

3.4 Checklist Category D

Procedural deficiencies identified by checklist items in category D are
of the least relative importance in terms of contribating to performance devi-
ations. They lead to errors which, ". . . are not likely to occur under low
and moderate stress but could readily occur during high stress" (NUREG/

CR-1970).

Only two checklist items (#2 and #3) fell in this category, both dealing
with the provision of procedure identification information on the pages com-
prising the procedure. The procedures evaluated were judged satisfactory in
this respect with the exception that in no case was the last page of the
procedure identified as such. Consequently the operator has no positive means
of determining.whether the procedure in use is complete.

A-10
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the findings indicate that the selected event-oriented emergency
procedures reviewed in this evaluation were subject to a variety of deficien-
cies. Further, an examination of Table A-1 suggests that these deficiencies
are not random but occur in patterns comon to all the sampled procedures. On
this basis it is reasonable to assume that the procedure generation process

, was " defective" and that the deficiencies identified herein can be antici-
|
' pated as comon to the entire event-oriented emergency procedure set.

The types and numbers of deficiencies identified indicate that a
detailed review / revision of all event oriented emergency procedures with
respect to NUREG/CR-2005 guidelines and recomendations is warranted. This
recomendation is not surprising given the average age of the procedures
reviewed. All but one were generated prior to June, 1979 and have never been
revised. The Emergency Shutdown Emergency Procedure has been revised twice,
the last time in November, 1980. The contrast between formats for symptom-
oriented emergency procedures, relatively more current in terms of NUREG/
CR-2005, and the event-oriented procedures reviewed further supports this

recomendation.

It should be noted that the deficiencies reported here are consistent

| with those reported in NUREG/CR-1875. In particular that study of emergency
operating procedures from nine other nuclear power plants found virtually the
same pattern of deficiencies with respect to presentation style (e.g., poor

|
placement and content of cautions and notes), level of detail, and administra-
tive controls (e.g., incomplete provisions for verification) as reported
herein. The principal recomendation of that study was that the procedures
reviewed be revised in accordance with 23 " rules". The " rules" are consistent

|

with the checklist used and findings of the present effort and would provide
useful additional guidance in performing the recomended review / revision.
Finally, the general coments provided following the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission/ Pacific Northwest Laboratory review of the Shoreham symptom-
oriented emergency procedures are also applicable to the event-oriented

,

| emergency procedures.

I
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APPENDIX A-1
|

COWLETED EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION

CHECKLISTS * FOR SIX SHOREHAM EVENT-0RIENTED

EERGENCY PROCEDURES

.

i-

*Brune, R. L. and Weinstein, M., Checklist for Evaluating Emergency Proce-

I dures Used in Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/CR-2005-SAND 81-7074, HPT Inc. ,

Thousand Oaks, CA, May, 1981.
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CHAPTER II

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Procedure Title /No. EN&e6pJeV SNo;Eco /] /3Ae?9. uc. 0/

Revision of Reviewed by DM1 tr / Dt.L/ CtdsC Date/!de/M
/yntVfD

Review the' procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, check Yes; if it lacks the character-
istic, check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does
not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and D indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator performance under various levels
of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A,
performance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated D,, performance deviations are least likely.

..

Perform Document Review Evaluation for Items #1- 438.

Item Ratino Yes plc[ N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which '
the procedure is provided? C /

2. Does each page provide the following identifi- '
cation information? D /

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page number>

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable by marking, e.g., Page of ; Final

Page? D v'
4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly

,

marked with the expiration date? C <'

5. Do the immediate operator actions avoid refer-
j

| encing operators to other procedures for
instructions? B v'

| 3
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Item Ratino Yes N_o_ N/Ao

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional infomation, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C _Nyr p g -tr

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B / i

8. If more than one person is required to per-
form the procedure, is the procedure written
to one ' primary' user? That is, is it clear
from the way that instructions are written that
one person is responsible for coordinating the /
activity? B

_ _ _
/

9. When comunication between personnel is required,
does the procedure specify how and to whom? B I (t: 97*4

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi-
nating the activities of others? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that someone has
been directed to take an action and for recording
that the action has been completed? B j_

_

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emerge.:y
were actually observed? For example, is there a
checklist for recording that a symptom was ob-
served? B ro

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the
emergency were actually observed? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed? B g u fJ ' 2 0

13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying
that critical imediate operator actions perfomed
from memory were actually perfomed? For example,
is there a checklist for recording that an imme-
diate action was perfomed? E /__

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower
case letters (as conventionally used) as opposed
to all upper case letters? C /

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, iden-
tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-
graphs? A ///:/ ' T Y 4.'

.

|
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Item Rating Yes N_o N/Ao

16. Are steps that must be performed in a fixed se-
quence clearly identified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps marked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by-Step",
etc.? B Mc7 FMuWrD

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action,
are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to
close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence. B / ro.Jro.'4,

18. If cautions are applicable to the perfomance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed
irrinediately ahead of the step (s) to which they
apply? B /-

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.? B .,

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perfom actions
must not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should
be expressed in the passive voice.) B /

21. Are cautions prctided to inform personnel when dis-
plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A jp fyg i;

22. If explanations, i.e., notes, are applicable to
the perfomance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C /

23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
ample, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C g-

24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing personnel to perfom
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B /

25. Are acceptance criteria and limits expressed in
quantitative tems when possible? B / Dea- +-

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits
expressed as ranges as opposed to point values? C cy,y m q

27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible
with the limits stated in requirements documents? A sjer gje_c c

|
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Item Ratino Yes No N/A
.

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-
ment is operating outside the range specified by
the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take? A /107' 6?/ M ?h T/6

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce- |
dure based upon engineering failure analyses? A />6 6/eu/T@ '

'
30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the

contingency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instrwtion should be
written "If , do ." , not "Do if ." A / /WM W.2

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
For example, if three or more contingencies must
be met before action is directed, the contingencies
should be listed separately from the ac mn state-
ment and ahead of the action statemen! A / t <trATO t

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perfom the computations and to
record the results? C /

33. Are computations based on technically accurate,
complete , and up-to-date formulas? A /

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read-
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? A /

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of
the instructions by detemining the average number
of actions per step that the user is directed to
perfom. Use all steps to calculate the average.
Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? B f__

36. Specificity Index (SI): Evaluate the level of
specificity of the instructions by detemining the
percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of
the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, rotate, etc.).

2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g. ,
2 turns, 80 (75-85) in. lbs.

3. Equipment and parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).

Do 90*. of the steps meet the above criteria? S [

6
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- Item Rating Yes No N/A - '
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37. Do the alignment ir.structions in the procedure
meet all of'the following criteria? B [,

,

| 1. Each item requiring. alignment is individ-
' ually specified. (It is- not acceptable s

to refer personnel to,prevfous'u teps.),4 s

-

2. Eadh' Item is. jdentified with a unique
'

number or nomenclature. ;
,

~

L3. The position in which the item is to be :
placed is specified- t

4. The position in which the item is placed
is verified.,,

38. If the procedure, specifies an action that must
be perfomed a_t a later ' time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operatar to perform the Action? For
example, if an action gust be. repeated every 15
minutes, are there spac'es to record the times at

N which the action must be cerfomed? A _ _ [
Perfom Operator Walk-Through for Items #'39-#46. Ajohgmtugra I

'

.

' 39. Does the procedure idenif fy alt likely symptoms or
'

combinations of symptons associated with the emer--

gency? (If .an engineering analysis is not avail-
able, detarmine wnethar che operator can describe
symptoms :ar combinations r.ot identified by the
procedure.) A

'
-

s
_ __

l 40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
. associated with the emergency adequately? (De-
L temine whether the operator can describe auto-
| matic actions not specified by the procedure.) /-

____

| 41. Does ,the procedure specify all critical actions-
| required to respond to the emergency? (Observe
'

whether. the operator perfoms critical actions
not specified by the procedure.) .

A
_ __

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
actions', is the sequence specified by the proce-
dure correct? (Observe whether the coerator ~
pe'rforms sequerce-critical actions in the sequence - '

specified.) A

s
, ;

'

:

.m
'

%. . "

_ , ,
7

~

-
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Itam Rating Yes No N/A

45..boes the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the:

time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, dis-
Atances involved,.etc.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in'

the procedure identical to those displayed on the
8equipment? _ _ ___

,

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature typed in upper case letters in the

Cprocedure? ___

46. Does tne procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether
the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in

A
i

a timely manner.) ___ __, ___

Action:

;

!

Disposition: ,.

.
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CHAPTER II

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECXLIST 2

Procedure Title /No. SHUTDOWN Fro m e m e & vrert R::en/ iP S1.d n.71

Revision h Reviewed by MArn / Et LL / c2mJ Date15 nSY 190

!Review the procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, chock Yes; if it lacks the character-
istic, check M. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does
not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and 0 indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator performance under various levels
of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A_,
performance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated O_, perfomance deviations are least likely.

'

Perfom Document Review Evaluation for Items #1-#38.

Item Rating Yes M N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which
#the procedure is provided? C

2. Does each page provide the following identifi-
cation infomation? O V

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page number

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable by marking, e.g., Page of ; Final

Page? O /

4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly
marked with the expiration date? C /

5. Do the imediate operator actions avoid refer-
encing operators to other procedures for j
instructions? B

3

'

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Item Rating Yes _No N/A

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional informaticn, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C MT i.t.ia-c5

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B /

8. If more than one person is required to per- .

form tt"' procedure, is the procedure written i
to one -imary' user? That is, is it clear

!from t' ay that instructions are written that j
one per .a is responsible for coordinating the -

activity? B / |

9. When comunication between personnel is required, :
does the procedure specify how and to whom? B / !

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi- !
nating the activities of others? For example, is '

there a checklist for iecording that someone has
i

been directed to take an action and for t-ecording i
that the action has been completed? B / i

- _ _
,

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emergency I

were actually observed? For example, is there a !
checklist for recording that a symptom was ob-
served? B /

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the ,

>

| emergency were actually observed? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed? B /

13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying
|that critical imediate operator actions performed

from memory were actually performed? For example, j-
is there a checklist for recording that an ime- !

| diate action was performed? B / |'
14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower |'case letters (as conventional'sy used) as opposed f jto all upper case letters? C

15. Are instructions written in short, concisc, iden- I,

| tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-
; graphs? A / ,

-te J -

I >

I i
< ;

f
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Item Ratino Yes fio N/A

16. Are steps that must be performed in a fixed se-
quence clearly identified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps marked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by Step",
etc.? B Wei Cu _w :'

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action,
are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to
close three or more valves, they should be listed

c u c o r.: erather than strung out in a sentence. B v '

18. If cautions are applicable to the performance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed
ininediately ahead of the step (s) to which they

B /apply? -

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTI0ti, etc.? B /

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perfom actions
must not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should ,

be expressed in the passive voice.) B v Cu : - -

21. Are cautions prctided to infom personnel when dis-
plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A Nn O. >. e.o n

22. If explanations, i.e., notes, are applicable to
the perfomance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C /

23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
ample, are they enclosed in boxes, tyced in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C /

| 24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing personnel to perfom
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B /

25. Are acceptai.'e criteria and limits expressed in
quantitative t.trms when possible? B / G:a -u

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits
expressed as ranges as opposed to point values? C /

27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible
with the limits stated in requirements documents? A A.cT 6 4 . 'e

1

5
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Item Rating Yes t{o, N/A |

4

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all [1|
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip- 6|

'ment is operating outside the range specified by
"

the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take? A F Cu . -ic

E29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce-
dure based'upon engineering failure analyses? A t. : 7 'l - / >c'5 *

E30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the
contingency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instruction should be j

written "If , do . , not "Do if ." A / -"

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
'

"

For example, if three or more contingencies must
kbe met before action is directed, the contingencies

should be listed separately from the action. state- ! CY ' ' ' M ' '-
'

ment and ahead of the action statement. A

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perform the computations and to
record the results? C /

f33. Are computatier.s based on technically accurate,
complete , and up-to-date formulas? A /

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read-
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? A /

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of
the instructions by determining the average number
of actions per step that the user is directed to
perfom. Use all steps to calculate the average.
Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? B v'

36. Specificity index (SI): Evaluate the level of
specificity of the instructions by determining the
percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of
the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, rotate, etc.) .

2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g.,
2 turns, 80 (75-85) in. lbs.

3. Equipment and parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).

/Do 90". of the steps meet the above criteria? B

,

6

--
-
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Item Rating Yes & N/A

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure /
meet all of the following criteria? B V D:rFT:u ~-

1. Each item requiring alignment is individ-
,ually specified. (It is not acceptable i

to refer personnel to previous steps.) ;

2. Each item is identified with a unique
,

number or nomenclature.
3. The position in which the item is to be

placed is specified.
|4. The position in which the item is placed

is verified. :

38. If the procedure specifies an action that must '

be perfomed at a later time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operator to perfom the action? For
example, if an action must be repeated every 15
minutes, are there spaces to record the times at jwhich the action must be performed? A

Perfom 0cerator Walk-Through for Items #39 446. W C.i"
l

39. Does the procedure identify all likely symptoms or I

combinations of symptoms associated with the emer- ;
gency? (If an engineering analysis is not avail- '

able, detemine whether the operator can describe
,

symptoms or combinations not identified by the
|

procedure.) A
___

: 40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
associated with the emergency adequately? (De-

,

temine whether the operator can describe auto-
matic actions not specified by the procedure.) A

___

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions
required to respond to the emergency? (Observe
whether the coerator perfoms critical actions

,not specified by the procedure.) A
___

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
actions, is the sequence specified by the proce-
dure correct? (Observe whether the operator
perfoms sequence-critical actions in the sequence
specified.) A

___

7p

L
l

t
. . _ _ _..
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Item RatingYes[lo_N/A

43. Does the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the
time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, dis-

Atances involved, etc.) ___ ___ ___

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in
the procedure identical to those displayed on the

Bequipment? _ _ _ _ _

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature typed in upper case letters in the

C
procedure? ___

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether,

'

the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in
Aa timely manner.) ___ ___ ___

Action:
,

!

!

-

Disposition:

!

8

-
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CHAPTER II

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECXLIST

Procedure Title /No. Lo .s or ndPmM AM/ SP M7. did . 01

Revision $ Reviewed by mn:we/ ew / cmc Date{5 rev IM

Review the' procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, check Yes; if it lacks the character- |

I
istic, check N_o,. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic doeso

not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and 0 indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator perfomance under various levels

'

of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A,
perfonnance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated O_, perfomance deviations are least likely.

Perform Document Review Evaluation for Items #1-#38.

Item Rating Yes No,N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which
the procedure is provided? C v

2. Does each page provide the following identifi-'

cation information? O "

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page number

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable by marking, e.g., Page of ; Final

O vPage?

4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly
marked with the expiration date? C c

5. Do the innediate operator actions avoid refer-
encing operators to other procedures for 7
instructions? 8

3

. ._ __ _
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional information, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C Le r :. . u-:3. .

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B _g; ;

___ ___

8. If more than one person is required to per-
form the procedure, is the procedure written
to one ' primary' user? That is, is it clear
from the way that instructions are written that
one person is responsible for coordinating the
activi ty? B v'

9. When communication between personnel is required,
does the procedure specify how and to whom? B v'

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi-
nating the activities of others? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that someone has

'been directed to take an action and for recording
that the action has been completed? B <

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emergency
were actually observed? For example, is there a
checklist for recording that a symptom- was ob-
served? B "'

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the i

emergency were actually observed? For example, is !
!

i there a checklist for recording that an automatic
I action was observed? B k'

i 13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying
that critical immediate operator actions performed
from memory were actually performed? For example,
is there a checklist for recording tnat an imme-
diate action was performed? B s'

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower
case letters (as conventionally used) as opposed
to all upper case letters? C v'

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, iden-
tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-
graphs? A v/ Ot :''

4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Item Ratino Yes No,N/A
|

16. Are steps that must be perfomed in a fixed se-
quence clearly identified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps marked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by Step",
etc.? B M D.w-

|

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action, '

are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to
close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence. B / On r eJ i

18. If cautions are applicable to the performance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed
imediately ahead of the step (s) to which they

B v'apply? -

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.? B /

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perform actions
must not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should
be expressed in the passive voice.) B /

21. Are cautions prctided to infonn personnel when dis-
plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A f. - - c. _ .

22. If explanations, i.e. , notes, are applicable to
the performance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C /

23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
ample, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C /

24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing personnel to perfonn
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B v

25. Are acceotance criteria and limits expressed in
quantitative terms when possible? B / Oc3 ' '~

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits # D.'expressed as ranges as opposed to point values? C
'

27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible
with the limits stated in requirements documents? A M ro .wl.

5
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Item Ratinc Yes g N/A

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-
ment is operating outside the range specified by
the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take? A her er.v ca

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce-
| dure based'upon engineering failure analyses? A wr n r ,.. ,- c.

30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the
contingency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instruction should be
written "If , do . , not "Do if ." A V EW #"

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
For example, if three or more contingencies must
be met before action is directed, the contingencies
should be listed separately from the action state-
ment and ahead of the action statement. A f L ' nfi ' ; '

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perfom the computations and to
record the results? C w'

33. Are computations based on technically accurate,
complete , and up-to-date fomulas? A <

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read-
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? A V

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of
! the instructions by detemining the average number

of actions per step that the user is directed to
perfom. Use all steps to calculate the average.

| Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? B #'

36. Specificity Index (SI): Evaluate the level of
I specificity of the instructions by detemining the
| percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of
,

the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
J

lating the percent.
1. The action to be taken is specifically

identified (open, close, rotate, etc.).i

1

| 2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g. ,
! 2 turns, 80 (75-85) in lbs.

3. Eqyipment and parts are identified com-
| pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).
,

00 90*. of the steps meet the above criteria? B
/

I,
t

6 |
|
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Item Rating Yes Ng N/A

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure
meet all of the following criteria? B / 6ecr :n r-

1. Each item requiring alignment is individ-
ually specified. (It is not acceptable
to refer personnel to previous steps.)

2. Each item is identified with a unique

number or nomenclature.
3. The position in which the item is to be ;

placed is specified. j

4. The position in which the item is placed
is verified.

38. If the procedure specifies an action that must
be perfomed at a later time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operator to perform the action? For
example, if an action must be repeated every 15
minutes, are there spaces to record the times at
which the action must be perfomed? A v

Perform Ooerator Walk-Through for Items #39 s46. W D 8 3' M ''

39. Does the procedure identify all likely symptoms or
combinations of symptoms associated with the emer-
gency? (If an engineering analysis is not avail-
able, determine whether the operator can describe
symptoms or combinations not identified by the

|
procedure.) A

___

40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
associated ~with the emergency adequately? (De-

| termine whether the operator can describe auto-
! matic actions not specified by the procedure.) A

___

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions
| required to respond to the emergency? (Observe

whether the operator perfoms critical actions
not specified by the procedure.) A

_ __

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
| actions, is the sequence specified by the proce-

dure correct? (Observe whether the operator
performs sequence-critical actions in the sequence
specified.) A

___

7

\ - 1
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

43. Does the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the
time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, dis-
tances involved, etc.) A

__ ___ ___

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in
the procedure identical to those displayed on the

8equipment? ___ ___ ___

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature typed in upper case letters in the

Cprocedure? ___

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether
the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in

Aa timely manner.) _ _ _ _ _ _

|
Action:

Disp?sition:

, I
l

.

l
'

!
I

l

',

8
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CHAPTER II

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Procedure Title /No. Feet.wm / L EW. C- *5* *L N ?9 NLuef / SP 39.776.7j

Q Reviewed by Wlout /24tt / co .-r Date 11 vf 0.0Revision

Review the procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, check Yes; if it lacks the character- f
istic, check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does

not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and 0 indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator perfomance under various levels
of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A_,
perfomance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated 0, performance deviations are least likely.

Perfom Document Review Evaluation for Items #1 d38.

Item Rating Yes N,o, N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which "
the procedure is provided? C

2. Does each page provide the following identifi-
cation information? D v

_ _ _

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page number

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable by marking, e.g., Page of ; Final
Page? O v

4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly ~'
marked with the expiration date? C

5. Do the imediate operator actions avoid refer-
encing operators to other procedures for
%structions ? B v

3
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IItem Rating Yes N_o N/A

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional infomation, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C M- cu m . -

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B "

8. If more than one person is required to per-
form the procedure, is the procedure wr;tten
to one ' primary' user? That is, is it clear
from the way that instructions are written that
one person is responsible for coordinating the
activity? B <

'
9. When comunication between personnel is required,

does the procedure specify how and to whom? B v" Eve a u. :

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi-
nating the activities of others? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that someone has
been directed to take an action and for recording
that the action has been completed? B /

.

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emergency
were actually observed? For example, is there a
checklist for recording that a symptom was ob-
served? B V

12. Does the procedure contain orovisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the'

emergency were actually observed? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed? 8 V

13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying
that critical imediate operator actions perfomed
from memory were actually performed? For example,

|
is there a checklist for recording that an imme-

! diate action was perfomed? B /

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower
| case letters (as conventionally used) as opposed

|
to all upper case letters? C /

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, iden-
,

| tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-
graphs? A v D.t :

| 4
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Item Ratino Yes No N/A

16. Are steps that must be performed in a fixed se-
quence clearly ident.ified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps :'arked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by Step",
etc.? B t.:r ( * o +:, .

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action,
are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to
close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence. B t/ oom-

18. If cautions are applicable to the perfonnance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed
ininediately ahead of the step (s) to which they

B /I apply? -

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.? B V

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perform actions
must not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should
be expressed in the passive voice.) B v

21. Are cautions prceided to inform personnel when dis-
plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A A.T rs .v-;

22. If explanations, i.e. , notes, are applicable to
the performance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C V

23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
ample, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C 7

24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing personnel to perfonn
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B /

25. Are acceptance criteria and limits expressed in
;

I quantitative tenns when possible? 8 V

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits
| expressed as ranges as coposed to point values? C / Oc .' '

| 27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible
with the limits stated in requirements documents? A A:r -we.

|

r
1
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Item Ratino Yes No N/A

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-
ment is operating outside the range specified by
the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take? A t..' C'/"'r

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce-
dure based'upon engineering failure analyses? A 'T E > " ' F- t

I30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the
contingency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instruction should be # 6" '" ' ' :
written "If , do . , not "Do if ." A"

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
For example, if three or more contingencies must
be met before action is direc*.ed, the contingencies
should be listed separately " rom the action state-

/ Cr Yr ' e '-ment and ahead of the action statement. A

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perform the computations and to
record the results? C /

33. Are computations based on technically accurate, #
Acomplete , and up-to-date formulas?

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read- '
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? A

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of
the instructions by detennining the average number
of actions per step that the user is directed to
perfonn. Usa all steps to calculate the average.
Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? B /

36. Specificity Index (SI): Evaluate the level of
specificity of the instructions by detennining the

,

|
percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of

.

the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
! lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, rotate, etc.).

2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g. ,
I 2 turns, 80 (75-85) in. lbs.l

3. Equipment and parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).

/Do 90". of the steps meet the above criteria? S

6
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Item Rating Yes g N/A

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure i

meet all of the following criteria? B V o ccc- * - |

1. Each item requiring alignment is individ-
ually specified. (It is not acceptable
to refer personnel to previous steps.)

2. Each item is identified with a uaique
number or nomenclature.

3. The position in which the item is to be
placed is specified.

;

4. The position in which the item is placed
is verified.

38. If the procedura specifies an action that must
be perfomed at a later time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operator to perfom the action? For
example, if an action must be repeated every 15
minutes, are there spaces to record the times at
which the action must be performed? A V

Perform Operator Walk-Through for Items s39 - #46. MT S * .WO

39. Does the procedure identify all likely symptoms or
combinations of symptoms associated with the emer-
gency? (If an engineering analysis i., not avail-
able, detemine whether the operator can describe
symptoms or combinations not identified by the
procedure.) A

___

40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
associated with the emergency adequately? (De-
termine whether the operator can describe auto-
matic actions not specified by the procedure.) A

___

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions
required to respond to the emergency? (Observe
whether the operator perfoms critical actions
not specified by the procedure.) A

_ __

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
actions, is the sequence specified by the proce-
dure correct? (Observe whether the operator
performs sequence-critical actions in the sequence
specified.) A

_ __

7
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Ratina Yes No N/AItem

43. Does the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the
time cllowed, i.e. , by equipment response, dis-

Atances involved, etc.) _ _ , _ _ _ _ _

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclatur, used in'

the procedure identical to those displayed on the
8equipment? ___

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature typed in upper case letters in the

Cprocedure? _ __

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether
the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in

Aa timely manner.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Action:

Disposition:

|

|

|
|

l

8

I I

|
.-
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CHAPTER II

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Procedure Title /No. Loc: cF SfGWec Usin / SP sq. J ig , f l

Revision $ Reviewed by mA?:ac /Er t. / - - ' Date14 h im

Review the procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, check Yes; if it lacks the character- ,
'

istic, check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does
not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and 0 indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator performance under various levels
of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A,
performance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated D, performance deviations are least likely.

Perform Document Review * Evaluation for Items #1- 438.

Item Rating Yes No N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which
the procedure is provided? C L'

2. Does each page provide the following identifi-
cation infonnation? O ''

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page numtar

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable b;v marking, e.g., Page of ; Final

Page? O _ 1_
4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly

'-marked with the expiration date? C

5. Do the immediate operator actions avoid refer-
encing operators to other procedures for
instructions? B /

3

. _ _ _
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Item Rating Yes {{o N/A

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional infonnation, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C Na G u - J 's

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B v

8. If more than one person is required to per-
form the procedure, is the procedure written
to one ' primary' user? That is, is it clear
from the way that instructions are written that
one person is responsible for coordinating the '
activity? B

9. When comunication between personnel is required,
does the procedure specify how and to whom? B /

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi-
nating the activities of others? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that someone has
been directed to take an action ano for recording
that the action has been completed? B v

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emergency
were actually observed? For example, is there a
checklist for recording that a symptom was ob-

,

served? B v i

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the
emergency were actually observed? For example, is

i there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed? B v

'i 13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying
that critical immediate operator actions perfomed

|| from memory were actually performed? For example,
| is there a checklist for recording that an imme-

diate action was performed? B VI

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower
l case letters (as conventionally used) as opposed

to all upper case letters? C v

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, iden-
tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-

- Ec9 ':graphs? A

4
1'.
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Item Ratino Yes No,N/A

16. Are steps that must be performed in a fixed se-
quence clearly identified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps marked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by Step",
etc.? B A : ' c. .

*

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action,
are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to

' close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence. B v f.::7 : , -

18. If cautions are applicable to the performance of
specific steos or series of steps, are they placed
inmediately ahead of the step (s) to which they

B v'I apply? -

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.? B u-

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perform actions
must not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should
be expressed in the passive voice.) B u-

21. Are cautions prc.ided to inform personnel when dis-
plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A h:r f. e ..:e .

22. If explanations, i.e. , notes, are applicable to
the performance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C v'

23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
dmple, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C P'

24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing rersonnel to perform
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B v'

25. Are acceptance criteria and limits expressed in
quantitative terms when possible? B u- L r- -

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits
expressed as ranges as opposed to point values? C / fec. :

27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible
with the limits stated in requirements documents? A A;r c. a . i ni:

5
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Item Ratina Yes No N/A

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-
ment is operating outside the range specified by
the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take? A

-
.. .

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce-
dure based'upon engineering failure analyses? A Art eu.""'

30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the
contirgency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instruction should be '# LC > '"
written "If , do . , not "Do if ." A"

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
For example, if three or more contingencies must
be met before action is directed, the contingencies
should be listed separately from the action state-

'' I" ; r ' ' '
ment and ahead of the action statement. A

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perform the computations and to "'
record the results? C

33. Are -computations based on technically accurate. ''
Acomplete, and up-to-date formulas?

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read-
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? A -

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of
the instructions by determining the average number
of actions per step that the user is directed to
perform. Use all steps to calculate the average.
Is th average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? B v'

36. Specificity Index (SI): Evaluate the level of
specificity of the instructions by determining the
percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of
the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, rotate, etc.).

2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g. ,
2 turns, 80 (75-85) in. lbs.

3. Equipment and parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).

w'Do 90% of the steps meet the above criteria? B

6
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Item Rating Yes & N/A

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure
meet all of the following criteria? B / cc , . r.

1. Each item requiring alignment is individ-
ually specified. (It is not acceptable
to refer personnel to previous steps.)

2. Each item is identified with a unique

number or nomenclature. ,

3. The position in which the item is to be :

placed is specified. ;

4. The position in which the item is placed
is verified.

38. If the procedure specifies an action that must
be perfomed at a later time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operator to perfom the action? For
example, if an action must be repeated every 15
minutes, are there spaces to record the times at
which the action must be perfomed? A u

Perform Operator Walk-Through for Items e39 e46. L- G r en. - r

39. Does the procedure identify alt likely symptoms or
combinations of symptoms associated with the emer-
gency? (If an engineering analysis is not avail-
able, determine whether the operator can describe
symptoms or combinations not identified by the
procedure.) A

_ __

40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
associated with the emergency adequately? (De-
temine whether the operator can describe auto-
matic actions not specified by the procedure.) A

__ _ ,

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions
required to respond to the emergency? (Observe
whether the operator performs critical actions
not specified by the procedure.) A

_ __

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
actions, is the sequence specified by the proce-
dure correct? (Observe whether the coerator
performs sequence-critical actions in the sequence
specified.) A

_ __

7
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

43. Does the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the
time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, dis-
tances involved, etc.) A

_ _ _ _ _ _

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in.;

f' the procedure identical to those displayed on the ;

i equipment? 8

I45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature typed in upper case letters in the

Cprocedure? ___

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether
the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in
a timely manner.) A

___ ___ ___

Action:

.

Disposition: _

|

|

i
i t,

.

I

1

8
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CHAPTER II
-

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Procedure Title /No. Cwrt Ret DReP / f o M. 5d ?.1 i

Revision 6 Reviewed by m*T.oW / Du. / U---( Oate IE. w NJ:

Review the procedure for each of the following characteristics. If

it possesses the characteristic, check Yes; if it lacks the character-
istic, check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does
not apply to the procedure.

The ratings A, B, C, and 0 indicate the relative impact of a character-
istic on the reliability of operator performance under various levels
of stress. If a procedure is deficient in a characteristic rated A,,
performance deviations are most likely; if a procedure is deficient
in a characteristic rated 0,, performance deviations are least likely.

,

Perform Occument Review Evaluation for Items #1--#38.

Item Ratino Yes No N/A

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which
'''

the procedure is provided? C

2. Does each page provide the following identifi-
cation information? O L'

1. Procedure number and/or title
2. Date of issue
3. Revision number
4. Page number

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-
fiable by marking, e.g. , Page of ; Final

"'
OPage?

4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly
marked with the expiration date? C '-

5. Do the immediate operator actions avoid refer-
encing operators to other procedures for [instructions? B

:

i

3
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Item Ratina Yes M N/A

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly? (If the pro-
cedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional information, each reference
must be evaluated as an independent procedure
starting with Item #1 of the checklist.) C h- c. ^ C. .

7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the
procedure refer to one unit only? B v

8. If more than one person is required to per-
form the procedure, is the procedure written
to one ' primary' user? That is, is it clear
from the way that instructions are written that
one person is responsible for coordinating the
activity? B #

9. When comunication between personnel is required,
does the procedure specify how and to whom? 8 V C'Cr r -

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordi-
nating the activities of others? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that someone has
been directed to take an action and for recording
that the action has been completed? B v

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that symptoms associated with the emergency
were actually observed? For example, is there a
checklist for recording that a symptom was ob- p
served? B

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verify-
ing that automatic actions associated with the
emergency were actually observed? For example, is
there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed? B /

13. Does the procedure contain praisions for verifying
that critical imediate operator actions perfonned
from memory were actually performed? For example,
is there a checklist for recording that an ime-
diate action was performed? B '

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower
case letters (as conventionally used) as opposed
to all upper case letters? C v

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, iden-
tifiable steps as opposed to multi-step para-
graphs? A V L* :.1 . . -.

4
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Item Rating Yes No N/A
' 16. Are steps that must be performed in a fixed se-

quence clearly identified to the user? For ex-
ample, are the steps marked with asterisks or is
the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by Step",
etc.? B /. : 7 0 c'C;

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action,
are they listed rather than imbedded in the sen-
tence? For example, if an operator is directed to
close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence. B / Em 2 :

18. If cautions are applicable to the performance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed
insnediately ahead of the step (s) .to whicn they

B v-apply? -

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in
,

appearance from instructional steps? For example,
are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold face
letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.? B v cWr m -

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perfonn actions
mest not be imbedded in cautions. Cautions should

!be expressed in the passive voice.) B 7

1 21. Are cautions prctided to inform personnel when dis- ;

plays are based on secondary sensing modes? A M r s . , c _ __
'

22. If explanations, i.e., notes, are applicable to
; the performance of specific steps or series of

steps, are they placed insnediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C /

,

4 23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable
in appearance from instructional steps? For ex-
ample, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold!

face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.? C /

| 24. Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action state-
ments? (Statements directing personnel to perform
actions must not be imbedded in explanatory notes.) B v

|

j 25. Are acceptance criteria and limits expressed in
quantitative terms when possible? B y

;

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits
expressed as ranges as opposed to coint values? C v Ern , --

|
27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible

with the limits stated in requirements documents? A Ar c. , . ~ _ -
.

|

|

!

!

!

! 5

l
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Item Ratina Yes No_N/A

28. Does the procedure provide instructions for all
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-
ment is operating outside the range specified by
the procedure, is the operator instructed what

A M or m 2:action to take?
'

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the proce-
dure based upon engineering failure analyses? A /- c. . < r er

|30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the
contingency precedes the action statement? For
example, a contingency instruction should be
written "If , do . , not "Do if ." A V C ' f r . r. -"

31 Are contingency instructions easy to understand?
For example, if three or more contingencies must
be met before action is directed, the contingencies
should be listed separately from the action state- # &#C'"I' '
ment and ahead of the action statement. A

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in
the procedure to perfom the computations and to y

Crecord the results?
33. Are computations based on technically accurate,

A &complete , and up-to-date formulas?
34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read- <Aability and interpolation or extraction of values?
35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate the complexity of

the instructions by detemining the average number
of actions per step that the user is directed to
perfom. Use all steps to calculate the average.
Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or

8 7
less?

36. Specificity Index (SI): Evaluate the level of
specificity of the instructions by determining the
percent of steps in the procedure that meet all of
the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, rotate, etc.).

2. Limits are expressed quantitatively, e.g. ,
2 turns, 80 (75-85) in. lbs.

3. Equipment and parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-M0-17, etc.).

Do 90". of the steps meet the above criteria? B
/

6
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Item Rating Yes No N/A '

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure
meet all of the following criteria? 8 v Gm u -

1. Each item requiring alignment is individ-
ually specified. (It is not acceptable
to refer personnel to previous steps.)

2. Each item is identified with a unique
number or nomenclature. ,

| 3. The position in which the item is to be >

placed is specified. ;

4. The position in which the item is placed
is verified.

38. If the procedure specifies an action that must
be performed at a later time or repeated at per-
iodic intervals, does it contain provisions for
flagging the operator to perform the action? For
example, if an action must be repeated every 15
minutes, are there spaces to record the times at
which the action must be perfonned? A "

|

Perfonn Operator Walk-Through for Items #39-#46. Afg go . w .a,

.

39. Does the procedure identify all likely symptoms or
combinations of symptoms associated with the emer-
gency? (If an engineering analysis is not avail-
able, determine whether the operator can describe
symptoms or combinations not identified by the
procedure.) A

_ __

40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions
associated with the emergency adequately? (Oe-
tennine whether the operator can describe auto-
matic actions not specified by the procedure.) A

___

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions
required to respond to the emergency? (Observe
whether the operator performs critical actions
not specified by the procedure.) A

_ __

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical
actions, is the sequence specified by the proce-

| dure correct? (Observe whether the operator
| performs sequence-critical actions in the sequence

specified.) A
_ __

|
|

i

7
i
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Item Rating Yes [lct /AN

43. Docs the procedure allow enough time to perform
time-critical actions? (Observe whether the oper-
ator can perform time-critical actions in the
time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, dis-

Atances involved, etc.) __, __, ___

44. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in
the procedure identical to those displayed on the

8equipment? ___

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment
nomenclature tyoed in upper case letters in the

Cprocedure? ___

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each
item of equipment adequately? (Observe whether
the operator can locate switches, gauges, etc. in

Aa timely manner.) ___ __, ___

Action:

1

Disposition:

I,

8
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APPENDIX A-2

Chapter III - Discussion of Checklist

NtREG/CR-2005, Checklist for Evaluating Emergency

Procedures used in Noclear Power Plants *

*Brune, R. L. and Weinstein, M., Checklist for Evaluating Emergency Proce-

dures Used in Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/CR-2005-SAND 81-7074, HPT Inc.,

Thousand Oaks, CA, May,1981.
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CHAPTER III

DISCUSSION OF CHECKLIST

The checklist has several features that serve to promote the efficiency
with which it can be employed. They are described below.

Fonnat of Checklist Items -

All of the checklist items are written so that they can be answered Yes,
No, or Not Applicable. They are uniformly phrased so that a Yes answer
is a positive evaluation. That is, a Yes answer indicates that the pro-
cedure possesses a desirable attribute and a pict answer means that it
lacks a desirable attribute. Not Acolicable means the attribute is not
relevant to the procedure. For example, a procedure cannot be evaluated
regarding the accruacy with which it identifies referenced documents if
it does not refer to other documents.

~

Weighting of C'h'ecklist Items

The checklist items are rated A, B, C, or D. These ratings indicate
the relative impact of the characteristic described in the item cn the
reliability of operator performance. The relative magnitude of impact
under various levels of stress is shown in the table below.

Probability of Performance Deviation Under:
Rating Low Stress * - Moderate Stress * High Stress *

A Moderate High High

B Moderate Moderate High
,

C Low Moderate Moderate

D Low Low Moderate

*These terms are defined with descriptions and examples in Swain, A.D.,

and Guttmann, H.E., Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis with Emoha-
sis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications, NUREG/CR-1278, United States

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. , October 1980.
|

9
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Each checklist item is rated to convey to the inspectors its relative
value in reducing the frequency of perfomance deviations reported in
I.ERs . These ratings, integrated with an inspector's own judgment of
the level of stress likely to be associated with a particular emer-
gency condition and knowledge of the consequences of error associated
with the performance of a specif!c procedure or action, should enable
the inspector to assess the importance of correcting a particular pro-
cedural deficiency.

Evaluation Methods

The checklist items are grouped according to the evaluation method to
be employed in reviewing a procedure for the characteristics described
by the items. Two different evaluation methods are prescribed in the
checklist; the Occument Review Method and the Operator Walk-Through

Method.
_

Occument Review Method

The evaluation of a procedure on Items #1 through #38 is accomplished
by means of a desk-top document review. This method consists of ob-
taining the procedures of interest and their related documents and
evaluating them with respect to the criteria contained in these items.
Typically, related documents consist of: 1) drawings, procedures,
schematics, etc. specifically referenced by the procedure, and 2) techni-
cal specifications, Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), and other
basic requirements documents that affect the content of the procedures.
In some cases, it might be necessary to examine corporate policies

f
and station directives having an impact on procedures contents. For
example, valve alignment, logging, and tagging activities might be de-
scribed in a directive rather than a procedure. The inspector should
review the documents describing these processes in order to detemine
whether or not any of this infomation should be contained in the emer-
gency procedure itself rather than in a less imediately accessible
document.

These documents in combination comprise the infomation system affecting

i

10
(
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the content of procedures and, consequently, the perfomance of emergency
responses. If an inspector cannot evaluate a procedures characteristic
from the available documents alone when a document review is specified

by the checklist, it can be assumed that the infomation system is
deficient with respect to completeness or with respect to organization.
Either deficiency will affect the quality of procedural content adversely.

Operator Walk-Through Method

Items #39 through #46 are evaluated by means of an operator walk-
through of the procedure. The perfomance of this evaluation requires
the direct support of a senior reactor operator. The objective of this
method is to judge whether or not the amount and kind of infomation pro-
vided by the procedure is complete with respect to the infomation needs
of the operators. That is, the inspector seeks to evaluate the adequacy
of the " level of detail" of the procedure. This attribute of a procedure
is the most difficult of all procedural characteristics to evaluate.
Judgments of adequacy of level of detatl are based on assumptions about
the qualifications of the personnel for whom the procedure is provided.
Such assumptions are often tenuous at best because of the wide differences
between groups of operators with respect to training for emergencies and
the relatively unknown effects of these differences in training.

Partial evidence of the completeness or level of detail of a procedure

( can be obtained with the assistance of an experienced operator. The
operator must perfom a walk-through of the procedure, simulating the
actions specified in the instructions. During this process, the com-

pleteness of the symptoms and automatic actions sections of the procedure
can be determined insofar as possible by means of discussions with the

operator.

The technical accuracy of the procedure can be ascertained for the most
part only by means of engineering analyses. The walk-through can address
a limited number of procedural characteristics for accuracy. For example,

,

some evaluations, such as detemining the correspondence between eouip-
ment nomenclature or identification numbers used in a procedure and the

!

11
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nomenclature or numbers actually displayed on equipment, can be per-
fomed by walking through the facility with the procedure in hand and
comparing the two. During the walk-through it might also be desired I

to make selected human factors observations of the work environment, I

the facility layout and the equipment, all of which bear upon the
effectiveness and safety of personnel performance. For example, the

inspector might wish to assess the readability of legends and displays
from the perspective of the person performing the procedure. Also,
distances between operator stations and control positions should be
noted to evaluate the efficiency of task sequences and their compat-
ibility with job requirements such as imposed by time-critical tasks.

Exolanation of Checklist Items

| This section lists the procedures evaluation criteria in the same se-
quence in which they appear on the checklist. In cases where the re-
lationship between a criterion and_the quality of human performance
might not be apparent, an explanation is provided.

1. Does the title describe the emergency for which the procedure is
provided?

Exolanation. Several LERs have occurred because operators selected
and used a wrong procedure to perfom an activity. The use of de-

I scriptive titles will increase the probability of selecting the

correct procedure.

L 2. Does each page provide the following identification infomation?
I l. Procedure number and/or title'

| 2. Date of issue
3. Revision number

4. Page number
! Explanation. None.

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identifiab e by marking,j

e.g., Page of ;' Final Page, Last Page?
Explanation. The last page of a procedure is most vulnerable to

1

|
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becoming detached and lost. It should be made obvious to the user if
the last page is missing.

4. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly marked with the
expiration date?

Explanation. None.

5. Do the imediate operator actions avoid referencing operators to
other procedures for instructions?

Explanation. One of the most frequently voiced complaints of oper-
ators about procedures is the overuse of references to other proce-
dures for instructional information. In some cases the other proce-

dures may not be obtained and used. To ensure the ready availablility
of information for the learning and perfomance of immediate operator
actions, all critical information should be provided by one procedure
only.

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced documents identified
correctly? If the procedure refers personnel to other procedures
for instructional infomatierr;mch reference must be evaluated
as an independent procedure starting with Item #1 of the check-

! list.

Explanation. None.

I 7. If this is a multiple unit site, does the procedure refer to one

! unit only?
Explanation. The practice of providing one procedure containing multi-'

f
ple sets of equipment identification numbers for use with two or more

!
units is quite comon. This practice increases the difficulty of

y
reading and comprehending the procedure, particularly during stress-

|

ful circumstances. It also increases the probability of perfoming a

procedure on the wrong unit.

8. If mo'e than one person is required to perform the procedure, is
the procedure written to one ' primary' user? That is, is it
clear from the way that instructions are written that one person
is responsible for coordinating the activity?

Explanation. The findings from the several TMI-2 studies underlined

13
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the need for more structured coordination of crew responses to emer-
gencies. The study on which the checklist is based disclosed con-
siderable variability among plants and among shift supervisors within
a given plant with respect to training and skills in coordinating
crew responses. Procedural fonnats to structure multi-man activities
have been developed and used effectively for many years. The appli-
cation of a similar procedural structure to nuclear power plant
emergency procedures would reduce the number of errors in comunication

and in omissions of actions that currently result from relatively un-
structured, uncoordinated crew responses. Because the emergency pro-

cedures are used for training as well as on-the-job application, they
could also contribute to the development of relevant skills.

9. When comunication between personnel is required, does the proce-
dure specify how and to whom?

Explanation. See explanation for Item #8,

10. Does the procedure contain provisions for coordinating the activ-
ities of others?' For example,'is tTiere a checklist for recording
that someone has been directed to take an action and for recording
that the action has been completed?

Explanation. High-stress conditions are conducive to errors in commu-
nications and omission of actions, particularly when the activities of
several individuals, sometimes remote from each other, must be coordi-
nated. A checklist or other device will aid in the early detection of
these errors.

11. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying that symptoms
L associated with the emergency were actually observed? For example,
l

is there a checklist for recording that a symptom was observed?
Explanation. See explanation for Item #13.

12. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying that automatic
actions associated with the emergency were actually observed? For
example, is there a checklist for recording that an automatic
action was observed?

*

,
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Explanation. See explanation for Item #13.

13. Does the procedure contain provisions for verifying that critical
imediate operator actions perfomed from memory were actually per-
fomed? For example, is there a checklist for recording that an

| imediate action was perfomed?

Explanation. The observation of synptoms and automatic actions and the '

perfomance of feediate operator actions are typically accomplished be-
fore a procedure is obtained. As a result, reliance must be placed upon
operator memory (unless automatic recording equipment is available and
operable) to reconstruct the course of an event. The checklists are
intended to enable the operators to record the occurrence of symptoms,
automatic actions, and imediate operator actions directly after obtaining
the procedure and before stress further degrades accurate recall. The

checklists enhance the detection of errors of omission.

14. Are the instructions typed in both upper and lower case letters
(as conventionally used) as opposed to all upper case letters?

Explanation. Studies have shown that conventional printing can be read
faster and more accurately than text printed entirely in upper case
lettering. In addition, upper case lettering in the body of the text
should be reserved for equipment nomenclature to aid in detecting refer-
ences to equipment.

15. Are instructions written in short, concise, identifiable steps as
opposed to multi-step paragraphs?

Explanation. Studies have shown that the speed of reading and the com-
prehension of written instructions are improve ~d if the instructions are
presented in short, concise sentences. Ideally, an instruction should
consist of an action verb and the object of the action-plus action
limits and object identifiers, and, if necessary, object locators.
Additional infomation, such as that contained in explanations and de-
scriptions, that is intended to aid the user to accomplish the action

'

more effectively should ordinarily be presented in the fom of a note
preceding the action instruction.

1
i
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16. Are steps that must be perfomed in a fixed sequence clearly iden-
' tified to the user? For example, are the steps marked with aster-

isks or is the sequence marked " Mandatory" or " Step-by-Step", etc.?.

Explanation. By its very nature, a written procedure presents steps in
a sequence. In many cases, the actions can be perfomed in a variety of

,

'sequences to accomplish the same operation. In some operations, how-
'

ever, the sequence in which the actions are perfomed is critical. That
is, only a single sequence of actions will result in acceptable accomplish-
ment of the operation. Yet, the study team encountered only one plant
in which sequence-critical steps were identified. As a result, the
operators are generally required to make this distinction-even in
high-stress conditions. A related consequence is that inspectors or
other personnel cannot assess operator knowledge of sequence-critical
operations. Identification of sequence-critical steps would aid oper-
ator training and perfomance evaluation.

17. If a step contains more than two objects of action, are they listed
rather than imbedded in the sentencef For example, if an operator
is directed to close three or more valves, they should be listed
rather than strung out in a sentence.

Explanation. This famat (tabular or columnar) can be read faster and
more accurately than conventional sentence structure. For example:

| This Not This

Open following valves: Open valves XXU, XXV, XXW, XXX,

XXU XXX, XXY, and XXZ.
*

i
XXV XXY

XXW XXZ

18. If cautions are applicable to the perfomance of specific steps or
series of steps, are they placed imediately ahead of the step (s)
to which they apply?

Explanation. Instructional infomation must be presented in the order
in which it is needed. If the user needs cautionary infomation before

| perfoming a specific action, it must be presented before the statement
!
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directing the action. Otherwise, there is a high probability that the
action will be perfomed without the cautionary infomation being taken
into consideration.

19. Are cautions separate and easily discriminable in appearance from
instructional steps? For example, are they enclosed in boxes, typed
in bold face letters, headed with the word CAUTION, etc.?

Explanation. None.

20. Do cautions avoid the use of action statements? (Statements di-
recting personnel to perfom actions must not be imbedded in cautions.
Cautions should be expressed in the passive voice.)

Explanation. Cautions should not be expressed in terms of directing
users to take or not take actions. Instead, the cautions should describe
the conditions or consequences of actions. The passive voice should be
used. All actions should be directed in the instructional steps only.
Failure to observe this rule consistently will result in the overlooking
of critical actions by the operators.--- -

21. Are cautions provided to infom personnel when displays are based
on secondary sensing modes?

Explanation. In the TMI-2 event, individuals interpreted a display of
switch position as if it were a display of valve position. An optimum
solution to this human factors problem is to replace secondary sensing
systems with primary sensing systems. A less effective, but readily
available, solution is to insert cautions or notes in procedures to

[ identify displays based on secondary sensing.

22. If explanations, i.e., notes, are applicable to the perfomance of
specific steps or series of steps, are they placed imediately ahead
of the step (s) to which they apply?

Exolanation. See explanation for Item #18.
|
t 23. Are explanations separate and easily discriminable in appearance

from instructional steps? For example, are they enclosed in boxes,
typed in bold face letters, headed with the word NOTE, etc.?

Explaration. None.

17
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24 Do explanatory notes avoid the use of action statements? (State-
ments directing personnel to perfom actions must not be imbedded
in explanatory notes.)

Explanation. See explanation for Item #20.

25. Are acceptance criteria and limits expressed in quantitative tems
when possible? I

IExplanation. In this and other studies, reactor operators have expressed
a need for more quantitative limits in procedures. It has also been
found that operators vary among themselves with regard to their inter-
pretation of qualitative modifiers, e.g. , slow, fast, rapidly. Finally,
high-stress conditions can distort an individual's perception of slow,
fast, etc. Use of quantified limits will promote standardization of

responses.

26. Are quantitative acceptance criteria and limits expressed as ranges
as opposed to point values?

Explanation. When equipment does not71!Pmit the setting of point values,
or when a range of values is acceptable, the acceptance criteria should
be expressed in terms of ranges. However, they should be expressed in
a fom to avoid errors of addition, subtraction, or conversion. Example:

Preferable Not Preferablej

Ito

i

(Best) ( ) ! %(Worst)-

midpoint lower limit upper limit

27. Are the acceptance criteria and limits compatible with the limits

stated in requirements documents?
Explanation. None.

28. Oces the procedure provide instructions for all reasonable con-
tingencies? For example, if equipment is operating outside the
range specified by the procedure, is the operator instructed what
action to take?

18
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Explanation. Many procedures are written as though all acceptance cri-
teria and limits will be met. They do not address the exceptions. In

the study on which the checklist is based, it was found that the pro-
cedures preceded by a femal engineering analysis covered 4.5 times as
many contingencies as the emergency procedures that were not derived from
engineering analyses. The implication of this finding is that the typical
emergency procedure is probably incomplete with respect to contingency

infomation. If the inspector finds that no engineering analysis was
perfomed, the completeness of the procedure is doubtful. It is imprac-

tical for the inspector to perform an engineering analysis of the magni-
tude required t) identify all contingencies that can be reasonably ex-
pected. Therefore, it may be necessary to make a partial evaluation
of the procedure with the aid of the control room operating staff using
an approach similar to the walk-through process described for evaluating
Items #39 through f42.

29. Are the contingencies provided for in the procedure based upon

engiceering failure analyses? --
Explanation. See explanation for Item #28.

30. Are contingency instructions expressed so that the contingency
precedes the action statement? For example, a contingency instruc-

"

tion should be written "If , do . , not "Do if"
.

Explanation. If the action instruction precedes the contingency state-
ment, there is an increased probability that the operator will perfom
the action before reading the qualifying condition.

31. Are contingency instructions easy to understand? For example, if
three or more contingencies must be met before action is directed,|

the contingencies should be listed separately from the action

statement and ahead of the action statement.
Exolanation. Frequently, the instruction to perform an action depends
upon the presence of several conditions or combinations of conditions.
In these insta'tces the majority of the procedures reviewed provided this
infomation in lengthy, hard-to-understand sentences. Essential con-
tingency infomation could be overlooked or misinterpreted in complex

|
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sentences, particularly during high-stress conditions conducive to the |

impaiment of comprehension. A tabular or columnar format promotes ease l

of comprehension. Example:

This Not This

If g of the following If or

conditions exist: or exist, do [.

,

do .

32. If calculations are required, is space provided in the procedure
to perfom the computations and to record the results?

Explanation. This provision is intended to increase the accuracy of
perfoming calculations and to facilitate verification of the results
by others.

33. Are computations based on technically accurate, cQmplete, and up-
to-date fomulas?

Explanation. None.

34. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for readability and in-
terpolation or extraction of values?

i Explanation. Misinterpretation of graphs, charts, 'and tables has re-
sulted in perfomance errors. It is often traceable to poor reada-

|- bility of these materials-which, in turn, is attributable to 1) in-
adequate original construction, or 2) inadequate reproduction. The
following guidelines are provided to evaluate readability.

Original construction. Letters and numbers should be typed rather than
handwritten. Lines on graph paper should be reproducible on licensee
reproduction equipment. On graphs, units of measurement used in plotted

| values should be compatible with divisions on graph paper. That is, if
plotted values progress in units of five, e.g. , 5,10,15, etc. , it is
better to separate the values by five lines than by four lines. To

l
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facilitate accuracy of locating values in charts and tables, look for I
such aids as 1) partitioning tables with lines, 2) arranging values in
subgroups, e.g., inserting spaces between subgroups of five values, and
3) placing connecting lines between values or between nomenclature and

values.

Reproduction. In some cases, copies are so many generations removed
from the original or master copy that lines in graphs, charts, and tables .

'

have deteriorated or disappeared, making it difficult to track or inter-
polate values. Letters and numbers can undergo similar deterioration.
Also, materials have sometimes been reduced ir size so that readability
is impaired. Letters and numbers should be at least 1/8 in. in height,
unbroken and unfilled. All lines in the reproductions should be as
visible as they are in the orginal master copies. First, compare
the reproductions to the original or master copies. Then, evaluate the
readability of the reproductions under the conditions of illumination
in which personnel use them.

35. Complexity Index (CI): Evaluate- %e complexity of the instruc-
tions by detemining the average number of actions per step that
the user is directed to perfom. Use all steps in calculating the
average. Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or less?

Explanation. The complexity index (CI) of a procedure is defined as
the average number of actions stated in the instructional steps or
paragraphs. The average is computed by sampling all steps or paragraphs
in a procedure.

.

Number of Actions in Procedure

! CI= Number of Steps or Paragraphs in Procedure

The greater the number of actions that are directed by a step, the more
likely an action is to be overlooked or forgotten. Ideally, a step
should contain only one action unless the actions are related, in which

|

case up to three actions are acceptable. Related actions are actions
that, in combination, accomplish a single end-result. In the example

|
|

|
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of related actions shown below, the single result is an adjusted volume.

Example of Three Related Actions ( Acceptable):

"5. Start pump PL-16. Observe gauge WL-16. When level is 62
(60-64) in., stop pump."

Example of Two Unrelated Actions (Not Acceptable):

"8. Close switch LAC-1781. Close valve HVC-23."*

36. SpecificityIndex(SI): Evaluate the level of specificity of the
instructions by detennining the percent of steps in the procedure
that meet all of the following criteria. Use all steps in calcu-
lating the percent.

1. The action to be taken is specifically identified (open,
close, rotate, etc.) .

2. Limits are expressed cuantitatively, e.g., 2 turns,

80 (75-85) in. lbs.
3. Equipment and parts are identified completely (HPCI-MO-17, etc.).

Do 907, of the steps meet the above_ criteria?
Explanation. The above criteria list the basic characteristics of a spe-
cific (versus general) instruction. Fewer errors of interpretation or
omission result from instructions with high specificity.

37. Do the alignment instructions in the procedure meet all of the
following criteria?

1. Each item requiring alignment is individually specified.
.

(It is not acceptable to refer personnel to previous steps.)
2. Each item is identified with a unique number or nomenclature.

3. The position in which the item is to be placed is specified.

| 4 The position in which the item is placed is verified.
Explanation. Two of the primary contributors to misalignment are lack
of specificity of instructions and lack of physical verification of
position. The criteria listed above are aimed at improving soecificity
and verification. In some procedures, it was found that instructions
were adequate for initial alignment but shortchanged realignment by
simply directing personnel to " Reposition valves listed in Step 5." In

!
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this instance, personnel were not provided a means within the procedure
for verifying valve position. The instruction should have relisted the
valves, their new positions, and provided signoff for each valve.

38. If the procedure specifies an action that must be perfomed at a
later time or repeated at periodic intervals, does it contain pro-

( visions for flagging the operator to perfom the action? For ex-
|ample, if an action must be repeated every 15 minutes, are there j

spaces to record the times at which the action must be perfomed?
Exolanation. Some emergency procedures require that an action such as .

checking a pressure or flowrate be performed at set intervals, e.g.,
every 15 minutes. In the past, failure to observe timing requirements
has resulted in LERs describing overflows, excessive draining, etc.
Provisions within the procedure for recording times at which time-
critical actions must be perfomed will enable operators to comply with
timing requirements more consistently and more accurately.

39. Does the procedure identify all likely symptoms or combinations of
^

'

syrrptoms associated with the emergency? (If an engineering analysis
is not available, detemine whether the operator can describe symp-
toms or combinations not identified by the procedure.)

Explanation. See explanation for Item #41.

40. Does the procedure specify automatic actions associated with the

| emergency adequa+ ' t (Detemine whether the operator can describe
automatic actions not specified by the procedure.)

Explanation. See explanation for Item #41. -

41. Does the procedure specify all critical actions required to respond

|| to the emergency? (Observe wh' ether the operator perfoms critical
actions not specified by the procedure.)

Explanation. Items #39, #40, and #41 deal with the completeness of an

emergency procedure. As described earlier (see explanation for Item #28),
the completeness of a procedure is a function of the quality of the engi-
neering analyses on which the procedure is based. It is likely that, in

many cases, the inspector will find that no engineering analyses were

23
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perfomed as part of the development of the procedure being evaluated.
;

It is also possible that some of the analyses that were perfomed were
inadequate. Study findings comparing the amount of contingency infor-'

mation in procedures not derived from engineering analyses against proce-
dures derived from engineering analyses (see Item (28) underline this

possibility. The inspector is not in a position to perfom engineering
analyses to detemine the completeness of the infomation in a procedure.*

| However, a partial evaluation can be made with a relatively small in- ;

I

vestment of time with the assistance of members of the operating staff.
Discussions with and observations of experienced operators performing

a walk-through of the procedure should disclose procedural omissions

of highest probability events.

42. If the procedure contains sequence-critical actions, is the se-
quence specified by the procedure correct? (Observe whether the
operator performs sequence-critical actions in the sequence
specified.)

Explanation. The inspector will encounter some procedures in which se-'

quences of actions are not critical and other procedures in which se-
:

quences are critical to successful accomplishment of an operation. In

many cases, the licensee will not make this distinction obvious. As a
first step, the licensee should be required o identify sequence-critical
steps. The inspector can then detemine the accuracy of the sequences

! as part of the walk-through evaluation process.

|
43. Does the procedure allow enough time to perfom time-critical

f actions? (Observe whether the operator can perfom time-critical
I actions in the time allowed, i.e., by equipment response, distances

|
involved,etc.)

Expl anation. Some actions specified in emergency procedures are time-'

critical . Time-critical steps should be identified by the licensee
along with the time allowed to perfom a step or the time allowed to
intervene between steps. The inspector should then detemine whether
or not the operator or crew of operators can perfom these steps within

the allowed time limits.

.
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44 Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in the procedure
identical to those displayed on the equipment?

Explanation. None.

45. If the answer to Item #44 is Yes, is equipment nomenclature typed
in upper case letters in the procedure?

Explanation. It is a technical writing practice to print equipment
nomenclature in capital letters. Use of this guideline enables per-
sonnel to locate and identify procedural references to equipment
quickly. It also informs personnel that this is the nomenclature dis-
played on the equipment itself.

46. Does the procedure identify the location of each item of equip-
ment adequately? (Observe whether the operator can locate switches,
gauges, etc. in a timely manner.)

Explanation. Findings from TMI-2 and other studies suggest that proce-
dures sometimes fail to provide enough location information to the oper-
ators. This deficiency can be particularly serious in an emergency
during which search time might be 1-tmtted. Emergency procedures should

be evaluated for this characteristic as part of the walk-through.

)
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ATTACHMENT 8

" Indexing / Cross-Referencing of Selected ~

Shoreham Symptom and Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures",
prepared by F.R. Ball, L.T. Crosse, and T.J. Mazour
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ATTACHMENT B

Indexing / Cross-Referencing of Selected Shoreham Symptom

and Event-Oriented Emergency Procedures

1.0 INTRODUCTION f

This attachment describes the evaluation of indexing and cross-referenc-

ing among six Shoreham event-oriented energency procedures selected by ERG ,

and seven Shoreham symptom-oriented emergency procedures (see Table 1). The -

intent was to identify in this sample whether the indexing characteristics of
these procedures can lead to operator performance deviations. Then, consid-
ering the collective results of this evaluation, to make a determination of .

the likelihood that these characteristics are representative of the status of
the set of Shoreham event-oriented emergency procedures. This in turn served
as a basis for recommendations concerning the review of all Shoreham event-
oriented procedures with respect to indexing and cross-referencing.

B-1
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2.0 ETH00

; This evaluation was conducted by reviewing each of the 13 Shoreham

emergency procedures listed in Table 1 to identify those steps where another
procedure was referenced. The subset of these steps that referred to one of
the other 12 emergency procedures above was then selected for detailed evalua-
tion. For each step so identified a determination was made as to whether the i

instructions clearly indicated:
.

1. The steps of the referenced procedure to be performed and

2. The sequencing of steps between the two procedures.

,

l'
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3.0 RESULTS

The following are representative indexing / cross-referencing character-
istics of the procedures reviewed that can lead to operator performance
devi ations:

1. SP 29.024.01 (Transient with Failure to Scram)
;

~

Step 3.1 of this procedure states:
|

3.1 Manually scram reactor per SP 29.010.01 (Emergency

Shu' iown)

3.1.1 Arm and depress manual scram pushbutton

3.1.2 Place the Mode Switch in refuel.
3.1.3 Verify all rods are inserted

While SP 29.010.01 (the procedure referenced above) states:

3.1 Manually scram the reactor and place the Mode Switch in
SHUTDOWN

3.2 Verify a rapid flux decrease

Step 4.2 (a subsequent action of SP 29.010.01) is " Check all
control rods inserted."

|
|

| Two problems are noted:

a. The two procedures are inconsistent with respect to mode
switch position (SHUTDOWN or REFUEL)

b. The reference to SP 29.010.01 is ambiguous. What actions
(if any) of SP 29.010.01 are to be carried out? In what'

B-3
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sequence with respect to SP 29.024.01 imediate and subse-
quent operator actions?

.,

2. SP 29.010.01 (Emergency Shutdown)
!

Step 4.3 of this procedure states:

'

4.3 If the reactor cannot be held subcritical, initiate

Standby Liquid Control System (SP 29.004.01)

However, if the reactor cannot be held subcritical after valid
,

scram signals and manually scraming the reactor then a " transient
with failure to scram" has occurred and SP 29.024.01 should be
implemented. If all control rods are not fully inserted following a

valid scram signal SP 29.024.01 lists nine steps (3.5 through

j 3.5.4.1) to attempt to scram the reactor before step 3.6.1 (start
! either A or 8 standby liquid control pump and inject entire contents

of the tank). Which procedure should the operator follow in this
situation?

3. SP 29.006.01 (Feedwater/ Level Control System Failure)

Section 2.2 of this procedure provides the automatic actions to
be expected for decreasing vessel level. These automatic actions

; include a reactor scram, and containment isolation Group II and III
at +12.5 inches reactor water level. However neither the immediate

l' nor the subsequent actions of the procedure address contingencies if

|
reactor water level reaches +12.5 inches. Should not this procedure

| provide for this contingency by referring the operator to the
actions of SP 29.023.01 (Level Control) and/or SP 29.010.01 (Emer-
gency Shutdown)?

B-4
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4. SP 29.022.01 (Shutdown from Outside Control Room)

Step 3.3 of this procedure states:

03.3 In the Main Control Room initiate the Emergency Shutdown
Procedure SP 29.010.01.

!

However these instructions are not specific enough to tell the
||

operator what portions of SP 29.010.01 are to be carried out and how ||
they are to be sequenced with the intnediate and subsequent actions of |

SP 29.022.01.

5. SP 29.019.01 (Loss of Service Water)

St-; 3.2 of this procedure states:

3.2 If there is still insufficient cooling:

3.2.1 Initiate SP 29.01'0.01, Emergency Shutdown.

However these instructions are not specific enough to tell the
operator what portions of SP 29.010.01 are to be carried out and how
they are to be sequenced with the inmediate and subsequent actions of
SP 29.022.01.

6. SP 29.023.03 (Containment Control)

Steps 3.1.2 and 3.1.4 of this procedure state:

3.1.2 H the open SRV is stuck open, THEN scram the
reactor (Ref SP 29.010.01 (Emergency Shutdown))

3.1.4 E suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F, THEN
scram the reactor (Ref SP 29.010.01 (Emergency

Shutdown))

B-5
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These instructions are ambiguous. Do they mean to carry out
step 3.1 of SP 29.010.01 (manually scram the reactor and place the
mode switch in SHUTDOWh)? Or Steps 3.1 and 3.2 of SP 29.010.01? Or

all imediate actions? Or all imediate and subsequent actions? How i'

are steps of SP 29.010.01 to be sequenced with SP 29.023.037 ||

7. SP 29.023.03 (Containment Control)

Step 3.3.7 of this procedure states: |

3.3.7 If suppression chamber pressure cannot be main-

tained below the pressure suppression limit (Fig 4)
THEN proceed to SP 29.023.01 (Rapid RPV Depressuri-

zation)

However, suppression chamber pressure is not identified as an
entry condition in SP 29.023.01

8. .2 29.023.01 (Level Control)

Step 3.1.1 of this procedure states:

L

3.1.1- VERIFY reactor scram

| ~ AND
l

PERFORM SP 29.010.01 (Emergency Shutdown) concur-

rently with this procedure.

However these instructions do not provide specific sequencing
instructions. What order are steps to be performed in (they cannot
all be performed " concurrently")?

t

B-6
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS

The eight representative indexing / cross-referencing characteristics
identified in Section 3.0 that can lead to operator performance deviations
indicate a consistent pattern of deficiencies in the interfacing of the
recently revised symptom-oriented emergency procedures with the existing
event-oriented emergency procedures that, with the exception of SP 010.01,
have not been revised since their initial issue. The significance of these ;

indexing deficiencies is enhanced.by the differences in formats between ;.

the symptom and event oriented emergency procedures.

Based upon.these deficiencies it is recommended that LILCO review all

event-oriented emergency operating procedures with respect to their indexing
and cross-referencing to one another and the recently revised symptom
oriented procedures.

,
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CONTROL ROOM PRE-FIRE PLAN
- M k

-6 . A'

|

1.0 SYPMPTOMS !

1.1 A fire is in progress in the Control Room and is noted by any of the
following indications:

1.1.1 Control Room

1.1.1.1 Audible alarm on (later)

1.1.1.2 Audible alarm and visual printout on the security console
CRT and line printer 1R71-PNL-061 (control room and
guardhouse).

1.1.1.3 Visual or olf actory evidence of smoke or flame.

1.1.2 Relay Room
-~

1.1.2.1 Audible alarm and visual display on fire protection panel
IR71-PNL-065.

Audible alarm and visual display on fire protection panel1.1.2.2
1R71-PNL-071.

1.1.3 Local

(see section 1.1.1)

1.1.4 Othar_

Heat-induced electrical or mechanical malfunctions causin;; spurious
alarms or erroneous displays.

2.0 AUTOMATIC ACTIONS
yp-.-r ).,--

),. |
I.

"

1 J... .-
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3.0 PRECAUTTONS

3.1 Potential Combustibles
,

.

3.1.1 Electrical Cables

3.1.2 Transient Combustibles

3.2 Fire Fighting and Emergency Equipment

located in orf

Fire extinguishers, hose reels, and e=ergency equipment
adjacent to r.he Control Room are listed in Appendix 7.1.

3.3 Hazards.

3.3.1 Respiratory

Although this area is inhabited virtually 24 hours a day (thus, a
fire should be discovered in its infancy) personnel should exercise
extreme caution with smoke and fu=es.

3.3.2 Radiological

N/A

3.3.3 Chemical

N/A

3.3.4 Mechanical
*

N/A

3.3.5 Electrical

The Control Room contains control panels, annunciator panels,
The Maximum Voltagelighting circuits, and ventilation equipment.

to be encountered in the area is 460 VAC. Exercise caution when
touching metal portions of panels.

3.4 Heat Sensitive Components

N/A

4.0 IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

4.1 Fire Brigade / Station Response

Since the Control Room is =anned around-the-clock, verification ofNote:
the fire by the Brigade Chief should not be necessary.

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
08/07/78 Page 2
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Caution: If smoke or fumes concentration becomes excessive, personnel
should don proper respiratory protection equipment and have the

,

smoke removal (purge) system actuated.

4.1.1 Control Room Operator - should determine where the fire brigade
should report to, and direct the fire brigade (using the page party
system) to that area. The following areas should be considered.

4.1.1.1 Control Room-

4.1.1.2 Control Building - North Stairway - El. 63'

4.1.1.3 Control Building - South Stairway - El. 63'

4.1.1.4 Turbine Building - West Wall - El. 63'-

4.1.2 Fire Brigade / Control Room - shall establish co==unications betwen
the local fire scene and the control console. Available
communications are:

4.1.2.1 CAI-TRONICS Page-Party handset stations (see Appendix
7.1)

4.1.2.2 Sound Powered phone system (see Appendix 7.1).

4.1.2.3 Face-to-face communications (if practical).

5.0 SUBSEQUENT ACTION

5.1 Watch Engineer or NSO - shall assess the severity of the fire; if the fire
threatens continued safe-operation a reactor shutdown shall be commenced.

5.2 Combat' Fire

5.2.1 Control Room Operator or Brigade member - should deenergize the
affected electrical equipment (if feasible) - under the direction
of the Fire Chief or Watch Engineer (see Appendix 7.2) .

5.2.2 Watch Engineer - shall decide if the Control Room should be
evacuated; if so, the reactor shall be shutdown.

| 5.2.3 Brigade Chief - should deploy the fire brigade and/or outside
assistance as he deems necessary.

| 5.2.4 Fire Brigade - should combat the fire using extinguishing materials
l in the order-of preference listed below.

CAUTION: Use water in a spray or fog only
i

1) CO - most desirable; good extinguishing capabilities; no
eqdipmentdamage;noresidue.

f

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
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2) Dry Chemical - desirable; good extinguishing capabilities; may
damage equipment; leaves residue.

" 3) Water - least desirable; good extinguishing capabilities; may
damage equipment.

5.3 Special Considerations
1

5.3.1 If conditions warrant, smoke and/or fire protection agents may be
purged from the Control Room if the CRAC is in the normal operating
mode.

5.3.2 Using any one of the following methods, establish a flow path for
an external air supply:

.1 OPEN, the door between the control room and the control room
entry area, tha door to the visitors gallery staircase,and the j

'outside door at the bottom of the staircase.

.2 OPEN, the door to the south staircase, the staircase door at
EL 25' and the loading platform doors.

.3 OPEN, the door to control room entry area, and the door
between the control room and Turbine Building (EL 63').

5.3.3 If the HVAC equipment room needs to be purged, OPEN the control
room /HVAC room door.

5.3.4 OPEN, purge exhaust isolation valve 1X61*A0V-038A and B by placing
tIIeTr control switch (on lH11*Pll-VCl) to the NEUTRAL-AFTER-OPEN
position. Verify that the red (open) light is ON.

5.3.5 Start the purge fan IX41-FN-063 by placing its control switch (on
lHil*PNL-VCl) to NEUTRAL-AFTER-START position. Verify that the red
(running) light is ON.

5.4 Recoverv

5.4.1 Onsite management shall assess fire damage to equipment and
structures and initiate repairs accordingly.

5.4.2 A report of the fire emergency shall be drafted and distributed in
accordance with Reference 8.1.

!

5.4.3 Restore those systems activated or shutdown during the emergency ini

accordance with the applicable operating procedures listed below:

5.4.3.1 Smoke, Flame and Temperature Detection Systgo,

5.4.3.2 Deluge, Sprinkler and Hose Station System
i

i

5.4.3.3. HVAC - Control Room

|

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
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5.4.3.4 Plant Communications |
,

5.4.3.5 125 VDC Power Distribution

5.4.3.6 120 VAC Instrument Power System

5.4.3.7 120 VAC Uninterruptible Power

6.0 DISCUSSION

Virtually all of the total fire loading in the Control Room is attributedthe area is inhabited6.1 to the electric cables; however, the fact that
around-the-clock increases the incidence of transient combustibles
somewhat.

The Control Room is a safety-related area which is the central controlis protected by both high and low voltage6.2
for the entire plant. Itpointionization smoke detectors, and is separated from the rest of the plant by

'

The fire barriers consist of concrete walls, ceiling, andfire barriers.floor of fire rating greater than 3 1/2 hrs. , and steel doors, Class A
type, with a fire rating of 3 hrs.

There are fif ty smoke detectors located in the various panels in the6.3 control room, each of which is part of the Smoke, Flamu and Te=perature
Seventeen of these detectors are high voltage types thatDetection System.

when activated, provide a signal to fire protection panel 1R71-PNL-071
(audible and visual alarm) and illuminates a location light on an
associated Zone Indicating Unit (ZIU). Thirty-three of tha smoke detectors

when activated, provide a signal to fireare low voltage types that,
protection panel 1R71-PNL-065 (alarm lamp and buzzer) and illuminates the
location on an associated plug-in module. All of the above panels are into a cabinetWhen either system alarms, a signal is sentthe Relay Room.

in turn, activates an audible fire alarm, and an alarm and visual
printout on 'the security console CRT and line printer 1R71-PNL-061 (Control
that,

Room and Cuard House).

Although the fire loading is considered low, the importance of the ControlTherefore, essentially all of the panels6.4
Room complicates any fire hazard. Thelocated in the area contain a smoke detector for early detection.
importance of detecting and locating the fire rapidly, and quick response
to the situation, cannot be overstressed.

elevation 63'.The Control Room is located within the Control Building at
Access to the area is obtained by either of two staircases (N.W. and S.W.6.5

This arrangecent cancorners) or from the Turbine Building (N.E. corner).
fire fighting efforts by allowing a two-sided attack on a blaze orassist

an alternate entrance in case of an obstructed opening.

Combatting a fire in this area requires strict adherence to approved fire
Burning cables producing dense smoke and fumes, plus6.6

fighting techniques.
the possibility of CO, from extinguishers may require the use of
respiratory protection equipment. Also, the type of extinguishing

SP 39.005.05 Rev C
08/07/78 Page 5
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materials and the manner in which thsy era ustd is of prima considaration.
resort, water may be used in this area, but only as a spray or

J
,

As a last
fog to reduce shock hazards, flying debris, and equipment damage.

,

Once a fire has been extinguished, a reflash watch shall be posted to6.7 provide protection against a recurring fire. Systems affected or operated
during the emergency are restored in accordance with their operating
procedures.

7.0 APPENDICES

7.1 Available Fire Fighting and Emergency Equipment

7.2 Equipment Listing

7.3 Diagram, Control Room*

:

|
! 8.0 REFERENCES

8.1 SP 12.009.01, Station Reporting Requirements

,

i
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Apoendix 7.1.

**
Page 1 ot 2

Available Fire Fichting and Emergency Eauipment

DESCRIPTION LOCATION NUMBER
TYPE Water Chiller

Communication GAI-TRONICS Page Party Handset
Equipment Room 1R51-HST-450
Ventilationgal-TRONICS Page Party Handset"

Equipment Room 1R51-MST-451

Control Room ' 1R 51-HST-45 2CAI-TRONICS Page Party Handset"
Control Room Oper-GAL-IR0hlG5 Page Party nandset"

ator's Console'IR51-HST-454
Control Roomcal-TRONICS Page Party Handset"
Communications
Console IR51-HST-457

CAI-TRONICS Page Party Handset Control Room 1R51-HST-458
"

CAI-TRONICS Page Party Handset Control Room IR51-HST-459
"

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 1 and IX Control Room"

East End of Main
.

Control Board JK45501

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 2 and 2X Control Room"

East End of Main
Control Bd. lJK45502

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 3 and 3X Control Room"

East End Panel
South of MCS JK45303

Sound Powered Phone Jack Ctreuit 3 and 3X Control Room
"

South End of
MCB JK45603

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 3 and 3X Control Room"

South Wall JK45003

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 6 and 6X Control Room"

North End of
MCB JK42906

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 7 and 7X Control Room
Midsection-MCB JK45707"

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 8 and 8X Control Room
South End JK45008"

,

Control RoomSound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 8 and 6X"

South End of
MCB JK45608
Water ChillerSound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 9 and 9X"

Room North
Wall JK46209

Sound Powered Phone Jack Circuit 9 and 9X j Control Room 12
i Line Wall |JK4509

"
'

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
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Appendix 7.1
vage 4 oc s

|
.

Available Fire Fighting and Emergency Equipment

DESCRIPTION LOCATION NUMBER
TYPE

i

! :
,

I Fire Protection
!

Fire Protection CO2 Extinguisher LATER LATER
'

'

,

Fire Protection CO2 Extinguisher LATER LATER

__
,

Fire Protection CO2 Ex?.Anguisher LATER LATER'

Fire Protection CO2 Extinguisher LATER LATER'

!
r

Fire Protection CO2 Hose Reel (100 ft.) Control Bldg.

North East CHR 3 ,

Corner El 63'0"
Fire Protection CO2 Hose Reel (100 ft.) Control Bldg.

South Stairvel)
EL. 63'0" CHR 2

i
Fire Protection Water Hose Reel (75 ft.) Control Bldg. |

North Stairwell
EL. 44'0" |FHR-7d

Fire Protection Water Hose Reel (75 ft.) Control Bldg.

South Stairvel].,

EL. 44'0" FHR-71

Respirato ry Control RoomProtection
Equipment 3-6 hr. cylinders East Wall LATER

espiratory!

Control Roomrotection
quipment 3 ultraview face masks East Wall LATER

[Cabinetmergency Equip.LATER LATER LATER
*

,

fmergencyEquip.
Cabinet LATER LATER LATER

.

!

I
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Appandix 7.2
Page 1 of 3

EQUIPMENT LISTING

CONTROL SWITCH OR POWER SUPPLY

|llUMBER
COMPONENT

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION BREAKER LOCATION

* *RFPT and Water Systems Bench Board

Drains, Fuel and Turbine Generator
Bench Board Breakers in Relay 1R35-PNL-N3

IHil*MCB-01 Main Generator and Station Service Room 1R35-PNL-N4

Bench Board
Diesel Generator 101, 102 and 103
Bench Board

IR36-PNL-01

IHil*PNL-603 Reactor Control Bench Board Brkrs in Relay Room 1R35-PNL-N1

(120 VAC) 1R35-PNL-N2

IH11*PNL-602 Reactor Water Cleanup and Recire. Brkra in Relay Room 1R36-FNL-Ni

Bench Board (120 VAC) 1R35-PNL-N2

IH11*PNL-601 , Reactor Core Cooling Bench Board Brkrs in Relay Room 1R35-PNL-N1
1R35-PNL-N2(120 VAC)

IM43-PNL-FP Fire Protection Panel (CO ) Brkrs in Relay Room 1R35-FNL-N4
2 1R35-PNL-N2(120 VAC)

* *

1R35-PNL-R1
IT48*PNL-A2B Hydrogen Recombiner Control Panel

(120 VAC)
LT43*PNL-ACH Primary Containment Atmosphere Brkr in Relay Room IR35-PNL-N3

Control Panel (120 VAC)
IR35-PNL-B1

IT48*PNL-AZA Hydrogen Recombiner Atmosphere
Control Panel (120 VAC)
Balance-of-Plant Temperature Brkr in Relav Room 1R35*PNL-N1

1H11*PNL-TR Recorder Vert. Board Brkrs in Emer. Swgr 1R42*SWG-Al

(120 VAC/125 VDC) Room 101, 102, 103 1R42*SWG-B1 ,

IR42*SWG-Cl
l

* *
IDil*PNL-80 Radiation Monitoring Control Panel

IHil*PNL-PCM Primary Containment Monitoring Panel * P*

* *
IH11*PNL-659 Rod Sequence Control Cabinet

I |**
IHll*PNL-VM Vibration Monitoring Panel i

1Hil*PNL-MXP Miscellaneous Control Panel Bekr in Relay Room LR35-PNL-N4i

! (120 VAC)
Brkrs in Relay Rm. 'lR3 5 -PN L-N 3

IIR35-PNL-N4
IHll*PNL-VC1 Turbine Building and Miscellaneous

Ventilation Vert. Board 'Erkrs in E=e rg. Swgr.1R42*PNL-C1

(120 VAC/125 VDC) hoom103 '1R42*PNL-C2

Cables and power interfaced with other panels in control room.*

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
08/07/78 Page 9
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Appendix 7.2
Page 2 ot 3~

|
,

I

EQUIPMENT LISTINC.

|

CONTROL SWITCH OR
BREAKER LOCATION POWER SUPPLY

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION Brkrs in Relay Rs. 1R35-PNL-N3COMPONENT NUMBER
IR36-PNL-d2

Reactor Building Ventilation 3rkrs in Emer. Swgr.1R42-PNL-C2IHil*PNL-VC2 Vertical Board Room 101 llR42-PNL-Cl
(126 VAC/125 VDC)

I

LATERMSIV Leal Detection LATER
LATER |*Room xDivision 1 Radiation Monitoring I ,

1H11*PNL-635 Cabinet * ,

*
Power Range Neutron Monitoring flHil*PNL-6d8 Cabinet 1R35-PNL-N1
TIP Control and Monitoring Cabinet 3rkr in Relay RmBrke in Emer. Swgr 1R42-PNL-C2[; 1Hil*PNL-607
(120 VAC/125 VDC) Room 103*

Boargrkrs in Relay Room 1R35-PNL-N1
Process Instrumentation Vert. 1R42-PNL-A4IHil*PNL-613 i; (12d VAC/125 VDC)

l

Area Radiation Monitoring Cabinet Brkt in Relay Rm 1R35-PNL-N2'

4 IH11*PNL-6dd l

(120 VAC) 3rkr in Relay Rm 11R36-PNL-Cl
Process Radiation Recorder Vert. Brkr in Relay Rm llR35-PNL-N1IH11=PNL-600
Board (12d VAC) :lR36-PNL-Cl
Process Radiation Monitoring Vert. 3rkrs in Relay Ra 1R42-PNL-A4IHil*PNL-604
Board (126 VAC/125 VDC) 1R42-PNL-B4

Nuclear Steam Temperature Recorder 3rkts in Relay Rm .
lR35-PNL-N1

.

1R35-PNL-N21H11*PNL-614j and Leak Detecting Vert. Board j

(126 VAC)
LATERHSLV Leak Detection LATER

,

Panel LATER '*' *Division II Radiation Monitoring
IHil*PNL-636

Cabinet <*
Trip System "B" Reactor Protection f

I IHil*PNL-611 System Vert. Board i

,
, Reactor Protection System Test .

IHil*PNL-610 |and Monitoring Board *,*
Trip System "A" Reactor Protction

IH11*PNL-609 ISystem Vert. Board
i Control Rod Drive (CRD) Selection Brkr in Relay Rm

1R35-PNL-N4

IHll*PNL-316 Board (126 VAC)
a

1R36-PNL-01Relay Vert. '

Control Rod Position Information
#rke in Relay Rm

lH11*PNL-615 Cabinet (120 VAC) 1R36-PNL-01
>

Feedwater and Recirculation ;Brkr in Relay Rm
1R35-PNL-N2IHil*PNL-612

Instrumentation Vert. Board 1R42-PNL-B4i

l
(120 VAC/125 VDC)

1R35-PNL-N2
l Jet Pump Instrumentation Vert.BoarQrkr in Relay Rm
! lHil*PNL-619 I

(12d VAC)

| Cables and power interfaced with other panels in control room.
1

*
i

|
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Aeoendix 7.2
Page 3 of 3"

EQUIPMENT LISTING
.

CONTROL SWITCH OR
BREAKER LOCATION POWER SUPPLY

COMPONENT NUMBER COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
fire Detection and Station Brkr in Relay Rs 1R71-INV-03

1R/1-PNL-Oel Security Console (120 VAC)
Brkr in Computer IC91-PNL-N1

IC91-PNL-604 Computer Equipment Desk
Room

(120 VAC)
**

IC91-PNL-600 Operator Console
**

IC91-PNL-601 0.D. Log Typewriter
* 1*B.O.P. Periodic Typewriter

IC91-PNL-715
**

1C91-PNL-603 Typewriter,

**

IC91-PNL-602 Alarm Tyoewriter

Bekr in Computer IC91-PNL-N1
IC91-PNL-605 Computer Equipment Desk

Room
(120 VAC)i

**Seismic Monitoring Panel
1Hil*PNL-SMP

**
1R35-PCHPNLI Sound Powered Panel Breaker in Ener.
IX40-PNL-002 Lighting Panel Swgr Rm 101 IX40-PNL-ACZ

(120 VAC) 1R36-INV-02Breaker in Ecer.
IR36-PNL-02 Lighting Panel

Room
(120 VAC)

i

Cables and powered interfaced with other panels in control room.*
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Appendix 7.3''* '

,

/

Page 2 of 2
.

CONTROL ROOM PANEL LOCATION LIST

1. 1Hil*MCB-01 24. lH11-PNL-604

2. lHil*MCB-603 25. lHil*PNL-614

3. 1H11*PNL-602 26. (LATER)

4. 1Hil*PNL-601 27. 1Hil*PNL-636

5. IM43-PNL-FP 28. lHil*PNL-611

6. IT48*PNL-AZB 29. lHil-PNL-610 i-

|

7. IT48*PNL-ACH 30. 1Hil*PNL-609

8. IT48*PNL-AZA 31. lHil*PNL-616

9. 1Hil-PNL-TR 32. 1H11-PNL-615

'

10. IDil-PNL-80 33. 1Hil*PNL-612

11. 1Hil*PNL-PCM 34. 1H11-PNL-619

12. 1H11-PNL-659 35. 1R71-PNL-061

13. 1Hil-PNL-VM 36. IC91-PNL-604

14. 1H11*PNL-MXP 37. IC91-PNL-600

15. 1Hil*PNL-VCl 38. 1C91-PNL-60L

16. 1Hil*PNL-VC2 39. IC91-PNL-715

17. (LATER) 40. IC91-PNL-603

18. lHil*PNL-635 41. IC91-PNL-602

19. 1Hil*PNL-608 42. IC91-PNL-605
l

20. lHil*PNL-607 43. lHil-PNL-SMP

21. 1H11*PNL-613 44. IRS 3-PCHPNL1

|~ 22. ID21-PNL-600 45. lx40-PNL-002

23. 1Hil*PNL-600 46. IR36-PNL-02

SP 39.005.05 Rev 0
08/07/78 Page 13

.
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ATTACHMENT D

I
"Firefighter's Training Manual: |

Basic Course", Suffolk County Vocational
Education and Extension Board, page E-38

.
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SUFFCLK COUNTY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & EXTENSTOM BOARD

FIREFIGHTERS TRAINING SCHOOL
.

!
.

IHERBERT C. JOHNSON
\01 RECTOR

I
l Richa.td L. FowlerHarold P. Cahill

Presid ent Southampton, N. Y.
,

St. James, N. Y.'

Robe.tt J. Hattman
Riverhead, N. Y.'

Henry F. Moisa
Vice-President
Orient, M. Y. Joseph M. Sommets

Mastic Scach, N.Y.

John S. She.1 wood H. Scecher Halsey
Treas a.t er

Greenport, N. Y. Westhampton, N. Y.

Donald Walsh
Earl L. Oahame Riverhead, N. Y..

Secretary ,

Hatesite, M. Y. Martin Albe,tt

Elmer Finch Babylon, N. Y.

f,bs2M Amityvitte, N. Y.

Deputy Director Earl Duhame Motty M.Casey, Asst.to Director

Deputy Chief James Farrett Deputy Chief Kenneth Jones

Ocpaty Chief John Gibson Deputy Chief Alfred Jardin

Ocpaty Chief Donald DeGraw Deputy Chief Cha.ttes Momberg er

Hon. John V. N. Klein, County Executive;

'

VEEB 1S IN COMPLTANCE WITH TTTLE IX OF THE EDUCATIONi S.C.
AMENOMENT OF 1972

,
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER SELECTION GUIDE

r 3r 3r 3
DRY CHEMICAL C D' WET CHEMICAL

{'

IT.1|'', ' ' . 'hq
' UM= f:M ch WI' : j* f

'.;e ..? yi- A PV9 y"% -NA -

I5 y g' '/. b j E h,LECT THE , : .g
'

''] h .h p' ~ I { i.RRECT

TINGUISHER f hy h$ gj d ,' @d . F .... @'. '' ' #f
' ' ' ' ' "" !

f MULTI PURPOSE MC CIEMICAL WATER LOADED STREAMR*** V
(Stored (Car .idge FOAM

(Stored (Cartridge AC D(Cartridge(Stored (Cartridge (Stored
Operatedy (D D ) (Pressure) Operated) Pressure) Operated) y |

(Pressure) Operated) Pressure)
h

I wed. cloth, paper. Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes| Ordiury cornbustibles:

3 rul>tas .

gasohne oil greases. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes' Durning hquids:
,

!

7
paint, etc. !

I
( k

motors. switches. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No |
i

Electrical hres: -

j rpphinces. etc.
''hfe' ' *'h,[*'Is N'*I ),h'*j'fhf*a h,f ,; Is

*'h*[ {hd h,[5,h* { I|L,, e, ,f,*h*
'

;5'ffff- k=,; 'Us I' '* * *
,

W TG 0PERATE s
,,

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
,

QJECT TO FREEZING j I
i
:

DO NOT USE ON LIVE Seals aur-
All types operated in an upright CO2
position. leaves DO NOT USE ON FLAMABLE El.ECTRICAL EQUIP- face with

,PPL1 CATION Discharges a cloud of powder that no resi- LIQUIDS OR LIVE ELECYRICAL MEfff. CAN DE USED a blanket
ON SMALL CL. B of foan-

'NFORMATION partially smothers flames and also due, EQUIPMENT. excludes
breaks the chain reaction of burning. Displace ; Stored pressure operated FIRES.

. MULTI-PURPOSE CllEMICAL when heated air, in upright position. Alkali salts added air.

forms a crust and seals the burning Caution Cartridge 6perated and' prevent freezing DO NOT

material from the air. in con- soda-acid models operated to minus USE ON

When used on electrical equipment fined in the inverted position. 40 degrees F 1.IVii
Can cause damage ELI.C'ly l -

residue should be cleaned off spaces. Soda-acid ext in,:uishers
ME|f.,,EO , P-CAI .to fabracs rup.scontain sulphuric acid, ipainted surfaces,, .

inanedi at e]Y ' it is corrosive,
. gi t g. , ,Nam-t ox t c. Sally taste .
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Docket No. 50-322

Long Island Lighting Company @ 9
ATTN: Mr. M. S. Pollock 4

#Vice President - Nuclear
DC3f.,O \175 East Old Country Road ,

Hicksville, New York 11801 9 pg
*

Gentlemen: $$.,P h,CS/
L %:4 ,q,%;g

kSubject: Inspection 50-322/82-03 0

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducte My Jr . J. Paolino of
this office on January 12-15, 1982 at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Shoreham, New York of activities authorized by NRC License No. CPPR-95 and to
the discussions of our findings held by Mr. Paolino with Mr. R. Gutmann and
other members of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

;

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement Inspection Report which is enclosed with this letter. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations by the
inspector.

Within the scope of this inspection, no items of noncompliance were observed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's
Public Document Room. If this report contains any information that you (or
your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4),
it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by telephone within ten (10)
days from the date of this letter of your intention to file a request for
withholding; and (b) submit within 25 days from the date of this letter a
written application to this office to withhold such information. Consistent
with section 2.790(b)(1), any such application must be accompanied by an

| affidavit executed oy the owner of the information which identifies the document
or part sought to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the
reasons on the basis which it is claimed that the information should be withheld

|
from public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address
with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information

|

sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate|

part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the
( specified periods noted above, the report will be placed in the Public

RI:0ETI RI:0ETI
| Paolino: Eb ter
| 1/29/82 i

* OFFICIAL RECORD COPY

60\8202230634 820203 %*PCR ADOCK 05000322
G PDR i/
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Long Island Lighting Company 2' >

Document Room. The telephone notification of your intent to request
withholding, or any request for an extension of the 10 day period which you
believe necessary, should be made to the Supervisor, Files, Mail and Records,
USNRC Region I, at (215) 337-5223.

No reply to this letter is required. Your cooperation with us in this matterc
is appreciated.

,

Sincerely, j

.2..;x u:: .i .r.uir.,

Thomas T. Martin, Director
Division of Engineering and Technical
Inspection

Enclosure: Office of Inspection and Enforcement Inspection
Report Number 50-322/82-03

cc w/ encl:
J. L. Smith, Manager of

Special Projects
Edward M. Barrett, Esq.
Jeffrey L. Futter, Esq.
T. F. Gerecke, Manager,QA Department Public Document Room (PDR)

*

t

l Local Public Document Room (LPOR)
' Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)

State of New York
NRC Resident Inspector

bec w/ encl:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
L. Narrow, Region I
Chief, Operational Support Section (w/o enc 1)
R.M. Gallo, DRPI, RI

|

|

|

.- . - _ _ - , .-. __ . - . . -
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION I

Report No. 50-322/82-03

Docket No. 50-322

License No. CpPR-95 Priority Category B--

Licensee: Long Island Lighting Company

175 East Old Country Road

Hicksville, New York 11801

Facility Name: Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
f'

Inspection at: Shoreham, New York
,

Inspection conducte - January 12-15, 1982
,

Inspector: /1/1 aT~~ /- 29'SP
R. g Faolino, Reactor Engineering Inspector date signed

,

dI, 2[6[8kApproved by: -#-
,

j. S. O. Ebneter, Acting Chief, Plant Systems Section / date signed
:.

Inspection Summary:
Inspection on January 12-15, 1982 (Recort No. 50-322/82-03)'

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of the plant Fire Protection /
Prevention Program including: Administrative Controls, Control of Combustibles,,

Maintenance, Inspection / Tests, Fire Brigade training requirements and status of
outstanding Fire Protection issues in the Safety Evaluation Report (Supplement 1).
The inspection involved 26 inspection-hours on site by one NRC regional based
inspector.
Results: No items of noncompliance were identified.'

.

l-
|

8202230638 920203
PDR ADOCK 05000322
G PDR
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
r

Long Island Lighting Company

|
J. Aldieri, Test Engineer i

l. *R. DeRocher, QA Specialist |,

H. Eckhart, '

*R. Gutmann, Maintenance Engineer (Fire Protection) |

J. Kelly, Field QA Manager
William Maloney, Plant Engineer

*A. Muller, QC Engineer
*P. Quinan, Maintenance Coordinator (Fire Protection)
J. Rose, Operational QA
Wm. Steiger, Chief Operating Engineer

"D. Terry, Assistant Startup Manager
*R. Wittschen, Licensing Engineer
E. Youngling, Startup Manager

Stone & Webster Engineering Corocration ;

G. Kac:marzyk, Safety Engineer i

* William Matyek, lead Advisory Engineer i

'
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

' *J. Higgins, Sr. Resident Inspector

* denotes personnel present at exit meeting.

2. Fire Protection / Prevention Program

The inspector reviewed licensee procedures pertaining to the Fire
Protection / Prevention Program to determine whether the licensee has .

developed adequate procedures consistent with the Fire Hazard Analysis,
FSAR, Technical Specifications and applicable Codes / Standards.

The inspector noted that the licensee is in the process of developing
!

l procedures to address the Fire Protection Program,

a. Procedures in process include:

! SP-39.500.03 revision B entitled " Fire Protection Prcgram--

| Training"

*
.

|

|
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.

SP-39.500.02 revision B entitled " Fire Brigade Organization,--

Response, Practice and Orills"

SP-39.500.04 revision B entitled " Wading River Fire Department-

Interface"

SP-39.500.05 revision B entitled " Control and use of Cc.nbustibles"|
--

\ SP-39.500.06 revision B entitled " Fire Protection Permits,l --

Watches, Patrols and Inspections"

SP-39.500.07 revision B entitled " Fire Protection Record System"--

SP-39.506.01 revision B entitled " Fire Protectier. Equipment--

Inspection and Maintenance"

SP-39.500.01 entitled " Organization and Administration of Fire--

Protection Program"

SP-12.023.01 e-titled " Station Housekeeping"--

PT-501.002 entitled " Remote Shutdown Panel Room Total Flooding--

1301 Halon System" ,

1

PT-504.001 dated March 21, 1979 entitled " Smoke, Flame and--

Temperature Detection System"

PT-503.002 entitled "M43 Firemain Distribution System"--

PT-503.001 entitled " Deluge Fire Protection System"--
l

b. The inspector determined the following procedures to be inadequate
as f.ollows:

SP-39.500.01 entitled " Organization and Administration of Fire--

. Protection Program"
The' procedure does not delineate personnel qualifications
r.equired for personnel designated to implement the Fire Protection
Program.

SP-39.506.01 entitled " Fire Protection Equipment Inspection and--

Maintenance"
The procedure is limited to fire extinguishers and fire hoses.
Does not list or reference other fire fighting equipment or
brigade equipment.

SP-39.500.03 entitled " Fire Protection Program Training"--

The procedure does not address firefighting strategies for
safety-related areas and the use thereof in brigade training.

|

, - . ._ _
-- --
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PT-501.002 entitled " Remote Shutdown Panel Room Total Flooding--

L 1301 Halon System"
The procedure does not list temperature "before" and "after" asa ,

one of the required test parameters necessary in determining :

Halon concentration. |.
. The licensee has initiated corrective action to revise the procedures

referenced above to incorporate the changes noted.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

3. Status of Outstanding SER Fire Protection Issues i.

,

The inspector reviewed the status of the following items identified in !

section 9.5 of the facility Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0420), S aplement
iNo. 1.
i
,

Paragraph 9.5.2.2 - Modification of existing manually actuateda.
ideluge system for the HPCI/RCIC equipment area to an automatic

pre-action actuation system.

b. Paragraph 9.5.2.3 - Provide a 30 minute soak time of the CO2 SYS***

in the relay room (cable spreading room) to ensure extinguishment of
a postulated fire.*

Paragraph 9.5.3.1 - Provide specific 3 hour UL approved designs forc.
all fire protection seals used in the penetration cable trays,
conduits and piping which have passed the penetration qualification
tests specified by ASTM E-Il9.

d. Paragraph 9.5.3.2 - Replace all motorized ils hour fire dampers which
4

are not UL listed with approved listed operators or develop a
surveillance program to assure adequate level of reliability.

Paragraph 9.5.4 - Install eight-hour battery pack emergency lightinge.
for areas of plant necessary for safe shutdown. ,

,

f. Paragraph 9.5.5.1 - Install emergency shutdown panel so that alternate ,

shutdown capability exists independent of the control room.

g. Paragraph 9.5.5.2 -
1) Upgrade a shaft in the southeast corner of the cable spreading
room, elevation 44'-0, to a 2 hour fire rated wall and provide 3
hour fire dampers for any duct penetrating the shaft.
2) Provide a 30 minute soak time of the CO suppression system.2

h. Paragraph 9.5.5.3 -
1) Provide a secondary water feed from the underground to the
reactor building as well as valves such that primary or secondary
water fire protection will always be provided.

i

I.
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'l 2) Provide a 9 foot high, 3 hour fire rated barrier between vertical
trays and the adjacent RCIC pump.-

,

1. Paragraph 9.5.5.5 - Install additional detectors, portable extinguishers
and barriers in other plant areas not referenced in the SER but

!, addressed in the Fire Hazard Analysis.

J. Paragraph 9.5.6 - Verify "As-built" design has a minimum of 20 ft.
separation between redundant safety-related components. j

'

k. Paragraph 9.5.7 - Plant Administrative Controls and Procedures to be
implemented prior to fuel load.

As of January 15, 1982, none of the items referenced above have been
completed. Item 3f, Remote Shutdown Panel Room, is almost complete.
Installation of a seal door and security interlock will complete this
item. The licensee has initiated E&DCR for the modifications and purchase

.

of items noted above. All items are scheduled for completion or resolution
prior to fuel load.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

4. Diesel Fire pumo

The inspector reviewed the status of the Of esel Fire Pump reported to
have failed in the initial startup test performed in October 7-8, 1981.

Licensee repair work order no. M43-51 indicates the licensee has replaced
the "A" battery bank. In addition, the flowmeter snubber piston was
replaced to correct the meter response time. A second test on the diesel
fire pump was satisfactorily performed on December 8,1981.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5. Exit Meeting

The inspector met with licensee and construction representatives (denoted
in Details, Paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the inspection on January
15, 1982 to summarize the scope of the inspection and the inspection
findings.'

,

I

t
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| ATTACINENT F ,

i

|
Lesson Plan, LILC0 Sys. 133:

" Shutdown Outside Control Room",
Rev. 3, April 24, 1982.

i .
!
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LESSON PLAN

SHUIDOWN OUTSIDE CONTROL ROOM

G -

ifTER1:PJ
l

|

|
.

7

(71p / SI /[ p.7 d [h4LILCO SYS 133 Prepared By:
(TI'aihing S[ecialist)'/ (Dat'e)

i S&W SYS

Rev. 3 Date: April 24, 1982 Approved By: J L

(TrgningSupfrvisor)f1Ea'te)

O
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1.0 LESSON PLAN: Shutdown Outside Control Room

2.0 LECTURE DURATION- 2 hrs./ 0 min.
|

3.0 MATERIALS REOUIRED FOR STUDENTS:

3.l' Remote Shutdown Control System

Lesson Plan

4.0 MATERIALS REOUIRED FOR INSTRUCTOR:

4.1 Associated Graphics
.

5.0 REFERENCE MATERIAL:

5.1 FSAR Scct. 7.4.1.4 and 7.5.1.4

5.2 Remote Shutdown Control System Description 1020.133

Shutdown From Outside Control Room Emergency Procedure.

SP 23.133.01
5

5.3 SNPS Technical Specifications 3/4.3.3.7.4

Remote Shutdown Control System, SP 23.133.01

6.0 SCOPE OF LECTURE:

To teach the student the purpose of the Remote Shutdown Panel and

familiarize him with its operation.

7.0 STUDENT SYNOPSIS:

At the end of the lecture the student should know:
*

7.1 Purpose of the Remote Shutdown Panel

7.2 Systems which can be operated from the Remote Shutdown Panel
,

7.3 The sequence of events following abandonnent of the main

control room.

Aj -2-
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8.0 LESSON OUTLINE:
s,.

't s 8.1 Theorv

8.1.1 Purpose of System

.1 The purpose of the Remote Shutdown Control

System is to provide remote control of systems'

needed to bring the reactor to a cold shutdown
i

L condition at a location outside the main control '
l

room.

8.1.2 Design Basis

.1 The Remote Shutdown Control System is designed

to control the required shutdown systems from

outside the main control room irrespective of
,

shorts, opens, or grounds in the control

circuits in the main control room that may have
,

resulted from the event that necessitated

evacuation of the main control room. The design
i

of the system ensures that no new and co==en

points of vulnerability to fire or other

emergencies are created by the utili:ation of

the Remote Shutdown Control System.

f .2 The design bases for establishing the functional
1.

requirements to provide hot shutdown capability

from Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) IC61*PNL-001

and local control points are:

a) Inaccessibility of the main control room

| does not occur simultaneously with or
|

_3_
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subsequent to an accident condition other ;'

than a loss of offsite electric cover by

itself. The period of inaccessibility is

assumed to be not longer than one week.

b) All automatic systems continue functioning

during and subsequent to main control toom

evacuation.

c) A communication network is provided between

local control points and the RSP.

d) Transfer of controls of equipment to the

RSP is annunciated in the main control
!

Toom.
3

.3 Conditions assumed to exist if the control room

becomes inaccessible:

a) The plant is operating initially at, or

less than, design power.

b) The RSP, and other control boards utilizing

the same power, are energized by normal

|
AC power, or by diesel generators if ncrmal

AC is not available. Manual control for
!

! the diesel generators will also be

available locally as the backup for

automatic or nanual initiation from the

main control room.

c) No Loss of Coolant Accident coincident

with the event is assured, so that complete

'

O -=-

|

|
,
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control of Enrineered Safety Feature- -
.

( ' Systems from the RSP are not required.

d) The event that causes the main control room

to become inaccessible is assumed to be

such that the operator can manually scram
,

the reactor before leaving the main control

room. If this is not practical, opening of
I-the output breakers of the Reactor

Protection System (RPS) busses can be used

as a backup means of scrac=ing the reacter.

e) Plant personnel evacuate the main control

room. The main control room continues to
9

be inaccessible for several hours.

f) The Main Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control

System may be controlling reactor pressure ,

via the bypass valves. However, this
.,

function may be lost. Therefore, the main

. steam line isolation valves (MSIV)

1B21*A0V-081A-D and 082A-D may be closed,

thus isolating the reactor from its normal .

heat sink of the main condenser. Reactor

pressure in this event is relieved through

the Reactor Safety / Relief Valves

1321*A0V-092A-L to the suppression pool.

The Feedwater System may also be assumed to

be unavailable. Reactor water is made up

-5-

,

I
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by the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling'

System (RCICS).

g) DC services are supplied from the
|

appropriate DC power systems for equipment

in the Remote Shutdown Control System, i.e.

"B" RER loop will be supplied with logic

power from the DIV 11 batteries. RCIC will;.

be supplied with logic power from the DIV I

batteries.

8.2 Physical Description

8.2.1 General System Description
:

.1 The Remote Shutdown Control System consists of

the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) IC61*PNL-001.

a) Located in Reactor Building (El.63')
.

b) Contains controls and indications for

various components in the following

systems:

1) Nuclear Boiler System (Safety Relief

Valves C, D & F)

2) Reactor Recirculation System

3) RHR System - Fig. 1

| 4) RCIC System - Fig. 2

5) Fuel Pool Cooling System

6) Service Water System - Fig. 3

7) RSCLCW System Fig. 3

|

( -6-

!
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.2 By controlling components in these systems

) a reactor cooldown can be accomplished from

the RSP.

.3 Appendix I contains a list of the

indications on the RSP cnd the components

which can be controlled from there.
.

.4 Each component has:
!

a) An individual control switch

b) An associated transfer switch that is

used to transfer control power to an

alternate source.

.5 To control an item from the RSP, its
9

associated transfer switch cust be moved

a from the NORMAL position to the ENERG.

position. (Note: This will result in an

alarm in the control room).

.6 Exacple of a transfer - placing RST S-9

in the EMERG position.

a) Control room alarn

b) RHR pump 914B indicating lights are

transferred

c) RHR pump suction valve 913B indicating

lights are transferred.

d) These 11thes are now out on the main

control board and inservice on the

RSP.

O +

.

|
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e) The RHR pumo and suction valve control
.

'

O
switches no longer operate in control

room.

f) Control switches S-31 and S-32 on the

RSP now control the RHR pump and

suction valve.

g) The Remote Shutdown Transfer Switch

also transfers breaker control power

to its alternate supply.

h) This is necessary because any shorts
,

in the control wiring from the control

room would have blown the fuses in the

normal control power source. i

t

i) All wiring for the pump and suction

valve from the control room is |.

;

interrupted. |

'

.9 The RSP is not designed to be operated

! coincident with a LOCA.

.10 The RCICS and RERS (Lco; O will not

automatically initiate into the emergency

mode if a LOCA occurs while chev are being

controlled from the RSP.

.11 All RCIC turbine trips are bypassed.

8.2.3 Electrical Distribution

Alternate control power is provided to the Remote

Shutdown Panel from Safety Related Source. In each

-S-
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case the alternate Control power for a component

originates from the same safety division as the

normal control power. Control power is either 120

VAC or 125vDC
f

Normal Control Power Alternate

| 120 VAC-DIV I 120 VAC R35 PNL R2
*

1

120 VAC-DIV II 120 VAC R35 PNL B2

120 VAC-DIV III 120 VAC R35 PNL 01

125 VAC DIV I PNL A2 125 VDC MCC OA2

125 VDC DIV II PNL B2 125 VDC MCC 032

125 VDC DIV III 125 VDC PNL C1

8.3 Principles of Operation

8.3.1 Standby Operation

.1 All Recote Shutdown transfer switches (RSTS) are

I in the NORMAL position.

.2 All RSP instrumentation is not in service and
|

| should be indicating downscale.
1

.3 Control switches for co=ponents operated from

the RSP are lined up according to the Re=ote ,

Shutdown Panel Switch configuration for Plant

| Startup, SPF 23.133.01-6 check list.

I

! 4 Operational centrol of the plant will be

i transferred between the Control Room and the

Remote Shutdown Panel using procedure

,
SP 29.022.01 Shutdown from outside the control

t

roce. -9-
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8.3.2. Emergency Shutdown*

y
- The reactor is shutdown in accordance with

SP 29.022.01. The system is capable of bringing
.

the plant from full power to cold shutdown with or

without Main Steam Isolation and with or without

offsite power available. Reactor Cooldown limits
'

i

vill be maintained by the operator using pressure |

|
indicator P1006 at the RSP and the cooldown curve

provided in the Remote Shutdown System Procedure and

illustrated in Figure 5.

8.3.3 Hazards and Precautions (when using RSP)

.1 RCICS
S

a) Will not auto initiate at -38".

9 b) All isolations bypassed..

c) Minimum flow valves will not operate

automatically (manual only).

.2 RHRS

a) LPCI will not auto initiate (B Loop)

b) SDC suction valves MOV 032A-D will not'

open unless respective MOV-031 and -040

are shut. Once MOV-032 is open,

1

| however, MOV-031 and -040 can be opened.
l

(Prevents draining reactor to suppression

pool.)

c) All interlocks bypassed except 4 KV motor

protection.

-10-
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}
d) Minimum flow valve can be manually

controlled from RSP.

e) SDC suction valves MOV-047 -048 isolate

on high reactor pressure.

.3 Control switches should be in the desired

position before operating RSTS.

8.3.3 Instrumentation and control

.1 Main Control Room - 3 Annunciators indicate that

any of the RSTS's are in the EMERG position for

their respective electrical division. A

separate annunciator indicates the access door
'

is open.

.2 Remote Shutdown Panel Instrumentation
'

a) See Appendix I, page 5

b) Instruments will read downscale until

their respective RSTS is placed in the
.

EMERG position.

.3 Remote Shutdown Panel Controls

a) Pumps

1) RHRS pump B

2) SVS pumps B & D

a. STOP-NCRMAL-START switches

b. Green stopped lights
.

c. Red running lights

3) RCICS barometric condenser vacuum pump

O
-11-
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!j 4) RCICS barometric condenser condensate

pump

5) EPCS pump B'

; 6) RBCLCWS pump B

a. STOP-START switches

b. Green stopped light

c. Red running light

b) Valves - See Appendix I

1) Throttle Valves Have OPEN-NORM-CLOSE

Switches, spring return to NORM.

All other valves have OPEN-CLOSE

switches, maintained contacts.
3

2) All valves except S/R valves C, D & F

|h have:

a. Green closed lights

b. Red open lights

c. Red & Green intermediate lights

3) S/R valves have no intermediate

position indication.
.

.4 Interlocks

a) Any interlocks which originate at relays

and switches in the main control room are'

bypassed when the RST switches are in the

EMERC position.
|
l

|

|O -n-
|
!

!
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|* b) Interlocks which originate at switchgear
.,

(i.e. overloads, undervoltage, etc.) remain

in effect.

c) SES pumps B & D

1) will not start unless their discharg'e

valves are full closed.

d) S/R valves, C, D and F will operate at 1115

psig regardless of their RSTS position.

e) RHR Shutdown Cooling Suction Valves

*MOV-932 A B C & D

1) Will not open unless their respective

MOV-931and944valvesareshut.

2) Prevents draining reactor to

||
suppression pool

3) Once MOV-032 is open, however, MOV-031

and MOV-040 can be opened.

8.3.4 System Interrelations

.1 Various components in the following systems can

be operated from the RSP

a) Nuclear Boiler System

b) Reactor Recirculation System

c) RHRS

d) RCICS

e) FPCS

f) SWS
~

g) RECLCVS

-13-
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- 8.0 LESSON OUTLINE:'

!
- 8.4 Summary

The Remote Shutdown Panel located on EL. 63' Reactor Building
.

contains the necessary controls and indications to bring the

reactor to a cold shutdown condition should the control room

become untenable. This can be accomplished with the reactor

!isolated and normal feedwater unavailable. The RSP was not
|

designed to operate with a LOCA.

O
,

!

!

|

1

|
|

l
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APPENDIX I
[ Page 1 of 5

REMOTE SHUTDCKN PANEL IC61*PNL-901 COMPONENT TRANSFER

AND CONTROL SWITCH TABULATION

REMOTE SHUTDOWN CONTROL

COMPONENT TRANSFER SWITCH SWITCH (CS)
(RSTS) |

|

|
Reactor RV 1B21*RV-992C S-15 S-48

'

Reactor RV 1821*RV-992D S-15 S-49

Reactor RV 1B21*RV-992F S-15 S-:1

Reactor Recire. Pump B Suction
IB31*MOV-931B S-16 S-50

RHRS Puep lEll*P-914B S-9 S-31.

RHR Pump B Suction 1 Ell *MOV-031B S-9 S-32

;

1 RHR Shutdown Cooling IE11*MOV-932A S-2 S-33

RHR Shutdown Cooling 1 Ell *MOV-932B S-1 S-34

RER Shutdown Cooling 1E11*MOV-932C S-2 S-47

RHR Shutdown Cooling 1 Ell *MOV-932D S-1 S-41

|- RRR RX Shell Side Inlet lEll*MOV-933B S-14 S-46
1
'

RHR RX Shell Side Bypass 1E11*MOV-934B S-14 S-45
(Throttle)

'
- RHR RX Shell Side Outlet lEll*MOV-935B S-13 S-40

(

RHR Outboard Injection IE11*MOV-936B S-12 S-42
(Throttle)

-

| O
L' -15-
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APPENDIX I
Page 2 of 5

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL IC61*PNL-001 COMPONENT TRANSFER
,

AND CONTROL SWITCH TABULATION

REMOTE SHUIDOWN CONTROL

COMPONENT TRANSFER SWITCH SWITCH (CS)
(RSTS)-

-
;

'

RHR Inboard Injunction IE11*MOV-037B S-12 S-39 i'

RHR Drywell Spray Outboard S-57 S-56
1E11*MOV-038B

RHR SP Spray & Cooling IEll*MOV-040B S-13 S-44

RHR SP Spray lEll*MOV-041B S-57 S-58
(Throttle)

'RER SP Cooling IEll*MOV-042B S-Il S-37
* (Throttle)

RilR EX Drain to RCICS lE11*MOV043B S-11 S-38

RHR HX Drain to SP IEll*MOV-44B S-11 S-36

RHR Shutdown Cooling Suction 1 Ell *MOV-047 S-78 S-51

RilR Minimum Flow IEll*MOV-945B S-12 S-89

RHR Suction Cooling Suction IE11*MOV-048 S-77 S-35

RHR Cross Header Shutoff IEll*MOV-050 S-10 S-64
.

RHR Outboard Headspray lEll*MOV-053 S-77 S-43
,

(Throttle)
!
' RHR Inboard Headspray lEll*MOV-054 S-78 S-63

RCIC Barometric Condenser Vacuum Pump
IE51*P-076 S-6 S-30'

RCIC Barometric Condenser Condensate
Pump 1E51*P-077 S-6 S-29

i

Ip

N/ -16-
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APPENDIX I
Page 3 of 5

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL IC61*PNL-901 COMPONENT TRANSFER,

AND CONTROL SWITCH TABULATION ;

!

REMOTE SHUTDOWN CONTROL i
'

COMPONENT TRANSFER SWITCH SWITCH (CS)
(RSTS)

RCIC Pump Suction Condensate Storage
Tank 1E51*MOV-931 S-3 S-21 .

'

RCIC Pump Suction Sp lE51*MOV-932 S-3 S-22

|RCIC Pump Discharge IE51*MOV-934 S-52 S-54

IRCIC Pucp Discharge IE51*MOV-935 S-52 S-53

RCIC Pump Minimum Flow Bypass
1E51*MOV-936 S-52 S-55

RCIC Pump Discharge to Condensate
Storage Tank 1E51*MOV-937 S4 S-23

RCIC To Lube Oil Cooler IE51*MOV-038 S-5 S-26 j

RCIC Steam To Turbine IE51*MOV-941 S-17 S-19

RCIC Steam to Turbine IE51*MOV-942 S-4 S-24

RCIC Steam to Turbine IE51*MOV-943 S-5 S-25

RCIC Turbine Stop Valve 1E51*h0V-044 S-5 S-28
(Throttle)

|

| RCIC Turbine Exhaust to SP IE51*MOV-945 S-3 S-27

RCIC Vacuum Pump Discharge to
SP 1E51*MOV-946 S-79 S-60

lE51*MOV-941 Bypass 1E51*HOV-947 S-17 S-62

RCIC Turbine Exhaust Vacuum Breaker S-79 S-20
1E51*MOV-949

FPCS Pump IG41*P-923B S-83 S-74

SWS Punp IP41*P-003B S-80 S-71

-17-
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APPENDIX I
Page 4 of 5

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL IC61*PNL-001 COMPONENT TRAMSFER

AND CONTROL SWITCH IABULATION
I

REMOTE SHUTDOWN CONTROL

i COMPONENT TRANSFER SWITCH SWITCH (CS) i

(RSTS)

SWS Pump iP41*P-003D S-81 S-72

SW Pump B Discharge IP41*MOV-031B S-80 S-65
(Throttle),

SW Pump D Discharge IP41*MOV-031D S-81 S-67
(Throttle)

Service Water Header IP41*MOV-032B S-82 S-69 i

RHf RX 1 Ell *E-034B Discharge
IP41*MOV-034B S-57 S-59

To TBCLCW EX IP41*MOV-035B S-82 S-66

RBCLCW RX Discharge IP41*MOV-037B S-82 S-68

RBCLCW Pump 1P42*P-005B S-83 S-73

RBCLCW EX E-11B Inlet IP42*MOV-042B S-83 S-70

RHR RX Shell Outlet CI-016 S-8 N/A

RHR Main Flow *FI-001 S-8 N/A

Compressed Air SRV Outbd
Isol VLV IP50*MOV-103A S-86 S-75

Compressed Air SRV Inbd Isol
VLV 1P50*MOV-105A S-85 S-76

Compressed Air Srv Normal
Supply VLV 1P50*MOV-113A S-85 S-87

Compressed Air SRV Emer Supply
| VLV 1P50*MOV-114A S-86 S-88

() -lS-
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APPENDIX I
Page 5 of 5

RDf0TE SHUTDOWN PANEL 1C61*PNL-991 INSTRUMENTATION
,

REMOTE SHUTDOWN
COMPONENT TRANSFER SWITCH RANCE

(RSTS)

RCIC Flow Indicator Controller S-7 0-500 gpm
*FIC-R991 (CE)

'

.

RCIC Turbine Speed R-99 (GE) S-7 0-6000 RPM h

|Reactor Vessel Water Level
*LI-R919 (CE) S-18 -150 + 60 in

Suppression Pool LI-926 S-8 20 30 ft.

Nuclear Pressure * PI-996 S-18 0 - 1200 psig

Service Water Header Pressure .

PI-911 S-8 0-200 psig

i Drywell Pressure PI-912 S-18 12 - 17 psi

Drywell Temperature TI-921 S-18 50 - 150"F '~~.

' '*
ADS Header Air Pressure S-86 0 - 150"PSIG

i

j Suppression Pool II-922A & B S-8 50 - 150"F

RHR Flow FI S-8 0 - 8000 gpm,

Rx Conductivity R013 0-10 micro
mhos/cm

Lube Oil Cooler Controller PIC 147
.

RCIC " Turbine Bearing 011 Low Pressure"
Amber Indication Light S-7

RCIC " Turbine Tripped" Amber Indicating
,

Light S-7
|

RCIC " Turbine Governor End Bearing 011
Temperature High" Amber Indicsting Light S-7.

RCIC " Turbine Coupling End Bearing 011
j, Teeperature High" Acber Indicating Light S-7

() -19-
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.

REMOTE SHUTDOWN CONTROL SYSTEM - '
..

1.0 PURPOSE
6

To provide instructions to the Station Operating Personnel for the properoperation of the Renote Shutdown Panel (RSP). .

2.0 RESPONSIBILITY

| The Operating Engineer shall be responsible for ensuring the proper
~

implementation of this procedure.

I
1 i
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* 3.0 * DISCUS'SION
.

i3.1 The REMOTE SHUTDOWN dDNTROL SYSTDi provides a means of shutting down the,

reactor to a Cold Shutdown condition from outside the Main Control Room. lThis procedure is to be used in conjunction with the Shutdown from outside '

the Control Room Emergency Procedure (SP29.922.91). It should be
implemented when the Main Control Room becomes uninhabitable and requires '

evacuation..

,

3.2 The following systems have selected components which are operated from the
Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP), IC61*PNL-991:

3.2.1 291 - Automatic Depressurization System (ADS-1521)
'

3.2.2 129 - Reactor Recirculation Systes (1B31)

3.2.3 121 - Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS - IEll)

3.2.4 119 - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS - 1E51)

3.2.5 797 - Fue'l Fool Cooling System (FPCS - IG41)

3.2.6 122 - Service Water System (SWS - IP41) i.

3.2.7 118 - Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling Water System (RBCLCWS -
1P42)

3.3 The following procedures are provided for operation of' the Remote Shutdown
Control Systems:

P,a,,ge !ia::
8.1 Normal Performance

!;8.1.1 Standby Operation
. 3

8.1.2 ADS Operation at RSP 4
8.1.3 RERS Operation at RSP 7
8.1.4 RCICS Operation at RSP 9
8.1.f FPCS Operation at RSP 9.

8.1.6 SWS Operation at RSP 19
8.1.7 RECLCWS Operation at RSP 11
8.1.8 Reactor Recirculation System Operation at RSP 11

8.2 Abnormal Performance
8.2.1 Alarm Response Procedures 11

'

Appendix 12.1 - Remote Shutdown Panel (1C61*PNL-991) Switch Configuration
for Plant Start Up

Appendix 12.2 - Remote Shutdown Panel (IC61*PNL-991) Component Power Supply
Checklist

Appendix 12.3 - Reactor Cooldown Curve

| 4.0 PRECAUTIONS
1

4.1 RCIC and RHR automatic initiation will be bypassed when these systems are
| - being operated from the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP).
l

l SP 23.133.61 nev. 1
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'4.1' Price to rcturning th3 RSP to nstmal, Maia Crneral Rsom switch:c shall be~

in the desired control position before returning the ascocicted Remoto
Shutdown Transfer Switch (RSTS) on the RSP to its NORMAL position. ,*

4.3 Control switches on the RSP are maintained contact switches. No valves can ,< 1
'

be throttled. Use extreme caution when operating various system
components.

4.4 Certain Remote Shutdown Transfer Switches are. interlocked 'with more than
one control switch. RSP Control Switches shall be in the proper position
prior to operation of the RSTS.

5.0 PREREQUISITES
-

.

. . . . _ . . . . - - . . . . . - - . . . .

5.1 Plant start up requires that the RSP Control Switches be lined up in
accordance with SPP23.133.91-6 [ Remote Shutdown Panel (IC61*PNL-991) Switch
Configuration for Plant Start Up].-

'

5.2 Power supplies shall be available in accordance with SPF23.133.91-5 [ Remote
Shutdown Panel (1C61*PNL-961) Power Supply Check. List].

.

6.0 LIMITATIONS AND ACTIONS

l
6.1 During Power Operation, Startup and Hot Shutdown (CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 3)

the Limiting Conditions for Operation of Reference 11.1 shall apply.
0

6.2 The reactor c6oldown rate shall not exceed 199 F/Hr.
|

6.3 Do not cool the Reactor Pressure Vessel below (Later)*F with the head ..

torqued down. ,,

7.0 MATERIALS OR TEST EQUIPMENT

| N/A

| 8.0 PROCEDURE t..

8.1 Normal Performance
, ,

'

8.1.1 Standby operation

NOTE: In this mode of operation, the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP,
IC61*PNL-991) is in the STANDET configuration.

,

8.1.1.1 All Remote Shutdown Transfer Switches (RSTS) are in the
|

NORMAL position.
'

. 8.1.1.2 All-RSP instrumentation is not in service and should be
indicating DOWNSCALE.

8.1.1.3 Control switches for components operated from the RSP are
lined up according to the Remote Shutdown Panel

SP 23.133.91 Rev. 1
1/17/80 Page 3
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,

(1C61cPNL-061) Switch Ccnfigurctica for Plant Secrtup,
.

'
* * * - .- ~

SPF23.133.01-6, checklist.
.

8.1.2 ADS Operation at RSP -

NOTE: 1) Only 3 safety-relief valves can be operated at the RSP
(1521*RV-92 C, D, F).

'

.

2) All ADS component designations are preceded with the system
designation IB21.

3) Each operation of a safety-relief valve should not exceed
(Later, pending supression pool swell study).

.. ..._.._.

The safety-relief volves will hvays be operable as safety
_ . _ - - _ . -

4)
valves regardless of the RSP control switch position.

I'.

The Operator should alternate operation of the three valves to5)
equalize heat up of the suppression pool unter.

8.1.2.1 Verify that the 3 control switches (S-48, 49, 61) are in*

the CLOSE POSITION.

8.1.2.2 Place the RSTS (S-15) in the EMERGENCY position.

CAUTION: The reactor cooldown rate, which is governed by
depressurization, shall not exceed 100*F/hr. Use the
Reactor Cooldown Curve, SPF23.133.91419 to monitor this
parameter. ..

'

8.1.2.3 Operate the valves intermittently as rei uired to reducet
t

reactor pressure.
.

8.1.3 Residual Heat Removal System Operation at RSP

NOTE: 1) Only the ~3" Loop can be operated from the hSP.

2) All RHRS component designations are preceded with the system
designation 1 Ell.*

3) The Service Water System should be in operacion before the
-

RRR system is started.

CAUTION: Prior to placing the applicable RSTS in EMERGENCT, the operator
should line up the applicable control switches to the system's
configuration at the time the control room was evacuated. If the
control room configuration is not known then refer to RSP Switch

|
' Configuration.for Plant Start Up (SPF23.133.01-6).

|

8.1.3.1 Verify that the system is filled by checking the high
point vents.

!

. SP 23.133.01 Rcv. 1
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8.1.3.2 Picca tha following RSTS's in the EMERGENCI pocitica |
* * *

.

.1 S-1 -
.

.

.2 5-2 ..,

. t

*

.3 5-9
.

.4 S-19 ,

.5 5-11,

.6 S-12 .

. _ - . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,

.7 S-13
~

. .8 S-14
i

.9 S-57 i

' .10 S-77*

.11 5-78
_

4

8.1.3.3 Place the RHR system into the Suppression Pool Cooling
- Mode by performing the following:

.1 Verify that the following valves' are OPEN, I
'

1. RER Pump B Suppression Pool Suction (*MOV-31B) --
'

_

2. RRR Heat Exchanger B Inlet (*MOV-33B) I

. ,

3. RHR Heat Exchanger B Outlet (*MOV-353)

.2 Verify that the following valves are CLOSED: i

.1. RHR Pump A (B, C, D) RPV Suction (*MOV-32A, B, C,
D) -

| 2. LPCI (System II) Outboard Isolation (*MOV-373)

3. RHR (System II) Outboard Drywell' Spray (*MOV-38B)

4 RHR (System II) To Suppression Pool Isolation
(*MOV-408)

5 RHR (System II) Suppression Pool Spray (*MOV-413)-

6. RRR (System II) To Suppression Pool (*MOV-423)

7. RER Heat Exchanger B To Suppression Pool Drain
(*MOV-44B)

|
!

SP 23.133.91 Rev. 1
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8. RHR Sysems Discharge Crossconnect (*Mov-59) |

*
. .

,

, .
y

i 9. RHR (STS II) Outboard Head Spray Isolation
'

(*MOV-53) . . >

.3 CLOSE the LPCI (System II) Injection Yalve (*MOV-368)
and RRR Heat Exchanger B Bypass Valve (*MOV-348). *

C
.

: .4 OPEN the RRR System II,to Suppression Pool Isolation
: Valve (*MOV-495).4

.5 Start the "B" RER Pump (*P-9145). Verify that the 'l*

RED-running light is illuminated.
, 3

I
| .6 OPEN RER (System II) to Suppression Pool Valve
'

(*MOV-425).

.7 Obserye RHR, Flow
s

)
' NOTE: Suppression Pool temperature should be asintained

,< 195'F (not to reach 129*F except in an L
- *

* emergency). '

i
.8 OPEN HER (System II) Suppression Pool Spray i

(*MOV-415) periorff ently to reduce Suppression Pool !

Airborne Activity. I

;

8.1.3.4 When it is necessary to secure Suppr'ession Pool Cooling
perform the following: . ,

I

.1 CLOSE RER (System II) to Suppression Pool Valve
(*MOV-42B) and RER (System II) Suppression Pool Spray
(*MOV-413).

.2 As RRR "B" Loop flow decreases to zero, STOP the "B"
r RER pump.

.3
~

CLOSE the RHR (System II) to Suppression Pool
Isolation Valve (*MOV-498).

. .

.4 OPEN the LPCI (System II) Injection Valve (*MOV-368)
and RER Hest Exchanger B Bypass Valve (*MOV-34B).

'
..

8.1.3.5 Flushing the RHR Loop B prior to initiating Shutdown
Cooling.

NOTE: 1) If offsite power is available, proceed with this Flush
Procedure.

2) If Reactor Pressure should increase to 135 PSIC while
flushing, start the RCIC system.,

I.
| 3) Loss of offsite power will require initiation of Shutdown

.

SP 23.133.01 Rev. I
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- Cooling without flushing the RRR piping. OPEN the RHR
Pump B RPV Suction valve (*MOV-323), CLOSE the RHK Pump B
Suppression Pool Su'etion Valve (*MOV-315) and proceed to-

Step 8.1.3.6. |<1
' '

..

.1 Unlock and CLOSE the Normal Loop Fill Valves
($1V-9915A/B).

.

.2 OPEN the Condensate Transfer Loop Fill Valve
(*94V-9916).

.

.3 At the RSP, OPEN the RRR piany B RPV Suction Yalve
(*Mov-323) and flush for 5 minutes..

.4 CLOSE RER Pump B Suppression Pool Suction Yalve
(*MOV-315). .

.5 Unlock and OPEN the ~B" RER Pump Suction Strainer !
Drain and Floor Drain Stop-Check valves (*94V-39995, t

3992B). !.

;

.6 OPEN the "B" RER Pump Casing Drain Valves
'

(*91V-3993B, 39945) for approximately 2 minutes and e

then CLOSE. ,

|
.7 CLOSE and lock the "B" RHR Pump Suction Strainer j

'

Drain valve (*047-3999B). |,

!

.8 OPEN the ~B" RHR Pump Discharge Line Drain Valve
(*04V-39013). .:

!
'

.9 Af ter le minutes, CLOSE and lock the "B" RER Pump
Discharge Line Drain Valve (*04V-39913) and Floor
Drain Stop Check Valve (*94V-3992B).

| # .19 At the RSP, OPEN the RHR (System II) to Suppression
Pool Isolation (*MOV-495) and RER (System II) to
Suppress, ion Pool (*MOV-423).

.11 Observe RHR Flow and Conductivity for 39 minutes.

.12 Obtain and analyse an RHR water sample for
conductivity (sample valves *SOV-613, 623).

.13 When conductivity indication and analysis has
stabilized within acceptable limits (< 19 umho/cm)

,

CLOSE:

- RHR (Sys II) to Suppression Pool Isolation Valve
(*MOV-498)

|
- RHR (Sys II) to Suppression Pool (*MOV-423)

SP 23.133.91 Rev. 1
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- 8.1.3.6 Shutdown Cooling Mode
,

CAUTION: Res.cor cooldown ra'te shall not exceed 199'F/hr.. Do not*

al the Reactor Pressure Vessel below (Later)*F with thee

Lead torqued down. .-
i ,

,

.1 Verify the Recire Pump B Suction Valve (1531*MOV-313)
Control Switch (S-59) is in the OPEN position.

;

}'

.2 Place the RSTS (S-16) in the EMERGENCY position. j

.3 Have.the Field Operator proceed to the Normal 4KV
switchgear room and OPEN the circuit breaker for the ' ;.

... .- *B" Recire Pump (IB31*P-9915) on IR22-SWR-13.
~

. . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . .._

.4 CLOSE the Recire Pump B Suction Yalve (1331*MOV-31B).
.

.5 CLOSE and lock the Condensate Transfer Loop Pill
Valve (*94V-9916).

.

.G OPEN RPV to RER Inboard and Outboard Isolation Valvea
*MOV-947, then M07-948. If reactor water level
drops, CLOSE *MOV-948. If level decreases to (Later)
inches, allow RCICS to raise level to (Later) inches.
OPEN *MOV-948 again and repeat, if necessary, until
no further drop occurs. t

CAITrION: Maintain flow > 499 GPM to preve'nt the minimum recire <1
valve *MOV-9455 from opening. j,

.7 START the ~B" RER Pump (*P-914B) and immediately OPEN ;
the LPCI (Sys II) OUTBOARD ISOLATION Valve

,

(*M07-37B) and observe the RHR flow. |

.8 CLOSE che RER HI B Bypass Valve (*MOV-34B).

NOTE: Attempt to maintain a 179*F Cooldown rate .

.9 The RER *(STS II) INBD (*MOV-54) and OUTBD (*MOV-53)
Head Spray Isolation valves can be used for
additional cooldown. '

8.1.3.7 When shutdown cooling is no longer required, perform the
following

!

.1 STOP the "B" RRR Pump and immediately CLOSE the LECI
(Sys II) Outboard Isolation valve (*Mov-373).

.2 Return the remainder of the RRR System to the lineup
in SPF23.133.91-6.

.3 Lock OPEN the Loop Fill Valve (*91-9915B).

SP 23.133.91 Rev. 1
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'8.1.4 RCICS Operation at RSP* * *
~

||
*

:
'' NOTE: 1) All RCICS component designations are preceded with the.

system designation IE51. - f
-

-

. .
.-

2) Suppression Pool Cooling should be initiated when RCIC la '

,

in operation.*
.

I

I CAUTION: Prior to placing the RSTS in EMERCENCY the operator -

should lineup the applicable control switches to ths*
i

Isystems configuration at the time the control room was.

evacuated. If the control room configuration is not
.known then tefer to RSP Switch Configuration for Plant

i

... Start Up, SPF23.133.91-6.. . _ _ .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .

8.1.4.1 Place the following RSTS's in the EMERCENCY position:
.

.1 S-3.

.

'

.2 S-4
.

.3 S-5 ;.
l

.4 S-6 i

.5 5-7
.

. .

*

.6 S-17
.

.7 S-52 ~

. , ,

*

.

.8 S-79

8.1.4.2 Have the field operator manually CLOSE the appropriate
instrument air supply valves (later and later) in order ;
to close the following valves.

,

,

.1 RCIC Strainer Line Drain Isolation
.

' .2 Condensate Pump Discharge to Drain Sump (*A0V-83,
*LCV-95)

'

8.1.4.3 Suction should be from the Condensate Storage Tank
(IP11-TK-30). Verify the RCIC Pump Suction from CST
(*MOV-31) OPEN and RCIC Pump Suction from the Suppression
Pool (*MOV-32) CLOSED.

. 8.1.4.4 OPEN the following Valves:

.1 RCIC Pump Min Flow (*MOV-36)

.2 RCIC Pump Discharge to LO Cooler (*MOV-38)

SP 23.133.61 Rev. I
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8.1.4.5 START The RCIC Vacuum Pump (P-76,) '

8.1.4.6 OPEN the following ' valves in sequer.ce:*
.

.1 RCIC Turbine Steam Line Outboard Isolation (*M0Y-42).

!

.2 RCIC Turbine Steam Admission to Turbine Trip and i'

- - Throttle Valve (*MOV-43) and observe increasing
turbine speed. .

8.1.4.7 When the RCIC Pump Discharge Pressure starts to increase
OPEN the RCIC Pump Discharge Valve (*MOV-35).
*

_g. ggg 1ihen RCIC flow exceeds 86 GPM, Close the RCIC Pvap Min. . . . _ _ ._..__
,

|| Flow Valve (*MOV-36).
:I

- 8.1.4.8) RCIC turbine control may be placed in Automatic or:t

Manual. Flow any be varied, if required, by changing set
point in the AUTO mode, or by using the increase / decrease
pushbuttons with the flow controller Selector Switch in.

.[ MANUAL.
'

.I 1

!- CAUTION: Do not throttle RCIC Turbine speed below (later) RPM. <1
'

8.1.4.10 Adjust RCIC flow to maintain reactor vessel level at +29
I to +46 inches. Ensure a minimum flow path by operation

of *MOV-36. .,

8.1.4.11 The RCIC Condenser Condensate Pump should be operated as , ,.

necessary to maintain level in the condenser hotwell.

NOTE: Frequent operator obervation of the RCIC Condenser Hoewell
''

level will be required.

8.1.4.12 To utilize RCIC as a heac sink and prevent a reactor
water high level RCIC turbine trip, recirculate by !

Opening RCIC Pump Discharge to the Condensate Storage
Tank Valves *MOV-037 and *MOV-938 and Closing the RCIC
Pump Discharge to the Reactor vessel (*HOV-035).

.

CAUTION: Frequent checks of reactor vessel level are required when
;! RCIC discharge is diverted to the Condensats Storage

Tank. I

1

8.1.4.13 When reactor pressure descreases to 50-75 psig and RER is '<1 |
in the Shutdown Cooling Mode, return RCIC to its STANDBY '

Mode by performing the following steps. |
| :

8.1.4.14 CLOSE the RCIC Turbine Steam Admission to Turbine Trip
and Throttle Valve (*MOV-43) and RCIC Turbine Steam
Outboard Valve (*MOV-42).

8.1.4.15 Have the Field Operator manually OPEN the instrument air

SP 23.133.91 Rev. 1
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supply valves in order to Open the RCIC Steam Line Drain- -

Isolation Valves (*A0V-81, 82) and Condensate Pump
Discharge to Drain Sump (*A0V-83, *I.CV-95).

,

8.1.4.16 The remainder of the system shall,be lined up according
to SPF23.133.91-6.

.

8.1.5 FPCS Operation to RSP
.

NOTE: 1) The status of the FPCS is not indicated on the ESP. The
Pield Operator should monitor operation of this system..

2) All FPCS component designations are preceded with the
.

system designation 1G41..

83.5.1 Starting the "B" FPC Pump (P-923B)
|

.1 Verify the Pump Control Switch (S-74) is in the STOP
position.

.

CAITrION: This Switch (S-83) also transfers control of'

the RBCLCW system to the remote shutdown panel.

.2 Place RSTS (S-83) in the EMERGENCY position.

.3 Have field operator crack. OPEN ~B" Pump Discharge
Valve (96V-9004B).-

,

1
*

.4 Place the Pump Control Switch (S-74) in START and
observe the RED (running) light ill,uminates.

.5 Have the field operator OPEN the pump discharge
valve.-

8.1.5.2 Stopping the "B" FPC Pump (P-9233) *

?
.1 Place the Control Switch (S-74) in STOP and observe

the GREEN (STOPPED) light illuminated.

.2 Have the field operator CLOSE the Ptap Discharge
Valve (96V-9994B).

CAUTION: Do not return Switch (S-83) to Normal if RBCLCW
is being operated from the RSP.

.3 Return the RSTS (S-83) to NORMAL.

8.1.6 SWS Operation at RSP

NOTE: 1) Only the "B" Loop can be operated from the RSP.

| 2) All SWS component designations are preceded by the system
- designation IP41.

t

i

SP 23.133.01 Rev. 1
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CAITTION,: Prior to placing the RSTS in EMERGENCY the operator should lineup
the applicable control swit.ches to the system's configuration at
the time the control room was evacuated. If the control room
configuration is not known then refer to RSP Switch Configuration
for Plant Start-up, SPF23.133.91-6. -

8.1.6.1 Place the following RSTS's in the EMERGENCY position:
.

~

.1 S-57 -

;

'. 2 S-89-

.3 S-81 -

I .4 5-82 ,

|
8.1.6.2 Both Service Water Pumps (*P-903 B&D) are required to be

running. Perform the following to start a pump:
.

.1 Verify that the pump's Discharge Valve (MOV-31 B/D)
is CLOSED.

.2 START the pump.

.3 The discharge valve will auto open after a 60 sec.
time delay. Place the control switch to OPEN after
the valve starts to opm.

8.1.6.3 The following valves are operated by placing their i

control switches in either OPEN or CLOSE:
.

.1 RBCLCW "B" Heat Exchanger Discharge (*MOV-37B)
i

.2 RHR "B" Heat Exchanger Discharge (*MOV-34B)

# .3 Cross Connect with "A" SWS (*MOV-32B)
..

.4 Service , Water to RBCLCW Heat Exchangers (MOV-33B)
,

NOTE: Ihe field operator may have to throttle the TBCLCW outlet -

valves (IP41-24V-9919A/B) to prevent runout of the Service
- Water Pump.

8.1.7 RBCLCWS Operation at the RSP

NOTE: 1) All RBCLCW component designations are preceeded by the system
designation IP42.

| 2) This system should not be affected by evacuation of the control
room.

3) The field operator should be required to monitor operation of
'

this system.

SP 23.133.01 Rev. I
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4) Only the "B" RBCLCW Loop can be operated at the RSP.- -

5) When Switch S-83 is planad to Emergency, control of the PC pump .;
reverts to the RSP. - - -

..,

8.1.7.1 Verify that the "B" RBCLCW Pump (*P-6653) control switch
is in STOP.

8.1.7.2 Place RSTS (S-83) in the EMERCENCY posi~ tion. ,1

l'
S.1.7.3 OPEN the "B" RBCLCW Heat Exchanger Inlet valve b

(*MOV-42B). ,

*' -
.

---8.1<7i4- START the rump and observe that the RED (running) light- - - - - -

illuminates.

8.1.8 Reactor Recirculation System Operation at RSP -
I

-
,

!

NOTE: The "B" Reactor Recirculation Pump Suction valve (IB31*MOV-315) is '

required ,to be shut when the RERS is placed into the Shutdown
Cooling Mode.

CAUTION: The "B" Reactor Recire Pump (IB31*P-6915) circuit breaker shall
be tripped at 1R22-SWG-1B prior to closing the suction valve.

!
'

8.1.8.1 Verify the Recire Pump B Suction valve (IB31*MOV-31B)
Control Switch (S-59) in the OPEN position.-

8.1.8.2 Place RSTS (S-16) in the EMERGENCT position.
,,

*
3'8.1.8.3 CLOSE the Suction valve (*MOV-6315).
.! .

'

8.2 Abnormal Performance

8.2.1 The following Alarm Response Procedures (ARP) are associated with i

this procedure: |

1. ARP 1651 RSDS TRANSFER SWITCH IN EMEBGENCY POSITION DIY I
2. ARP 1364 RSDS TRANSFER SWITCH IN EMERGENCY POSITION DIY II |

i. 3. ARP 1365 RSDS TRANSTER SWITCH IN EMERCENCY POSITION DIV III
4. ARP (LTR) RSP ACCESS DOORS OPEN {

'

9.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA -

N/A

10.0 FINAL CONDITIONS j

!

Ensure all documentation has been completed and signed.
;

.

SP 23.133.61 Rev. 1
1/17/80 Page 13
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11.0- REFERE'CESN
,

11.1 Technical Specifications, 6/24/77, Section 3.3.5.3
.

11.2 FSAR, Section 7.4.1.4 -

..

11.3 FSAR, Section 7.5.1.4 ^

11.4 SP23.291.91, Automatic Depressurization System
i11.5 SP23.121.91, Residual Heat Removal System '

11.6 SP23.119.91, Rasctor Core Isolation Cooling System
i

11.7 SP23.797.91, Fuel Pool Cooling System,

.

11.8 SP23.122.91, Service Water System
'11.9- SP23.118.91, Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling Water System

11.10 SP29.922.91, Shuidown From Outside The Control Room

12.0 APPENDICES I

12.1 SPF23.133.91-5, Remote Shutdown Panel (IC61*PNL-991) Component Power Supply i

Checklist '

!

12.2 SPF23.133.91-6, Remote Shutdown Panel (IC61*PNL-991) Switch Configuration
for Plant Start-up. j

' 12.3 SPP23.133.91-19, Reactor Cooldown Curve
i

i

.

C

!

.

~ 5

,

i

i
i

SP 23.133.91 Rev. )
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. .

REMOTE SilUTDOWN PANEL (IC61*PNL-691) COMPONENT POWER SUPPLY CHECELIST
'

. ,

Component Power Supply / Required
-

.

Number Component Description Breaker Number Position Initials. .

I IC61* .

{ PNL-961 REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL DIV. I "DC" COMPONENTS. 1R42*MCC-$A2/Later CLOSF.D l'
_

j

IC61*
*

PNL-961 REMOTE SilUTDOWN PANEL DIV.11 "DC" COMPONENTS 1R42*HCC-6B2/Later CIASED
_

! 1C61*
i PNL-591 REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL DIV. III "DC" COMPONENTS 1R42*PNL-C1/98 CLOSED

|' IC61*
1 PNL-991 REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL DIV. I "AC" COMPONENTS 1R35*PNL-R2/$7 CLOSED l

*

IC61* }
* *

PNL-961 REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL DIV. II "AC" COMPONENTS )R358PNL-B2/18 CLOSED j
,

IC61* *;

| PNL-$d l REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL DIV. III "AC" COMPONENTS -(LATER) CIASED* '

| I-

r i

!

.

4

SPF23.133.$1-5 .,

.

'

.

:
*

<i ;

4 .

; :

!
-

.

!

.
-

..
.u

l
.+

.

SP 23.133.61 Rey, g
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APPENDIX 12.2 d
* * *

Page 1 of 3
,

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL (IC61*PNL-091)
* '

SWITCM CONFIGURATION FOR PLANT START UP-

NOTE: All Remote Shutdown Transfer Switches shall be in the NORMAL position. 1

Cemponent Control Switch Required |
,

Number Description . Position Initials

1:

IB21*RV-92C (S-48) REACTOR RELIEF VALVE CLOSE
'

I
~

CLOSE1321*RV-92D (S-49) REACTOR RELIEF VALVE * .

1B21*RV-92F (5-61) REACTOR RELIEF VALVE CLOSE

IB31*Mov-31B (S-56) RECIRC. PUMP B SUCTION VALVE OPEN
s

1G41*P-235 (S-74) FUEL POOL COOLING PUMP "B" STOP i

'

IP42*P-GG5B (S-73) RBCLCW "B" P STOP

1P42*MOV-42B (S-79) RBCLCW "B" HI INLET VALVE CLOSE

1P41*P-093B (S-71) SERVICE WATER "B" PUMP STOP
f

IP41*P-903D (S-72) SERVICE WATER "D" PUMP STOP |
t

IP41*MOV-31B (S-65) SERVICE WATER "B" PP DISCH VALVE CLOSE ;

'
s

IP41*Mov-31D (S-67) SERVICE WATER "D" PP DISCH VALVE CLOSE :

!

IP41*MOV-323 (5-69) SUS CROSS-CONNECT VALVE CLOSE ,
,

1P41*MOV-343 (S-59) SUS 0:CLET OF RRR "B" HX OPEN
3

f

IP41*MOV-353 (5-66) SWS SUPPLY TO TBCLCW HX's OPEN

1P41*Mov-373 (5-68) SWS' OUTLET OF RBCLCW "B" HI OPEN

1E11*P-143 (S-31) RHR "B" PUMP STOP

,

IE11*MOV-313 (S-32) RHR PUMP 3 SUPP POOL SUCT OPEN

1E11*MOV-32A (S-33) RRR PUMP A RPV SUCT CLOSE |

{. 1E11*MOV-32B (S-34) RHR PUMP B RPV SUCT CLOSE

1E11*MOV-32C (S-47) RHR PUMP C RPV SUCT CLOSE

1E11*MOV-32D (S-41) RHR PUMP D RPV SUCT CLOSE .

SPF23.133.01-6

|

SP 23.133.@l Rev. I
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APPENDII 12.2
"Page 2 of 3

i, -

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL (IC61*PNL-GG1) -

|
SWITCH CONFIGURATION FOR PLANT START UP.

Required
Number. Description Position InitiaIs

1E11*MOV-335 (5-46) RHR HI B INLET OPEN

1E11*MOV-34B (Sk5)RHRHZBBYPASS OPEN

1E11*MOV-35B (S-40) RER Hk 3 OUTLET OPEN.

1E11*MOV-36B (S-42) LPCI SYS II INJECTION OPEN --

1E 11*MOV-37B (S-39) LPCI STS II OUTBD ISOL CIDSE

1E11*MOV-38B (S-56) RRR SYS II OUTBD DRYWELL SPRAY CLOSE = i

1E11*MOV-4GB (S-44) RER SYS II TO SUPP POOL ISOL CLOSE

1E11*MOV-41B (S-58) RHR SYS II SUPP POOL SPRAY CLOSE
,

IE 11*MOV-42B (S-37) RHR SYS II TO SUPP POOL CLOSE

1E11*MOV-43B (S-38) RHR HI E TO RCIC CL'OSE I

.

311*MOV-44B (S-36) RHR HI B TO SUPP POOL DRAIN CLOSE i

1EX1*MOV-47 (S-51) RPV TO RHR INBD ISOL CLOSE i

1E11*MOV-48 (S-35) RPV TO RER OUTBD ISOL CLOSE

1E11*MOV-50 (S-64) RRR SYSTEMS DISCH 1-CONN CLOSE

AE11*MOV-53 (S-43) RHR (SYS II) OUTBD HEAD SPRAY ISOL CLOSE
.

1E11*MOV-54 (5-63) RHR (SYS II) INBD HEAD SPRAY ISOL CLOSE

1E51*P-76 (S-39) RCIC CONDENSER VACUUM PUMP STOP

RE91*P-77 (S-29) RCIC CONDENSER CONDENSATE PUMP STOP
:

| 1E51*MOV-31 (S-21) RCIC PUMP SUCT FROM CST OPEN

1E51*MOV-32 (S-22) RCIC PUMP SUCT FROM SUPP POOL CLOSE

1E31*MOV-34 (S-54) RCIC PUMP DISCH VALVE OPEN

SPF23.133.91-6

SP 23.133.01 Rev. 1
1/17/80 Page 17
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APPENDIX 12.2*

'Page 3 of 3
. .

.

'

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL (IC61*PNL-001)
SWITCH CONFIGURATION FOR PLANT START UP.,

Component Control Switch Raquired
Number Description Position Initials.

~

1E51*M07-35 (S-53) RCIC PP DISCH TO RX CLOSE

1E51*Mov-36 (S-55) RCIC PUMP MIN FLOW VALVE CLOSE

IE5-1*S07-37- - . . (-S-23}-RCIC PP DISH TEST TO CST CLOSE-

1E51*MOV-38 (S-26) RCIC PP DISH TO LO COOLER CLOSE

1E51*MOV-41 (S-19) RCIC TURB STMLINE INBD ISOL VLV OPEN

1E51*MOV-42 (S-24) RCIC TURB STMLINE OUTBD ISOL VLV CLOSE
(S-25) RCIC TURB SDi ADMISSION TO TURB TRIP

IE51*M07-43 AND THROITLE VALVE CLOSE

'

IE51*MOV-44 (S-28) RCIC TURB TRIP AND THROTTLE VALVE OPEN

1E51*MOV-45 (S-27) RCIC TURBINE EXH TO SUPP POOL OPEN

OP' N1E51*MOV-46 (5-60) VACUUM PP DISCH TO SUPP POOL E

I51*MOV-47 (S-62) RCIC TURB STMLINE INBD ISOL BYPASS CLOSE
* *

1E51*MOV-49 (S-2G) RCIC TURBINE EXH VACUUM BKR OPEN

,

.

|

SPF23.133.01-6

|

SP 23.133.01 Rev. I
1/17/80 Page 18
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ATTACHMENT H

SP29.022.01, Rev. O, Ef fective Date: December 5,1978,
'

Shutdown From Outside Control Room Emergency Procedure

!
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B dfd SP Numbar 29.022.01 OISubmittgd:/
]ectioji Head) j,

'

Approved: f/ ~ Revision 0
'(plant Manager)

Procedure Ef fective Date 12/5/78
i

SHUTDOWN FROM OUTSIDE CONTROL ROOM
p'lj ;* ,

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ;.
L

I L E3 f1g
E*1.0 SYMPTOMS ~

1.1 The Main Control Room becomes increasingly untenable, for any reason, and
the decision to evacuate is taken.

2.0 AUTOMATIC ACTION

N/A

3.0 IMMEDIATE ACTION INITIALS

3.1 Announce the event over the station paging system and dispatch
the operations personnel to the below designated areas if not
already manned.

Location Operators

.1 Remote Shutdown Panel (1)*

.2 Main Control Room (1)*

.3 Reactor Building (1)

.4 Turbine Building (1)

.5 Wherever Needed (W.E.)

Licensed Operator*

3.2 At the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) establish communications with
the control room and transfer Remote Shutdown Transfer Switch
(RSTS) S-3 & S-18 from NORMAL to DIERG to enable monitoring of
the following parameters.

I

I .1 Reactor Vessel Water Level, LI-004
.2 Reactor Vessel Pressure, PI-006
.3 Suppre'sion Pool Level, LI-026
.4 Suppression Pool Temp, TI-022 A & B
.5 Drywell Pressure, PI-012
.6 Drywell Temperature, TI-d21

3.3 In the Main Control Room initiate the Emergency Shutdown
Procedure, SP 29.010.01.

./ . . .onuv...

'

i p.,*
APR - 81982 I'\kOnh'M'SP .01 Rev..
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3,4 If tha Roccter ccnnot b2 cerammid from ths Mtin Centrol Room, ;
,

dispatch an operator to Relay Room and OPEN the two RPS breakers !
l

(labeled) on the RPS Distribution Panel IC71*PNL-001. This will.

also cause a GR I, II, and II Isolation.
,

3.5 If the reactor was scrammed outside the Control Room run an OD-7
from the process computer room to verify all rods are inserted.

3.6 Ensure that the Turning Gear and EBOP are lined-up for AUTO-START
for the Main and Feed pump turbines.

3.7 Start the main turbine TGOP, MSP and Bearing Lift Pumps.

3.8 If time permits, coordinate between the' operator at the RSP and
the Main Control Room to establish systems line-ups according to

!plant conditions.
I

3.9 The control room operator will determine to either CLOSE or leave
OPEN the MSIV's and then proceed to RSP with the control room
log.

Steps 3.1 to 3.9 completed:
(NSO Signature)

4.0 SUBSEQUENT ACTION

NOTE: 1) This section is written for three cases:

4.1 MSIV's open 6 normal power supplying plant.

4.2 MSIV's closed & normal power supplying plant.

4.3 Loss of Normal Power.

Note: 1) Refer to the appropriate section when performing subsequent
action.

2) If it becomes necessary to close the MSIV's af ter evacuation
of the Main Control Room, OPEN the two NSSSS Trip System A
and B Breakers on RPS Distribution Panel IC71*PNL-001 in the
Telay Room.

3) An alternate means to CLOSE the MSIV's is to TRIP the RPS MC
Sets from Emerg. Swgr. 1115 and 1125 Brks IIJ(R) and 2 CD(R)
respectively. This will also cause a group I, II, and III
isolation, a scram, and loss of the Process Rad Monitoring
System.

4.1 MSIV's OPEN & NORMAL POWER SUPPLYING PLANT

SP 29.022.01 Rev.

12/5/78 Page 2
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4.1.1 At tha RSP, cenitor tha Ratetor Vassal pressure en PI-006-

and water level on LI-004. |
.

i .

NOTE: 1) Reactor Vessel pressure should be maintained
automatically with the turbine bypass valves.

2) Reactor Vessel level should be maintained
'

automatically with the Feedwater pumps.

4.1.2 If the Reactor water level becomes too high, dispatch an
operator to TRIP the RFP by one of the following:

4.1.2.1 Open breaker (Later) on Panel (Later)
4.1.2.2 Close EHC valve (Later)
4.1.2.3 At the front standard of the RFPT j

4.1.3 Af ter the Main or RFP Turbine Trip, the operator in the |
Turbine Building shall verify the auto start of the
turning gear. If it has not started he shall manually
start and engage it.

4.1.4 Place the Auxiliary Boiler System in service according to
SP 23.101.01.

4.1.5 Depending on the length of the main control room
evacuation, transfer the following loads to the Auxiliary
Boiler System.

.1 SJAE's and Off Gas Preheaters by locally opening
IN11-MOV-049. '

.2 Radwaste Reboilers and Steam Generator Header by |

opening IN33-MOV-034 from the Aux Bir Panel PNL-02.

.3 Steca Seal System by opening IN33-MOV-033 locally. ;

,

4.1.6 At the RSP, manually transfer all Remote

( Shutdown-Transfer Switches (RSTS), S-1 to S-18, S-52,
| S-57, S-77 to S-83 from Normal to Emerg, positions.

4.1.7 Verify the Service Water System is in service as per
SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.6.

4.1.8 Ensure the Fuel Pool Cooling System is in operation in
accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.5.

4.1.9 Verify the RBCLCW System is in service in accordance with
SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.7. If RBCLCW pump IP42*P-005B
or an RBCLCW heat exchanger must be put in service refer
to SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.7.

4.1.10 If a reduction of Reactor pressure is desired:

SP 29.022.01 Rev. G
12/5/78 Page 3
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4.1.10.1 At tha RSP, plcca ths B Iccp of the RHR System ;

-

in tha supprassion Pool Cooling Moda in [,

accordance with SP 23.133.91, Section 8.1.3. *
,

4

CAUTION: 1) Do not exceed RPV cooldown rate '

of 100*F/hr.
'

2) Maintain Suppression Pool Water'

Temperature 120*F.

4.1.10.2 Start reducing Reactor Vessel pressure by
utilizing RCIC as a heat sink on recirculation
to the Condensate Storage Tank in accordance
with SP 23.133.91, Section 8.1.4.

:

NOTE: Reactor Safety / Relief Valves,
1B21*RV-092C, D or F may be utilized to
reduce Reactor pressure at the RSP, only
if absolutely necessary. Use long
blowdowns rather than intermittent
operations.

4.1.10.3 Monitor Reactor Vessel water level (LI-004) and;

pressure (PI-906) and the Suppression Pool
temperature (TI-022 A and B) at the RSP to
ensure no limits are exceeded.

4.1.10.4 When the reactor pressure decreases to 135 psig
secure from suppressing pool cooling and place
RilR System in the Shutdown Cooling Mode in

I
accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.3.

4.1.10.5 When Reactor pressure reaches 75 psig and
Reactor Vessel water level is established at
about 50", secure RCIC in accordance with

;

| SP23.133.91, Section 8.1.4. i

!
I

4.1.10.6 Maintain Reactor in a cold shutdown condition
by use of RHR in Shutdown Cooling Mode.

4.1.11 Stabilize plant conditions and continously monitor:

4.1.11.1 Reactor Vessel level, LI-004
4.1.11.2 Reactor Vessel pressure, PI-006
4.1.11.3 Suppression Pool level, LI-026
4.1.11.4 Suppression Pool, Temp. TI-022 A/B
4.1.11.5 Drywell pressure, PI-012 |

4.1.11.6 Drywell temperature, TI-021

4.1.12 When the Main Control Room becomes accessable again, the
Watch Engineer should give orders to return to the Main
Control Room.

SP 29.022.01 Rev. 0
12/5/78 Page 4
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4.1.13 Match th2 centrols of casociatsd componsnts in the Main
Control Room with those at the RSP then return the RSTS
from EMERG to NORMAL.

4.1.14 Af ter placing the RSTS to NORMAL position, return to the
Main Control Room.

Steps 4.1.1 to 4.1.14 completed
(NSO Signature)

4.2 MSIV's CLOSED & NORMAL POWiR, SUPPLYING PLANT

4.2.1 At the RSP, monitor Reactor Vessel pressure on PI-906 and
water level on LI-004.

'NOTE: Reactor Vessel pressure should be maintained
automatically with the safety relief valves.

4.2.2 At the RSP, manually transfer all Remote Shutdown
Transfer Switches (RSTS), S-1 to S-18, S-52, S-57, S-77 i

to S-83 from NORMAL to the EMERG position.

4.2.3 Start RCIC to maintain Reactor pressure and level in
accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.4.

CAUTION: Minimize the use of the Safety / Reliefs for
Reactor pressure control.

4.2.4 Verify that the Service Water System is in operation as
per SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.6.

4.2.5 After the main or RFP Turbine Trip the operator in the
Turbine Building shall verify the auto start of the
turning gear. If '.c has not started he shall manually
engage it.

4.2.6 Ensure the Fuel Pool Cooling System is in operation as
per SP 23.133.91, Section 8.1.5.

4.2.7 Verify the RBCLCW System is in service in accordance with,

' SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.6. If RBCLCW pump IP42*P-005B
or an RBCLCW heat exchanger must be put in service, see
SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.7.

4.2.8 Place the B loop of the RHR System in the Suppression
Pool Cooling Mode in accordance with SP 23.133.01,
Section 8.1.3.

4.2.9 If a reduction of Reactor pressure is desired:

4. 2.9.1 At the RSP, ensure the RHR System is lined up
for Suppression Pool Cooling.

.

SP 29.022.01 Rev. 0
12/5/78 Page 5
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CAUTION: 1) Do not cxecid RPV cooldown rete
of 100'F/hr.,

2) Maintain Suppression Pool water
temperature <120*F.

,

4.2.9.2 Start reducing Reactor Vessel pressure by
utilizing RCIC as a heat sink on recirculation
to the Condensate Storage Tank in accordance
with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.4.

NOTE: Reactor Safety / Relief Valves,
1B21*RV-092C, D or F may be utilized to
reduce Reactor pressure at the RSP, only ;

if absolutely necessary. Use long L

i blowdowns rather than intermittent l'
!~ operation. !

- 4.2.9.3 Monitor Reactor Vessel water level (LI-004) and
pressure (PI-006) and the Suppression Pool
temperature (TI-022A & B) at the RSP to ensure
no limits are exceeded.

4.2.9.4 When Reactor pressure decreases to <135 psig
secure from suppression pool cooling and place i

RHR in the Shutdown Cooling Mode in accordance
with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.3.

4.2.9.5 When Reactor pressure reaches 75 psig and
Reactor Vessel water level is established at
about 50", secure RCIC in accordance with
SP23.133.01, Section 8.1.4.

4.2.9.6 Maintain Reactor in a cold shutdown condition
by use of RHR in Shutdown Cooling Mode.

4.2.10 Stabilize plant conditions and continously monitor:

4.2.10.1 Reactor Vessel level, LI-004
4.2.10.2 Reactor Vessel pressure, PI-006
4.2.10.3 Suppression Pool level, LI-026
4.2.10.4 Suppression Pool temp. TI-022 A/B
4.2.10.5 Drywell pressure, PI-012

4.2.10.6 Drywell temperature, TI-021

(' 4.2.11 When the Main Control Room becomes accessible again, the
'

Watch Engineer should give orders to return to the Main
Control Room.

SP 29.022.01 Rev. 0
12/5/78 Page 6
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4.2.12 Match tha Main Centrols of essseistcd compsnants in tha
Main Control Room with those at the RSP then return the.

RSTS from EMERG to NORMAL.

4.2.13 After placing the RSTS to NORMAL position, return to the
Main Control Room.

Steps 4.2.1 to 4.2.13 completed
(NSO Signature)

4.3 LOSS OF NORMAL POWER

4.3.1 If loss of normal power has occured, dispatch an operator
to Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms and verify the
running of Emergency Diesels. If they are not run ning , i

START the Diesels locally in accordance with SP23.307.01.
;

4.3.2 At the RSP, monitor Reactor Vessel pressure on PI-006 and
water level on LI-Od4.

NOTE: Reacter Vessel pressure should be maintained
automatically with the safety / relief valves.

4.3.3 At the RSP, manually transfer all Remote Shutdown
Transfer Switches (RSTS), S-1 to S-18, S-52, S-57, S-77
to S-83 from NORMAL to EMERG positions.

4.3.4 Start the RCIC System to maintain Reactor Vessel level
and Pressure in accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section
8.1.4.

,

CAUTION: Minimize the use of Safety / Reliefs for Reactor
pressure control.

4.3.5 Verify that the service water system is in operation as
per SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.6.

4.3.6 Af ter the Main or RFP Turbine Trip the operator in the
j. Turbine Building shall verify the auto start of the,

| turning gear. If it has not started he shall manually

start and engage it.

4.3.7 Refer to LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWER Emergency Procedure
(SP29.015.01) to monitor the automatic sequence of events

~

and to ensure that the necessary emergency equipment is
placed in service.

NOTE: When power is regained, place the Auxiliary Boiler
System in service in accordance with SP23.101.01
and line up to auxiliary steam loads as necessary.

SP 29.022.01 Rev. 0
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4.3.8 Picco ths B locp cf ths RHR System in tha Suppression*

.

Pool Cooling Mode in accordance with SP 23.133.01,'
.

Section 8.1.3..

4.3.9 Ensure the Fuel Pool Cooling System is in operation in
accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.5.

4.3.10 Verify the Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling Water
System (RBCLCWS) is in service in accordance with
SP23.133.91, Section 8.1.6. If RBCLCW pump 1P42*P-005B
or the RBCLCW heat exchanger must be put in service see
SP 23.133.91, Section 8.1.7.

4.3.11 If a reduction in reactor pressure is desired:

4.3.11.1 At the RSP, ensure the RHRS is in the
Suppression Pool Cooling Mode.

CAUTION: 1. Do not exceed 100*F/hr cooldown
,

rate

2. Maintain Suppression Pool
temperature <120* F

4.3.11.2 Start reducing reactor vessel pressure, by
utilizing RCIC as a heat sink on recirculation
to the CST, as per SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.4.

NOTE: Reactor Safety / Relief valves,
IB21*RV-092C, D or F may be utilized to
reduce reactor pressure at the RSP, only
if absolutely necessary. Use long
blowdowns rather than intermittent
operations.

4.3.11.3 Monitor reactor vessel water level (LI-004) and
pressure (PI-006) and the suppression pool
temperature (TI-022 A and B) at the RSP to
ensure no limits are exceeded.

| 4.3.11.4 When reactor pressure, decreases to <135 psig
i secure from Suppression Pool Cooling and place
l the RHRS in the Shutdown Cooling Mode in
i accordance with SP 23.133.01, Section 8.1.3.

4.3.11.5 When the Reactor pressure reaches 75 psig and
Reactor Vessel water level established at about
50", secure the RCICS in accordance with
SP23.133.01, Section 8.1.4.

SP 29.022.01 Rev. 0
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4.3.11.6 Maintcin Rscetot in e cold shutdown condition.

by the RHRS in the Shutdcun Cooling Msda.,

' 4.3.11.7 Stabilize plant conditions and continously
monitor:

.1 Reactor Vessel level, LI-004

.2 Reactor Vessel pressure, PI-006

.3 Suppression Pool level, LI-026

.4 Suppression Pool Temp. TI-022 A/B

.5 Drywell pressure , PI-012

.6 Drywell temperature, TI-021

4.3.12 When the Main Control Room becomes accessible again,
the Watch Engineer should give orders to return to the
Main Control Room.

4.3.13 Match the Controls of associated components in the Main
Control Room with those at the RSP then return the RSTS
from EMERG to NORMAL.

4.3.14 After placing the RSTS to NORMAL position, return to
the Main Control Rcom.

Steps 4.3.1 to 4.3.14 completed
(NSO Signature)

5.0 FINAL CONDITIONS

5.1 Plant condition and operation is maintained from the Main Control
Room.

5.2 The Reactor is being maintained in a stable condition or is in
cold shutdown with the RHRS in the Shutdown Cooling Made.

5.3 The RPV level is maintained at +20 to +54.

5.4 Normal power restored, RPS busses reencegized and Scram reset.j

5.5 Log all appropriate information in Control Roon Log Book.
!

| Steps 5.1 to 5.5 completed
(NSO Signature)

Watch Engineer's Review

Watch Engineer's Log Update
Watch Engineer's Signature

Forward to Operating Engineer

i
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6.0 DyICUSSION
,

.

*
6.1 The purpose at the Remote Shutdown Control System is to provide,

remote control for the Reactor Systems needed to carry out the
shutdown function from outside the Main Control Room, and to
bring the Reactor to a cold condition in an orderly fashion
through the use of suitable procedures. The Remote Shutdown
Control System is designed to control the required shutdown
systems irrespective of shorts, opens or grounds in the control
circuits that may have resulted from the event that necessitated
evacuation of the Main Control Room. The inaccessibility of the
Main Control Room should not exceed a period of one week.

6.2 It is assumed in the design bases of the Remote Shutdown Control
| System that no other accident conditions occur simultaneously or
| subsequently, other than a loss of offsite electric power by

itself, during inaccessibility of the Main Control Room.

6.3 Trip functions and interlocks are by passed on systems that are
operated from the Remote Shutdown Panel when RSTS are placed in ;
EMERG.

6.4 The following systems and components may be controlled from the
Remote Shutdown Panel:

1. Nuclear Boiler System (Instrumentation)
2. Reactor Recirculation System Pump B Suction *MOV-031B.
3. Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
4. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS)
5. Fuel Pool Cooling System (FPCS)
6. Service Water System (SWS)
7. Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling Water System (RBCLCW)
8. RPV Relief Valves IB21*RV-092, C, D, F

6.5 It is assumed that the Main Control Room will remain habitable
for a period of time after the decision has been made that
evacuation is inevitable. During this interval the NSO shall
perform as much of this procedure as possible from the Main
Control Room.

!

j 6.6 A set of the appropriate station procedures (29.XXX.XX,
22.XXX.XX, 23.XXX.XX, & 69.XXX.XX) are stored in the RSP room for'

| reference by the operator.
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